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Preside

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (ft - at Elmendorf Air Force Base, I Viet Nam was the theme of port will be televised live na- maintain America's military among allies at the Manila con- will not come there until the eled 25,<)06 iniles to seven coun>~, President Johnson returned four miles from town, that Unit- his impromptu speech in An- tionwide.
strength in South Korea against ference." But he added that Communists change their mind tires, the state of Hawaii and
American
Samoa, in 4he- South
Tuesday night to American soil ed States is taking a stand in chorage, too. He said the United The President la due at Dulles Communist China and North "difficult days lie ahead of us about fighting.,,
' ¦
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in Viet Nam" and that peace In 16 days, Johnsofrhastrav- Seas. ¦ • A ' . - - . y . . .A ' - - . :>. . ' yy '
and pror/ised tbat America will Asia—and Viet Nam—and "that States won't permit the Commu- at 8 p.m. EST.
Korea. •
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nists to take over South Viet Eights hours before Johnson
take a firm anti-Communist stand is going to come true."
succeeded
Nam-that
if
they
The
President
looked
fresh
itand in Asia—"and.yon can put
left Seoul, North Korean troops
Although the dampened late- here, "they .might be in Dutch ambushed a patrol from the and rested despite the strainsof
it in your pipe and smoke it."
Returning from a seven-na- hour crowd was the smallest Of Harbor tomorrow."
U.S. 2ridf Infantry Division 800 the tiring trip. He said an ebullient farewell at the close of his
tion tour, Johnson was greeted his 31,000-mile journey around
community yards south of the demilitarized three-day state visit to South
by several thousand residents of the Pacific, the President took Dutch Harbor is a islands.
zone
between
North
and
South
Alaska's Aleutian
Korea, then climbed- into his
Alaska's largest city in a his auto microphone in band to in•The
President said he did not Korea, killed six Americans and
steady, but gentle, midnight urge repeatedly that his greet- believe in ignoring a fire "until a South Korean soldier and special plane. Air. Force One,
en "move back a yard there"
rain. ¦ ¦' . ;.• ,. '
wounded the other American in with Mrs. Johnson, Secretary of
it gets to your front yard."
The President told welcomers and let the motorcade proceed. He-emphasized again that his the patrol. The Communist State Dean Rusk' ¦ and White
House officials. " ; • -'
aim is to get CommunistNorth troops escaped.
Viet Nam to the negotiating ta- Tbe North Korean attack was Before leaving Korea, Johnble, "and the sooner ; they real- announced five hours after the son and Presidest Chung Hee
Park signed a farewell commuize it, the better they'll be."
President took off for Alaska. It
Johnson landed in Alaska's was the most serious of a series nique which promised to keep
biggest city shortly before tnid> of attacks made by the North U.S; forces in Korea at their
night, following a nonstop flight Koreans along the armistice present level of 50,600, : laid • a
from the South Korean capital line since Johnson's trip to Ko- wreath at the National Assembly, and made brief good-by reof Seoul. ' ;.
rea was announced Oct. 6. Some marks at the airport where a
The presidential Jet set down observers in Seoul thought the girls' chorus sang "The Yellow
at Elmendorf Air Force Base, Communists might be trying to Rose of Texas" in Korean.
five miles out of the city, at put pressure on the South Ko11:36 p.m. AST — 4:36 a.m. reans to resist any American In his talk to the Korean Asrequests for more troops for sembly — the last major proEST.
nouncement of the Asian trip —
Johnson will attend a break- Viet Nam.
mWWf m—3v ?v urn u urn-ww;-:wwmmmmmmmmimwmmwmwmmememmmmmmmmmma\mmmk\
fast this morning at his hotel , Winding up his 17-day, seven- Johnson said he had "listened
MAKING A PRESIDENTIAL POINT . . ..' . promptu speech before Alaskans greetinghim
and
learned
much
on
this
trip"
nation
sweep
around
the
rim
of
hop
then take off for a nonstop
President
Lyndon B. Johnson gestures with
at Anchorage early today. <AP Photofax)
to Washington, where his arriv- the Pacific, the U.S. chief exec- from many things, including
al at Dulles International Air- utive made a parting pledge to "the solid agreement we found his left hand to drive home a point in an im-.
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GREETED BY ESKIMOS . . . Eskimo dancers greet
President Lyndon B. Johnson upon his arrival at the Elmendorf Air Base near/Anchorage, Alaska early this iaorning.
Mr. Johnson is ending a 17-day Asian tour and is spending
7
the night in Anchorage. (AP Photofax)

Girls Refurriecf/

6 Americans Die in Korea

Erhard May
Be Forced
Ta Resign

Reds Attack
BeloW 1953
Armistice Line

JOHNSON, HUMPHREY;NIXON

C6min<j Jo M//i/iespfa

SEOUL, South Korea (APINorth
Korean troops ambushed
BONN, Germany (AP) —
RIALTO Calif. (AP) - Rela- home.
and
killed
s& Americansoldiers
tives sat in the modest white "When daddy kissed us good- Chancellor Ludwig Erhard told By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS phrey fails to save a governor Districts are planned Saturday
and
one
South
Korean below tha
and
if
he
fails
to
save
a
senanight and Sunday.
frame home groping for insight by, he told us he had to go away party leaders today that he President Johnson, Vice Presitor
it:
would
be
a
very
serious
armistice
line
before dawn todent
Hubert
Humphrey
and
but
while
be
to
Alaska
for
a
into Roger Lee Williams.
would quit if he could take part
Humphrey is to campaign in
blow to his chances of staying
¦ "We just can't understand would come home
former
President
Richard
Vice
soon,
she
day
while
President
and Mrs.
"
¦
¦
' ' - ?; ¦ '¦'. ¦' ¦ - -7- .- - :• / . . >.¦-. , in all discussions on his suc- Nixon — the big guns of the on the ticket in 1968;" Nixon the 6th and 8th Districts Mon"
¦
¦
Johnson
slept
30
miles
away.
why Roger would do anything 'iwht ': ' -¦
'
cessor, an informed s o u r c e national political parties — are ¦said.
day, with stops at Grand Raplike thta.'V, said bia father^ div- ,: Authorities said Williams ap- said/ ¦ ; V
The
incident
was
the
gravest
Ids, Hibbing, Virginia, Eveleth
moving into Minnesota-for- a fiparently grew a goatee . and
ert, Tuesday. ,
He predicted that the GOP
involving Americans since the
dyed his blond hair black before When he would be ready to nal assault on the undecided will pick up 40 House seats he and Duluth, accortiing to party
"He was so conscientious, returning the girls to their home
Korean
War* ended in 1953. It
PRINCE'
voter.
JOIN&
^FOPresign was not made clear.
thinks are in jeopardy in Minne- leaders.
such a good father and a hard
Angeles.
-.. Actras Romiria iPawer, occurred eight hours before
miles
east
of
Los
60
.,
Johnson
is
to
speak
about
5
sota,
but
Republicans
are
given
Erhard
spoke
at
a
closed-door
*
Johnson and Humphrey hope
worker," said his wife, Joanne. They said that after the girls
"There was no indication any- left the motel, Williams drove meeting of Christian Democrat- p.m. Friday at the plaza of the the best chance against 6th Dis- to aid Gov. Karl Rolvaag, Sen. 15, daughter of film stars Johnsonleft Korea for the Unitthing like this would happen- away in a white car with Arizo- ic party chiefs in Parliament. First National Bank in Minne- trict Rep. Alec Olson. Other DFL Walter F. Mondale and other Linda Christianand the late ed States.
apolis, according to sources in congressmen — John Blatnik,
Tyrone Power; is reunited
In Anchorage, Alaska, the
could happen."
na license plates, leaving beWilliams, 27, an assistant hind clothes, $4,000 and trail- It has been widely reported the Democratic - Farmer - La- Donald Fraser and Joseph Karth members of the DFL ticket, as with Count Stanislaus de traveling White House said
a
that he would favor Foreign bor Party.
—are all heavy favorites to win well as congressional nominees. \Rola, 23-year-old singer
bank cashier, disappeared July er containing toys, suitcases
Johnson has asked for a comHe
is
to
arrive
at
Minneapolisre-election.
Minister
Gerhard
Schroeder
to
his
two
daughters.
At
with
14
known as the "Pop Prince," plete report on the incident
and two radios. ;
St.
Paul
International
Airport
Nixon
estimated
that
20
to
the same time $536,000 disap- Mrs, Williams, 31, said she succeed him*r-if he had to go.
on her arrival at airport in from Gen. Charles H. Bonepeared from the bank, and Wil- filed suit for divorce a month The s o u r c e said Erhard about 4:30 p.m. and leave about 25 per cent of voters are still unTurin, Italy. Miss Power steel, commander of the U.S.
6:30
p.m.
as
part
of
a
crossdecided,
more
than
he
has
seen
liams was charged with bank ago.:. . '.
stressed the importance of con- country tour for Democratic can- at any time in 20 years of camsays she intends to marry 8th Army in Korea
from
Some people learn
larceny.
and of the
tinuity in policy and also made didates.
never
reexperience;
others
but they may have to
paigning.
him,
Then on Halloween, the FBI
United
Nations
Command
there.
it a condition of his resignation
"
..
it'
Auto
.
cover
from
.
At St. James, the former vice
wait until she's 18. (AP
said, Williams rented a motel
that he take part in the forma- The schedule has not been president said the Democratic safety slogan: • ¦ ' "Stop to
The
President
met
with
Boneroom three blocks from his
Photofax by cable from
confirmed yet by the White
tion of his successor's policy.
't
think
to
steel
think
;
kids
don
Tuesday
when
.
he
visited
Congress
struck
out
on
peace,
"
house, hired a baby-sitter to
Rome)
The informant reported that House.
prices and crime. It's time we stop" . . . Give a small boy
American and South Korean
take his daughters home, and
top party leaders had already Nixon was in Minnesota Tues- got a new team in."
a rope — and he'll bring
disappeared again.
troops during his stay in South
agreed to press Erhard to quit. day night, speaking to about "America is a great country home a stray dog at the end
With the help of accounts
Korea.
This decision was said to have 1,200 Republicans at a turkey and America became
great of it . . . The real optimist
from - the daughters, Kelly, 4,
been made at an earlier meet- dinner in the National Guard country not because ofa what (claims the cynic) is the
There was one survivor, an
and Rochelle, 5, FBI agents
ing ol the party's top leader- Armory at St. James. He spoke government did for the people, man who still worries about
added pieces to the puzzling pic¦
American,
from the U.S. Said
'
in
behalf
of
GOP
ship—a group of 11 men.
Rep. Ancher but what people did for them- the future . . . The owner of
Infantry D i v i s i o n patrol.
ture.
The top-echelon group de- Nelsen.
a
busy
and
successful
comselves over 190 years ago ," he
"Daddy had a suitcase full of
Wounded by a grenade but recided to confront Erhard with Earlier, the former Republican said.
pany hired a new salesman
ported in good condition, he said
money," said Rochelle. "He
their demand at a meeting of presidential candidate told a
and told him, "Here's your
the attackers wore North Kobought a new white car, bought
the full steering committee lat- Bloomington news conference Humphrey's schedule calls for office — and don't ever let
rean
army uniforms.
us lots of dresses and toys and
that the GOP is sure to win the him to return to Minnesota Fri- me catch you sitting in it."
er, the informants said.
The Communists escaped and
bought himself some ¦ new
They added that Erhard, Minnesota governor's race, has day night. He is to campaign
there was no indication that any
suits."
chancellor since 1963, then an even chance of electing a Saturday in the Twin Cities area
were wounded.
(AP)
PenWASHINGTON
would
be
asked
to
help
the
senator
and
a
good
chance
to
and,
for
DFL
congressional
Recalled Kelly : "We just kept
The United Nations Command
party choose a successor. Er- pick up two congressional seats hopeful Keith Davison , at Alextagon sources predict U.S. man- announced that the eight-man
driving all the time. Once on a
(For
hard
took,
over
after
Konrad
—to
the
detriment
of
Humphrey.
and
Moorhead.
Mrs
andria
m
o
r
e
laughs
see
Joanne
Williams
and
.
trip, a long time ago, we went
power in South Viet Nam will patrol was Jumped by the ComDaughters Kelly, Rochelle
"My judgment is that if Hum- Stops in the 2nd, 6th and 7th Earl Wilson on Page 4.)
Adenauer stepped down.
in a little plane. We went a
surge to 382,000 by the end of munists about 800 yards south of
long, long ways."
December and move past the the demilitarized zone between
"We cried a lot and told dadNorth and South Korea.
400,000 mark in January.
dy we wanted to go home," said
Plans for this expansion from The ambush occurred east of
Rochelle. "He told us he would
take us to Mommy as soon as ne
the 336,000 troops now In the Libby Bridge, one of two spanning the Imjln River in the
finished the vacation."
Southeast Asian country are American sector of the front
how
her
father
She described
considered all but definite.
and close to Panraunjom where
had dressed her and Kelly in SYLMAR, Calif. (AP ) - A through an oil tank farm withthe
Military Armistice CommisBeyond
early
1967,
however
blast
of
flames
sweeping
up
a
and
masks
,
costumes
Halloween
out damaging structures. In the
the view is less clear and the sion meets in the demilitarized
before the sitter took them steep hillside Snuffed out the Santa Susana Mountains west of
lives of 10 firefighters in a crew
Pentagon is in the process of zone.
of 25 battling one of four brush the Angeles crest fire, two
calculating what it believes fu- The U.N. Command said tha
attack occurred at 3:15 a.m.
fires in Angeles National For- blazes scorched more than 150
ture military needs will be.
acres,
est.
Sources said latest additions President Johnson gave no indito the war will likely be ele- cation that he was aware of it
The men were veterans, The Inferno of flame courting
known as El Cariso Hotshots through Pacoima Canyon in the
ments of the 9th Infantry Divi- when he left Kimpo Airfield 15
from Riverside County who had Angeles crest fire was touched
sion which was activated last miles away. The ambush was
announced until five hours
specialized in combatting the off by a downed power line. Hot
year and has been training for not
after
the President took off.
hottest of forest fires in Mon- blasts of dry desert air—a
duty since January,
tana, Idaho, California and Ore- storm known locally as the SanThe U.N. C o m m a n d anThe Sth. with a strength of nouncement said:
gon.
ta Ana—poured over the mounabout 17,000, is virtually combat "Expended shell casings in
But they lost Tuesday to that tains, driving temperatures aa
ready.
In addition to it, a num- the area from which the amunpredictable quality of all fires high as 101 degrees, a 'record for
ber of support-type units with bush was launched were ComPORTSMOUTH, Va. (AP) - —the wind behind them that November. Gusts reached 60
thousands of troops have been munist-made.
A helicopter crash on the car- kicked up before they could es- miles an hour.
tapped for duty.
rier Guadalcanal left the pilot cape.
"Search patrols discovered!
No structures were damaged,
When and where the Infantry the wounded man and the slain
but
uninjured,
crewman
and
"It's something every fire- but early in the day a wall of
division will deploy is secret for soldiers. '
sent death-dealing rotor blade fighter thinks about—a sudden flames was halted at Olive View
security reasons. There have "AH of the dead and wounded
fragments shooting across the gust of wind," said U.S. Forest Hospital, where most of 600 tubeen reports it would be sent to were assigned to the 2nd Infanflight deck of the busy ship: Service spokesman Don Porter bercular patients were evacuSouth Viet Nam's rice-rich delta try Division. Their identities
Twenty-two men were cut in reporting the death toll of a ated. Also evacuated were 450
region, now defended largely by will be released after notificadown Tuesday by pieces of the blaze that swept 2,100 acres.
patients of a veterans adminisSouth Vietnamese troops.
tion of next of kin.''
27-foot aluminum blade, some of
tration
hospital
in
the
same
Names of the dead were withMilitary officials say the Penthem more than 100 yards from held pending notification of next area.
tagon ia at a crossroads in mapthe crash site. Three men were of kin. Nine of the 15 survivors
The
men
who
died
were
ping
out the course of the war
one
critikilled and 19 Injured ,
the crew were In critical con- backed up against a rocky cliff ,
beyond early 1067, One reason:
'. ln
cally.
dition at the Los Angeles County in the process of cutting a line
FEDERAL FORECAST
This Is budget-planning time, a
One of the dead wa» a civilian General Hospital's Burn Center. around a hot spot. One of the
period when the services lay WINONA AND VICINITY Variable cloudiness and warmemploye, Manning McCutcheo , Suppression leaders said the survivors said the flames
out their monetary needs,
er tonight and Thursday. Low
44, of Suffolk , a father of four fire was 90 per cent contained "made a flash run up the hill."
Moreover, the Saigon com- tonight 22-30, high Thursday tuy
who had como up on the flight early today.
Early in the day, a Nike base
¦
mand has recommended a
deck to watch tho helicopter Of the other two fires, one on was threatened, but the flames
tainside in right background in the Angeles buildup to at least a half-million 45. • '
VICTIM OF BLAZE . . . The body of
LOCAL WEATHER
take off. He was struck as he Camp Pendleton Marine Corps failed to reach this Installation one of the fire fighters killed Tuesday battlNational Forest. Temperatures as high as men, while at home congres- Official
observations for tho
stood new the carrier's control reservation in San Diego County or either of the two hospitals.
IOO degrees added to the plight of the fire sional predictions oh tho re- 24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
island, The other two victims swept 1,900 acres. In Ventura The veterans hospital moved its ing a brush . fire in Southern California is
fighters. (AP Photofax)
quired forces have gone as high Maximum, 38; minimum, 1<J;
were members of the Guadal- County, a 300-acre blaze burned Kienta back during the even- taken from a helicopter, used to remove the
noon, 31; precipitation, none, i
is 600,000,
dead from scene. Flames burn on the mounInland from U.S. Highway 101
canal's flight deck crew,
::

Experience
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U.S. Manpower
In Viet Nam to
Touch 400,000

JO Die in California fire

3 Killed in
Copter Crash
On Carrier

WEATHER

Missile Ordered

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government has awarded a
$235.8-minion
development and
production contract for an airto-ground guided missile designed to be carried within 50
miles of enemy defenses.
It's a shorter-rangerelative to
the Skybolt missile, on which
the government spent more
than iSOO million before secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara scrapped tbe projectHe doubted whether Skybolt
could be accurate over its
planned i,0OO-mile route.
The contract, inclnding t)3.S
^million for production of an unspecified number of missiles,
was awarded to Boeing Co. of

KEN'S HARDWARE

A;A: A r ' A :A::^^^^.
:y

Seattle, Wash. The other $1413
million is for development.
President Johnson announced
plans for the SRAM missile in
January 1965. SRAM stands for
short range attack missile. He
called it a major new development in strategic weaponry.
Skybolt was supposed to blow
boles in enemy defense lines to
create penetration corridors for
nuclear bombers.
SRAM , alto a ballistic missile
but less complicated, would be
carried on the FB111, a fighterbomber due for operation by
1970, tbe scheduled phase-out
date of certain models of the
B52 bomber.
The plane could carry as
many as 40 SRAMs.
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Power Engineers
To Plan Dinner

Radioactive
Cloud Passing
Over US.

Chapter 4, National Association of Power Engineers, will
meet today at 7:30 p.m
at the Red Men 's Wigwam.
Plans will be made for the
chapter's annual fall dinner at
the Williams Hotel and Annex
Saturday evening. The dinner
will begin promptly at 7:30 p.m.
after a cocktail hour. A large
delegation from the Twin Cities, Rochester, La Crosse and
Eau Claire will attend. Prizes
will be awarded and entertainment will be furnished by Mrs.
Henry Hull, pianist. It is also
planned to secure a speaker.
Orville Keller and Joseph . Votruba are chairmen.
¦

WASKTNGTON (AP) - Gcvernmentfeather sciehtists estimated today a high-flying radioactive cloud from Red China's latest nuclear blast already
is passing over a wide area of
the United States.
But both they and spokesmen
for the Public Health Service
said comparatively little of the
debris is expectedto appear as
fallout in the United States, and
they said it should present no
significant health hazard.
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owned electric power plant.
The plant's two 800,000-kilowatt generators will consume
about four million tons of coal
annually.
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The leading edge of the l.ftOOmile-wide cloud, swept from
west to east at altitudes of about
30,000 feet, is expected to leave
North American sometime before noon Wednesday and hea- ST. PAUL (AP) _ Phillip Kitdout over the Atlantic toward zer Jr., Chicago, indicted for alEiu*ope.
legedly giving a $2000 contribuThis was related by Kenneth tion to the Democratic - FarmerPeterson of tbe . atmospheric Labor Party, returned to the
radiology branch of the Com- Twin Cities Tuesday.
merce Department's Environ- Kitzer, who had failed to show
mental Science Services Admin- up for scheduledarraignmentin
istration, in response to a re- District Court, returned on a
porter's questions. 7
commercial plane also carrying
He laid the estimates are 4ta/nsey County Atty. William
based, not on actual contact B. Randall.
with radioactive debris, but on Sydney Goff, a St. Paul lawrecorded and projected wind yer and DFL fund - raiser who
conditions in tbe upper tropos- said be received the $2,000 conphere — between30,ooo and 40,- tribution from Kitzer, was to go
000 feet altitude— since tbe Red on trial today.
The check in the case was
China blast was touched off last
written on Allied Realty of St.
Thursday. ¦ '
¦ •¦ ' '
Paul, a subsidiary of American
.
Allied Insurance Co. Corporations may not donate to politiLargest Private
cal parties in Minnesota.
WHEELING, W. Va. (AP) The American Electric Power
System says it will construct in
the Wheeling area what it calls
the nation's largest privately
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Archeological Student Found Guilty; Gaulke Motion
Group Offers
Denied Again;
Bound Over
First Lecture
V. Carl Rosendahl, 20, Minne- . Rosendahl represented himapolis, a Winona State College self and called two witnesses.
He asked them whether they
student arrested on a charge had seen him acting disorderof disorderly conduct Thursday ly. Robert Larson said he had
night during WSC homecoming lost sight of Rosendahl about
activities, was found guilty and 10:30 p.m. and didn't see him
fined $35 Tuesday bsrMunicip- again until he was under arrest,
and Paul Buscher admitted
al Judge John D. McGill.
He was guilty by refusing to that the defendant had not
leave the site of a disorderly moved, but remained in the
assemblage at West King and street, when the hoses were diHuff streets and by disobeying rected at him.
official requests to leave the ROSENDAHL next asked the
street, Judge McGill said.
crowd of WSC students if any
ABOUT 35 WSC student* at- of them had seen the incident.
tended the trial, and listened Jeri Madsen, a resident of Luwith obvious interest. The spec- cas Hall, took the witness stand
tators area is usually empty and said she had seen the arrest, but had not seen any preat municipal trials.
vious events. She added that
testiGordon
Officer William
¦
¦
other members of the milling
fied. > • ¦. -.:: . ¦
Rosendahl was arrested at group had seemed to make
10:50 p.m. Thursday at the in- more overt actions by throwing
tersection after^fusingto heed rocks and debris and directing
two police requests to leave scathing remarks at nearby ofthe street and being sprayed ficials.
twice, along with a group pf Judge McGill explained, in
other students, by fire hoses. finding Rosendahl'guilty, that
Other students-retreated from disorderly conduct includes ; a
the spraying, but Rosendahl wide range of actions, and instayed in the street, and by not cludes such nonaction as removing, encouraged others to fusing to obey police orders.
return to his position and con- Frank Wohletz, city prosecutinue the disorder: Gordon said. tor, represented the plaintiff.

JuvenilesAdmit
Auto Damage
On Train Car

Another motion for the dismissal of the charge against
Leonard Gaulke, 44, Rochester,
Four juveniles were taken: inMinn., ' Was denied here this
to custody Tuesday upon commorning. He is charged with
pletion of investigation into vantaking indecent liberties with
dalism on a train car load of
1967 model Thuoderbirds and
an 8-yearnBld girl last July.
Mustangs parked on a siding at
Today's denial was ih munithe city's east end Oct. 10, Pocipal court before Judge John
lice Chief James McCabe anMcGill. The judge ruled that
nounced this morning.
Damage will total several
evidence presented constituted
thousand dollars, McCabe said,
probable cause for action and
although exact figures are not
bound Gaulke over to District
yet available. Damage included
Court for trial;
punctured and slashed tires,
On Monday District Judge Arbroken windows, burned upholLOUISVILLE SNOW . . . A heavy snow- '. the trees. The snowfall, one of the earnest stery and theft of hubcaps and
nold Hatfield in District Court
storm which hit Louisville today failed to on record in Kentucky, was general through- interior accessories.
had ruled that Gaulke was not
keep Milkman J. R. McCarty from making out the state. It claimed one life and closed
Damage to all the cars could
being placed in double jeopar- his rounds. The bouse he's seeking is behind schools in four counties. (AP , Photofax)
not be assessed until they were
dy by being charged with takdelivered to their original Minneapolis destination and thea
ing indecent liberties with the
distributed to individual dealers,
B-yejar-old girl. Gaulke's: courtMcCabe said. An investigator
Roger
Brosappointed attorney,
for the MilwaukeeRailroad Co.,
nahan, had moved for dismishas been working on the case
sal on that grounds after a
since Oct. 10. Chief McCabe
said some of the cars have not
first case against Gaulke — inbeen traced yet.
volving a 0-year-old girl -^ had
He did hot know how damages
been dismissed on the grounds
will
be recovered.
filed
by
the
that information
into this probcounty attorney did not state A mass of cold air crossing afternoon and after the drop to Police in Ironwood, Mich., ad- Investigation
' -solved vandalism
lem
also
morning
moved
to
31
at
indecent
16
this
taking
Lake
Superior
which
dumped
of
Hurley,
reported
14
an offense
jacent to
¦¦ ¦
cases at East End Park and
liberties with a minor as stat- more than a foot of snow on noon; - '
inches of snow.
portions of northern Wisconsin, Rochester had a low reading Ashland County authorities re- Gabrych Park, McCabe said
ed ia the statutes,
Judge Hatfield then remand- especially in the Hurley area, today of 10 after a high of 31 ported 4 or more inches of snow Three other juveniles were taken into; custody on this matter.
ed the case to municipal court topped the thermometer to a Tuesday and La Crosse posted
All
seven were referred to jupf
the
counin
southern
portions
and
36
for
the
seasonal
low
of
16
this
morning.
figures
of
17
was
About $-450 in damages
where it had been started last
venile authorities. They range
times.
same
ty.
About
ah
inch
of
snow
was
the
was
Although
the
cold
here
was
action
Today's
cars
in
an
acmonth.
incurred fo two
nowhere near the zero reading A year ago today Winona had reported in Vilas and Price from 6 to 13.
outcome of that.
cident Tuesday at 6:08 p.m. at
ARCADIA, Wis* — When the The 8-year-old girl refused to at Hibbing this morning and the a pleasant high of 64 and a low Counties,
West Broadway and Cummings
of 29. All-time high for Nov. 2
Arcadia exchange of General testify this morning and told 1 above at International Falls, was 75 in 1938 and the low for Flurries were c o m mo n
Street, Frank J. Murtinger, 24,
it was the coldest of the; season
throughout the state The State
"
't
waiit
to.
didn
"she
court
the
Telephone Co. of Wisconsin
for the Highway Patrol said.some highshe and put a hard freeze on re- the day 11 in 1951. Mean
1028 W. Howard St., was movexplained
that
mother
Her
past 24 hours was 26. Normal
switches to dial Nov. le at 7
had insisted from the outset maining flowers and vegetables. for this time of the year is 42. ways were made slippery by the
ing west on Broadway and had
a.m., it will be the next to the
light snowfall.
VARIABLE cloudiness and a This morning's temperature
stopped . at the intersection, last exchange in General's west- that she would not.
short recess the 9- little warmer is the forecast dip came earlier than last year, DURING the night skies clearAfter
a
waiting to make a left turn on- ern area of the state to be con- year-old was called by County
for the area tonight with the rhen it was Nov, 10 before the ed over most of the state except
to Cummings. He was struck in
'¦'¦
Attorney S. A. Sawyer and she temperature probably not get- reading was as low as 18 and in the extreme eastern portion
verted.
McLeod,
John
L.
the rear by
repeated, her testimony from ting much below the 22-30 range.
14 before it was down to where snow flurries were com19, Lewiston, who was also The only conversion left will the original transcript of the The same kind of weather is Nov.
ing in from off the lake?
16. : ' . y y
be at Black River Falls. Dial
moving west on Broadway.
It was then that forecast for Thursday when an
first
case.
Damage was $250 to the right telephones will go into effect Brosnahan moved for a dismis- afternoon high of 40-45 is indi- THE WEATHER Bureau said Low temperatures ranged
from eight above in Superior
rear of .Murtinger's vehicle and there Oct. 4, 1967, according to sal on the grounds that she was cated,.- . . '¦
a rapid wanning would spread to 27 at Milwaukee. Other lows ST. CHARLES, Minn. ( Spe$200 to the left front of the H. R. Anges, Black River Falls not competent to testify* assert- Friday, said the weatherman, over Minnesota today and to- were: Park Falls and Eau cial) — St. Charles School Board
,
let contracts Tuesday for equipMcLeod auto, Murtinger coming that there were discrepan- will be variably cloudy and mild night, with scattered snow flur- Claire, 12, Wausau 15, Madison ment for the new school, called
manager
in
this
area.
plained olf minor pain.
accompanying
the
higher
ries
court that
The new monthly rates for cies. Sawyer told the than an with a chance of a few snow temperatures in western Minne- 16, Lone Rock, La Crosse 17, for carpeting bids for the liflurries.
Beloit - Rockford 24, Racine. 25, brary, hired two cooks and custhe testimony showed
dial service in the Arcadia ex- offense could have taken place. ; The extended forecast for the sota tonight.
Burlington 26.
todians, made plans for disposchange will be $6.50 for single Judge McGill agreed.
next five days indicates average Low temperatures tonight The high temperature Tues- ing of the Oak View school buildwere
expected
to
hold
in
the
party residence; $11.50 for sm- Both girls are said to have temperatures will be 5 to "8 30s in western Minnesota and day was 42 degrees at Racine. ing and personal property, and
gle party business; $5.70 for two been with Gaulke in a parked degrees below normal nighttime in the 20s in eastern state sec- The nation's high temperature gave the PTA fxrmission to
lows of 25-33 and daytime highs
Tuesday was a sizzling 101 at have individual pictures taken
party residence; $9.50, two par- car here at the time of the of 46-52.
-tions.
offense.
alleged
The Iron County (WISCON- Log Angeles, Calif . The. Wednes- of students from kindergarten
ty business, and $5.30 for party
$2,- Precipitation in the period is SIN) sheriffs office reported day morning low was zero at through grade 12.
failing
to
post
a
Gaulke,
State
College
students
Winona
expected to total about onelines. There'll be no more than
Hibbing, Minn.
Northwest Studio, Minneapoin beginning speech classes will eight oh party lines, with six 500 bond, was returned to jail. quarter of an inch in occasional late Tuesday 13 inches of snow
lis,
was the onlybidder on stage
covered
the
ground
in
Hurley
SNOW
FELL
from
the
southhave opportunities to compare
periods of snow, possibly with
their effectiveness In public as an ,average.
some rain throughout the period. and was still falling. Traffic ern Great Lakes to central Ala- curtains for the new school. Afwas reduced to a crawl on most bama. Hazardous-driving warn- ter review, the bid of $2,097
speaking< with that of compar- Osseo exchange is the only
THE WINONA temperature roads, but there were no reports ings were issued for a five-state was approved, The curtains will
able trained students from Ma- General Telephone Co.-' office
was no higher than 36 Tuesday of serious accidents. .
area from the southern shore of be installed.
calester College, Black Hawk which has switched to long-disLake Michigan to western A contract was let to HobenCollege of Moline, HI., and St. tance dialing to date. The new
stein - Burmeister, Minneapolis,
North Carolina.
John's Universitywho will be pa service went into effect in AuRecord low temperatures for furnishing 20 self-storing
campus Thursday at the open- gust. Beginning Dec. 20, Osseo
chilled the plains from Texas lunchroom tables and 280 chairs
ing of the 1966-67 intercollegiate exchange will have free serv- WABASHA, Minn; (Special)for the lunchroom, all in
to Nebraska.
speech round table program at ice to the Pigeon Falls ex- Wabasha County Commissioners
chrome.
Tuesday appointed Nick Jacoby
The
early
fall
of
snow
dumped
WSC. '
change of Tri-County Telephone to represent them on the counthree to five inches along ChiAt four sessions in the a'ter- Cooperative.
cago's Lake Michigan shore. GOPHER School Supply, MinGALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) noon and evening, the students
ty planning commission.
Two inches of snow fell at neapolis, bid on tbe 280 chairs
•— Special programs are being will be delivering extemporaneOthers appointed are: Francis
Bowling
Green, Ky., and tip to only. Its price on painted chairs
Warren
arranged for American Educa- ous speeches tp inform. Each
Kellogg;
Kottschade,
A plea of not guilty to petty
inches dropped in portions was $2,156 and for chrome, $2,tion Week, Nov. 6-12, in the group of students will be acGrossbach and Robert Thomplarceny by shoplifting was en- three
of
North
Carolina and Tennes- 436.
Gale-Ettrick schools.
Malone,
Edward
companied by one or more
Mazeppa;
son,
; ¦
Other bidders for both chairs
tered
in
municipal
court
this
see
Theme for the week is "Edu- speech teachers. Following each
.
Wabasha; the Rev. Charles
and tables: Farnbam's StationAmounts
of
one
Inch
cation Adds Up."
morning
for
Carl
P.
Polus,
58,
were
ELBA
session the professors will make
Minn.
David
Legislation
Plainview
;
—
to
Schwenke,
.
ary School Supply, Minneapolis,
First parenUeacher confer- comments.
Roberson Zumbro Falls, and add four more units to the 127& E, Sanborn St., by his common from Indiana to north- $4,100.06; Melzark Office Equipem
Alabama.
will
be
held
the
afternoons
ences
state park system will be in- attorney, Dennis Challeen.
Participants and other interKenneth Willers, Lake City.
ment Co., Rochester, $5,574, and
of Nov. 10 and 11, starting at ested students will meet for a New mental health legislation The board approved
troduced when the state legis-'
payfinal
IT WAS the coldest weather St. Paul Book & Stationery, $3,A
jury
trial
was
set
for
Nov.
12:30. Children's progress re- dinner in a private dining room was urged here today by DougQuarve & An- lature convenes in January, U.
ports will be issued to the par- at the Student Center at 6:15 las Head , Republican candidate ment of $15,912-to
25 at 9:30 a.m. by Municipal ever for so carry in the season 066:
Rochester
derson,
, for gravel W. Hella , director of state Judge John D. McGill.
at Topeka, Kan., where the G. . 'C. Peterson Machinery Co.,
for
attorney
general.
ents. Appointment cards have p.m. . . ' •
parks, predicted Sunday.
'
dipped to 15 and Minneapolis , was the only bidbeen sent to parents, If it is not Dr. Lyman Judson, chairman Head spent about two ' hours base and bituminous surfacing Addressing the fall meeting of
Polus is charged with taking temperature
Highway
10
near
at
Concordia,
Aid
Kan., with a read- der for 25 drafting room desks,
of
State
in
Winona
today,
leaving
at
noon
convenient for them to come at of the program, said all interthe Minnesota Council of State one pound of butter, valued at ing ef 13.
25 stools and 24 storage cabinets
the appointed time, they may ested students may attend any to continue on a swing through Wabasha.
Resolutions were passed to au- Parks at Whitewater State 70 cents, from National Food Record - breaking lows were at $2,732.50 and received the
contact the principals of the or all of the meetings in the the 1st District.
128
W.
5th
St.
He
was
Park,
Stores,
Hella
said
that
as
the
,
reported in the plains from contract.
A new law, which he helped thorize the commissioners, auschools and the teachers of the speech round table program.
draft, will be introduced in the ditor, engineer, sheriff and at- result of studies authorized by arrested Oct. 26 at 5:20 p.m. Texas to Nebraska. Among cit- Midland Laundry & Equip¦
rural school's and another apies reporting new lows for Nov. ment Co.,
upcoming legislative session. torney to attend the state com- the 1965 legislature, recommen- in the National parking lot.
pointment may be arranged. All
was
Gerald Zeller, 25, 662% E. 2 were Wichita Falls, Tex., 23; awarded the Minneapolis,
According
to Head, it corrects missioners' convention in St. dations were forthcoming to
pupils will be dismissed at noon
contract for a
expand
the
system
by
guilty
to
about
pleaded
not
3rd
St.,
Tulsa
20;
Oklahoma
City
22;
many shortcomings in commit- Paul Nov. 27-29, and the judge
commercial model gas clothes
on the conference days. No
an assault charge and trial was Lake Charles, La., 35; Browns- dryer for $432.09 delivered, St
ment procedures and more ade- of probate to attend his state 35,000 acres.
school lunches will be served.
quately protects the civil rights association meeting Jan. 11-12. THE PROPOSED new state set for Nov. 9 at 9:30 a.m. by ville, Tex., 42, and North Platte, Charles Hardware bid $675 deNo schedules have been arHe is being held Neb., 10.
of persons committed to mental
ranged for parent-teachers conlivered.
parks would be located on Judge McGill.until
the trial in Thei Weather Bureau warned Urban Abencftoth, representainstitutions,
in
city
jail
ferences at the high school, but
Hayes Creek in Roseau Counfarmers of freezes through tives of the school
The present mental health
teachers wilt be in their rooms
ty; near Collegeville west of lieu of $35 bail.
southeast Kansas, northwest estimated carpeting architects,
laint
against
Zeller
was
Comp
from 1 to 5 p.m. on the same BLAIR . Wis. (Special)-Miss law is archaic, gives courts too
St
for the liCloud;
on
the
.
east
shore
of
Missouri and northern and castand . is open to
date. Coffee will be served by Alma Toerese Link, president much discretion
brary will cost about $2,000.
Red Lake, and on the Minneso- filed by Norman Helstad, 662% em New Mexico
¦
of
the
Wisconsin
Education
As.
widely different interpretation,
the Parent-Teacher Association
Bids will be opened at a lunchta River above Carver. All of E. 3rd St., charging him with
sociation, spoke at the October he said. The new measure would
wife,
Helstad's
in respective schools.
assaulting
eon meeting at the school Nov.
A
zoning
code
variance
relathem
fulfill
required
park
stanPosters for American Educa- meeting of the Blair Educa- replace old concepts of custody tive to locating a trailer house dards, private agencies under Frances, last Thursday. Zeller
22. Bids are due with Superinion
Association.
and confinement with the mod- on a residential lot will be contract,
tion Week, made by the pupils
was arrested Tuesday at 1:36
tendent Henry Bartel at 10 a.m.
with
the
state,
decidunder the direction of Mrs. Ray Her subjects were convention ern concepts ot treatment and sought from the Board of Zon- ed. .
p.m. at his home.
issues
and
the
need
for
profesrehabilitation
consistent with ing Appeals Nov. 10 by Miss Hella said that he hoped the A nonsupport charge against
FROM AMONG 1« applicants
Andersen, will be placed in
for full-time cooks, Mrs. Peter
stores and public places in sionalism in teaching. She em- today's knowledge of mental ill- Frances B. Kila, 1053 E. Wab- legislature w o u l - d authorize Wesley Roach was continued to
phasized that students and ed- ness and its treatment, Head
Glover was hired . Mrs. Cletua
Galesville and Ettrick,
studies of sites for four addi- Dec. 2 because Roach has givasba St,
Puetz was hired as part-time
The annual book fair of Gales- ucation should be the prime explained.
Proposed location for the tional parks—one of them near en his word to Frank Wohletz,
cook. Virgil Hove was selected
ville Elementary School will be concern of the profession.
Intends
that
he
prosecutor,
Stockton
city
trailer
is
a
lot
at
1073
E.
Wab,
in
Winona
County.
An
from
among five applicants as
held throughout the week. Chil- Miss Link is a counselor at
and
asha, where the applicant hopes area of 6,000 acres along to make up back payments
full-time custodian. Arnold Diddren may look through the dis- Oshkosh High School.
Stockton
support
payto
live
in
it.
making
continue
Creek
haa
been
proMILLVILLE, Minn. (Special ) errick was hired for part-time
play of books Monday to Wed- Robert Scharlau is president
The, zoning code now prohib- posed for a park.
ments.
nesday. Parents may purchase of the BEA; Mrs. Victor Olson,
A. M. (Sandy ) Keith, Ro- custodial work.
its such homes from being placWohletz had moved for dis- chester, spoke
vice president , and Mrs. Alan
books Thursday and Friday.
THE COUNCIL memben enfor a unified The board voted to let the land
ed
in
other
than
approved
trailcase
because
missal of the
STRUM, Wis. (Special) _ DiOn Veterans Day, Nov. 11, Peters, secretary-treasurer,
dorsed
party
vote
a
proposal
advanced
by
and
endorsed
Gov. on which the Oak View school
parks. The proposed site is
apparently was some
Ettrick Elementary School and Scharlau will be delegate rectors of Strum Steam Engine er
Samuel H. Morgan of St. there
Karl Rolvaag; Charles Miller, stands revert to the farms pro(1in
an
R-2
to
4-family
resiRoach
question
of
Intent
and
the high school win present spe- from Blair to the convention in Days Inc. , were elected at the dential ) district.
Paul, chairman of the council,
Wabasha, for state representa- vided those receiving the parhad said he Intends to pay.
cial programs. Tho public has Milwaukee this week.
annual meeting at the municifor
the
creation
of
a
non-profit
tive;
Roger Laufenburger, Lew- cels will pay for legal expenses
a
conbeen invited.
pal building Monday night.
corporation that might assist However, Judge McGHl
iston,
for re-election as state to transfer. The building, which
On Tuesday, sponsored by the MAILBOXES DAMAGED
They are William Amundsen, Buffalo Co. Wa rden
in acquiring land for future tinued the case as a means of senator, and George Daley, must be removed, and the conGalesville ahd Ettrick Lions Halloween pranks apparently Burnie Ness, Beatrice Larson,
public recreational use. With checking on Roach's promise Lewiston , for 1st District con- tents will be sold at auction
clubs, Paul Knowles, represent- Included taking mailboxes. Mrs. Mildred Johnson, David Hul- To Be Transferred
Dec. 3 at 2 p.m.
a limited capital such an insti- to pay.
Roach was charged by his gressman at the DFL bean The PTA will receive the proing the Leader Dog Foundation, Walter Parpart, Lamoille, noti- berg, Noble Thronson and Rotution
could
buy
land
for
future
feed at the American Legion
ALMA, Wis. (Special ) - El- incorporation
vil| speak to Ettrick and Gales- fied Sheriff George Fort Tues- malne Indgjer.
fits from having the individual
into the state park wife, Mrs. Lorraine Roach, of
ville pupils. He will be at Et- day that someone nad stolen her Ness, current president pre- liot P e t e r s o n , conservation or forest system or for county nonsupport of four children 5 hall , Millville , Tuesday night. pictures of the children taken,
,
Warren Eustls, Rochester attrick Elementary School at 10:30 mailbox, She said her neighbors sided. The group decided to warden in Buffalo County, will or regional parks. It could also years of age and younger.
torney who is former district and will add them to its scholara.m.; at Galesville Elementary noticed several mailboxes in the build a permanent float for be transferred to St. Croix Coun- accept gifts for these purposDFL chairman, spoke for Dal- ship fund.
ty and will be based at Hudson es.
School at 1 p.m., and at the area had been tipped over,
Miss
Strum
and to purchase a by Nov. 15. He has been ln Bufey. Harry Rleck, Wabasha, Inhigh school at 2:30 p.m. Knowles
steam engine. Tbe corporation falo County since February Many tracts ideally suited for
troduced Miller and Laufen- Houston Co. ARC
will have a dog with him. Par- LA CRESCENT TEACHER
recreational use are lost behas a membership of 550.
burger
, who spoke.
,
ents have been Invited to attend
1058
living
at
Mondovi
,
cause public agencies haven't
LA CRESCENT, Minn, (Spe¦
Wabasha, Olmsted, Winona SPRING GROVE , Minn. the programs.
the
authority or funds to buy
cial)—Ernest L, Blel, a science
¦
and Ooodhue county DFLers Houston County Association for
them at the time they become
LA CRESCENT YEARBOOK
instructor at La Crescent High CENTRAL CUB PACK
attended. Marion Pfellstlcker, Retarded Children will meet
Cub
Pack
2,
sponsored
by
BJOBN LECTURE
(
available,
Morgan
LA CRESCENT, Minn. Speexplained.
School, attended a survival preLA CROSSE, Wis, - Trane Wabasha, announced that the Thursday at 8,15 p.m. in tha
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - Six paredness training institute at the Central Lutheran Church, cial)—The sales campaign for A corporation, like that sugcaravan will tour Waba- Spring Grove school cafeteria.
members of tho Faith American the Civil Defense Highway Pa- will meet tonight at 8 in the the. 1967 Lance, the La Cres- gested, however, could move Co. will build a 170,000-square- Daley
sh
County
Monday, starting at A movie, "Selling One Guy
lant
beginfoot
manufacturing
p
Scout
Room.
All
former
memLultujran Church Women at- trol Training Center at Arden
cent High School yearbook, will rapidly In such situations,
ning early next year. Estimat- Lako City.
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The newly? formed Winona
Chapter ot tte Archeologicai Institute oi America will present
its first public lecture Sunday
at 3:30 pm. at Pasteur Hall,
Winona State College.
Professor Tom Jones, professor of ancient history at. the
University of Minnesota, author
of numerous articles and books,
will give an illustrated lecture
on "The World of Hammurabi."
Hammurabi, the king of Babylonia in the 18th century B. C.,
gave tie world one of the first
codifications of laws.
In conjunction with the lecture an organizational meeting
will be held at 3 p.m. A|I members, as well as prospective
new members, have been urged to attend both the organizational meeting and the lecture.
Membership is open to any interested person; student memberships also are available, this
lecture, because of the^contributed services of ProfessorJones
¦ , will be open to the public. „ :. . One of its primary objectives
as well as one of its main services to members is the lecture
program. . Institute lecturers
who tour constituted societies
are chosen from outstanding
archaeologists and scholars in
both.the old and new world
cultures. Their lectures, usually
illustrated with color slides,
range from the Mediterranean
to Oceania without overlooking
our continent. They report on
the discovery of new sites and
new documents, but also on recent interpretations of languages and artifacts; they solve
old archeological problems,
propose) new ones, and point
out areas still awaiting discovery. Foreign and American
scholars are included during
the lectures.¦
Lectures range over a variety
of subjects from ancient glassware, numismatics, Biblical excavations, ancient shipwrecks
and underwater archeology,
and decipherment of forgotten
languages to ancient architecture and art, painting and sculpture. ¦. ' •
Besides the lectures other
Services Offered members are
films on archeological subjects
and a current periodical, either
The American Journal of Archeology or Archeology.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Minneapolis man, a Freebora County boy and a Wells
man are Minnesota's latest reported traffic fatalities, the
state's 1966 toll stands at 780,
comparedwith 691 a year ago
today- . ' .7. 7
CharlesP. Schultz, Minneapolis, died on a dry streetTuesday
nightwhen he was struck by a
wuthboundcar and thrown into
the path of a northboundauto,
which also hit him.
Kim Eastvold, I. of the Hart- HELENA, Mont. CAP) land area was injured fatally
By EARL WILSON
whenhis bicycle collided with a Democratic Sen. Lee Metcalf is
LONDON — Charlie Chaplin left the door open for a
pickup truck driven by Delano depending in part in his camin an interview he gave me at Pinewood
B&rtness, 34, Eartland, on Free- paign for re-election on Robert return to¦:¦ America
¦ '•
..
born County 35 late Tuesday F. Kennedy, Hubert H. Hum- Studios..
His crutches were nearby. His broken left ankle was still
about four miles northeast of phrey, President Johnsbn and
Hartland, sheriffs officers said. Sen. Mike Mansfield of Mon- in a cast, in a red sock to keep it warm.
But he was happy, laughing, mellow — and nostalgic — when
The boy was the son of Mr. and tana.'
premiere of
the American
Mrs. Trygve Eastvbld.
That's the talk in Democratic I asked if he'd go to New Yprkj for
¦'. '". . _ - ¦ , , .; / ; .
"
A
:From
Wm_\
"A
Countess
John Peitrbk, 76, Wells, was circles in Montana, where MetI
killed four miles north of that calf seeks a second Senate Kong in February.
were
to
"If
the
occasion
Gov,
Tim
and
Republican
term,
southern Minnesota community
arise . , . "' ;;¦ ;;- ' :cr :
late Tuesday when thrown from Babcock hopes to unseat him.
Majority
Leader He nodded, twinkled a look
his car as it ran off a gravel Senate
road, hit a mailbox and rolled Mansfield has hit the campaign at me through his glasses, and
trail for Metcalf and says he'll fingered the Persian lamb colthree times.
try to get into every county be- lar of his overcoat.
fore Nov. 8.
. "Yes, I might. One naturally
Independence Club
Se*. Kennedy of New York, has an affection for any place
Elects New Officers visited Great Falls, Butte and where he's had a success."
Billings plugging, bard for Met- It's almost certain that "the
INDEPENDENCE, W^s.iSpe- calf. ¦ ¦' ¦,; ¦: . occasion" will arise for the gen- LONDON Wi; — A foreign
cial ) — Ivan Stendahl was re- Johnson is expected to dedi- ius of comedy who went into diplomat'
in London was reportelected president of the Elk cate a dam in southeastern "voluntary exile" in 1952. Some ed under Scotland
Yard surveilRod & ¦ Gun
Oub Saturday Montana Nov. 5 and drop in a groups want him to "do an In- lance today as a suspected
¦
link
'
'
night :
.
few words about Metcalf. Vice grid Bergman" and return in with . German-born Herbert
Alan Hanson is vice presi- President Humphrey spoke at triumph.
Boeckenhaupt, a U.S. Air Force
dent and Ed F. Kulig; secre- the University of Montana in The lusty, gusty 77-year-old Is sergeant
accused of conspiring
tary-treasurer.'
Missoula.
so anxious to get on to produc- to pass defense secrets to the
¦ : '¦ •
The first Sunday in Febru- Most important is Mansfield, ing another picture that he's
ary was chosen as the date for whose power at the polls is un- goaded tbe comparative young- Soviets. ' • . . . ,
the annual ice fishing contest. questioned. He is campaigning sters around him into a mid- The diplomat was not identiCommitteeswill be chosen lat- on a "keep the Democratic January premiere of "Hong fied in published reports, but
er. 7
team working for Montana's Kong" in one of the posh Lon- the Daily Sketch said he works
at an Iron Curtainembassy and
platform.'*
don West End theaters.
"will be expelled from Britain
But no one, least «f all Met- "Yes, I've got another idea in the next few days."
Boy Dragged fo
calf, is underrating Babcock, germinating. It keeps an old
Death by Donkey
who has strong support in rural buzzard like me alive," he said. Boeckenhaupt, 23, was arrestareas and has mounted an ex- "I'tti too much of an egotist ed by SBI agents in Los Angeles
MEEKER, Colo. (AP) r- pensive,
to fet anybody else write it!" on charges of conspiracy to
Nine-yeaMld Timothy Alan paign../' thorough-gcing camcommit espionage with Aleksey
Ray was dragged to death by a Babcock, .an outspoken con- HE WAS in the projection R. Malinin, an assistant comdonkeyho lassoed on the Bar L servative, won his four-year room editing "Hong Kong" and mercial counselor at the Soviet
V Ranch near this western Colo- term in the governor's office by inserting the music. To ray sur- Embassy in Washington.
prise, he showed me some of
rado town.
The FBI said Boeckenhaupt
7,251 votes in 1964, when PresiAuthorities said the donkey dent Johnson carried Montana the film.
wrote
a letter in May to an adAs Sophia Loren and Marlon dress in
was a pet of Timothy and his in a landslide.
and received a
Brando
played
a tempestuous reply in England
sister Shany,6, but the animal Since Montana has a record
September.
It cited this
apparently became frightened registration of 330,182 and since love scene in a stateroom, Chap- as an "overt act" substantiating
lin
was
calling
out
to
the
Monday when the lasso settled toany ballots are counted by
editors, "Bring it down! its conspiracy charge.
around its neck. Timothy had hand,: the outcome of the race soiud
Very
Intimate.'*
sneer- London newspapers said the
the other end of the-lasso tied nay not be known until 12 to 16 ed to Sophia atBrando
one
point, letter was to an "espionage conaround his waist
hours after the polls close.
"You're just a common har- fact" and was intercepted by
lot." Chaplin said, "Bring his British security agents who
voice up! Swell up the music." tipped off the FBI:
I II I 1 1 ill! I NITES: 7:15-9:35
$l.00
Sophia in; this scene was Boeckenhaupt dropped out of
M*-75«
'111
f#l
1 1 1 J^aa
VJaa
wearing
an extremely low-cut high school in Superior, Wis., to
HONORED
PASSES
NOT
t^jy^
LeW
gown . . . the same one which, enlist in the Air Force. He was
some months ago, caused Chap- assigned in 1964 to the Penta# SEE IT NOW »
lin to sigh, "Oh, to be 60 gon, where he met Malinin.
again!"
The sergeant, a communica"She's more beautiful than tions expert, met secretly with
I've ever seen her," I said.
Malinin in June 1965 and April
THE BANNEREDARMIES. , «J^
"And very ninny, too!'1 Chap- 1966, the FBI reported. The
^
THE PLOTTING WARRIOR ^»A W
lin said.
State Department has asked the
STATES...THEWOMEN - _W_
§
IN LIGHTER moments In the Soviet diplomat to leave the
OF THE HOUSE OF
inverview Chaplin "knocked on United States.
,
wood" by tapping on the cast
MEDICI...AND IN
on his leg. "My four-year-old the B'way Theater, I'd told him
JK ^^aPl
THE MIDSTOF IT
to knock on this and hear "Well, I liked it."
w likes
the playback," he said. About "You," he said now, "were
his feverish working habits now, just a kid then. We 've both put
he said, "I have to do some- on a couple of years."
thing
and this is about all I "Yes, I got older," I said,
MAGNIFICENT
with honesty, "and you got
f^fe |^H^H can do."
And concerning the time lt younger."
takes a movie idea to germ- TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
Comic Jeremy Vernon, a hit at
inate:
the
Copa, said, "It was nice
"Have you noticed that It
Mayor Lindsay to redecorate
takes about nine months for of
6th Av., and put hardwood
anything creative to material- floors
all the way uptown."
ize?"
WISH I'D SATO THAT: Kid^BBaaaaM^*aBaaB^^b>7ij !S^BBaaaaaBBnBBaar<
"How's Syd In the picture?" ding Ginger Rogers about her
**
i^^Bl^BrvlfeSPQBB^B^BT^
^SVela^H^
^eaaaaK'
I asked concerning Sydney age at the Saints & Sinners
Chaplin.
Walter Kiernan said, "Fred As"Very good" . . . "Did you taire can still dance. Why not?
M^K
SOtti Century-Fox Presents
tell him so?" . . , Chaplin He's had his legs lifted three
^Tm
laughed, ^'Well , no . . . He's the times."
third lead, you know."
EARL'S PEARLS: Lee Tully
"Is Oona still your right suggests that on Nov. 9, the
hand?"
day after the elections, we have
"Yes, and my left hand, and a moment of silence for the
also my head."
dear, departed promises.
^
IRVINGSTONE S
"Where was she the day you Johnny Carson reports a Sebroke your ankle?"
cret Service man came around
"She went to see Geraldine ln to see him: "Nothing serious.
a film. The whole damn fam- Just wanted to sell me subCo-sttfwj
ily's working to take care of scription to McCall's." aThat's
• CAROL REED • P'HIUPTDUNNE
Papa. "
earl, brother.
MY VISIT to Chaplin was imCIMEU
«
'
ALEX
NORTH
SCOP
£
•
D
SD
.
U
^KJS^TONt ' ***
'
*
**
promptu. I just walked into the
projection room. He , seemed
very happy to see somebody
from Broadway. He demonstrated his keen memory by recalling how he 'd mentioned me
«
NITESi 7;00. :1S
»
f **L J V J ¦
in his book . . . because when
"Monsieur Verdoux" opened at
.
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Delicious Hamburger nn a
golden toasted bun with onion
and pickle, golden crisp
trench fries, creamy cole slaw
and our famous Cock-aDoodle-Doo coffee.
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thermal coating that keeps out winter
chills and damaging sun rays. 6 colors.
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All other subscriptions!
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Call our number in advance and
we'll have your Pizza ready for
you to eat here or take out when
you got here ,
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In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, wlnone.
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Papln end
Trempealeau counties and armed forces
personnel In the continental United States,
or overseas with APO .or PPO addresses'
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tu.oc J month*
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Dial 8-4363
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Young Paopla's Dane*
Th* Fogg-«:30 te 11:30 p.m.
Sat. — The Blue Banners
Sgn. — Jolly Polka Band
Mixed Dancing
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PLA-MOR BALLROOM
For Reservation * Call 2825244
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Diplomat in
London Linked
to US. Case

MESA, Ariz. (AP) - The burglar who cut through a screen to
get into Michael Fair's home
probably didn't know about Kamou, the watch lioness who was
lounging alone inside.
The intruder scooped up $200
worth of guns, a radio, record
player and clothing.
"Then I think Kambu seared
him," Fair told police Monday.
"He left the back door open and
also , the gate "
Kamou left, too.
Within minutes, startled residents of the quiet northwest
Mesa neighborhood were telephoning police late Sunday
-night.
The barking of his dog
aroused H.D. Hedgpeth, and he
went outside to see his fivepound Chihuahua attacking
Kamou, a 140-pounder1. The dog
was sent rolling with a slap of
the lioness' paw.
Hedgpeth said, "There was
the lion staring at me, its eyes
shining in the dark."
Soon after, police had leashed
the lioness. They took her to a
veterinary hospital,: but it
lacked proper facilities fpr an
U-month-old lion, s© they allowed Fair to take her home
with a warning to keep his pet
behind doors.
"It's had all its shots, and
Fair has a license for it,'* an
officer said.
Fair, 31, said Kamon had
been declawed and her teeth
filed. Normally; the lioness
stays in a compound behind the
house. Fair left her ln the house
Sunday as a guard.
Because of her size, Fair has
been planning to give her to the
Phoenix Zoo.
"But I'm going to keep her as
long as she doesn't give me
trouble, " he said, "It wasn't her
fault that she escaped."
And he is not blaming her for
letting the burglar escape with
the goods.
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Looking for a Gift?
Ex-Episcopal
Commissioner Contests Minister Becomes Backyard Ski
Develop in Olmsted Co Catholic Priest

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Olm- . co. The district consists of Bysted County voters will select ron village and Cascade, Havcommissioners from redistrict- erhill, Marion, Viola, Farminged districts at the general elec- ton, Kalmer New Haven, Oronoco and Quincy townships.
tion Nov. 8. .Three incumbent county offi- John B. Carney, Rochester,
incumbent commissioner in the
cials have opposition.
2nd District composed of four
Sheriff Gerald E. Cunning- Rochester precincts, is unopham is opposed by Lee Gra- posed. ¦;
ham, ' Rochester. Superintend- County officers unopposed
ent of Schools;Forest. J. Bandel are:
D. P. Mattson, county athas opposition from Melvin torney;
Ross Browning, auditVoxlahd. Treasurer Karl H. or; Dr. Theodore 0. Wellner,
Postier will be opposed by Wil- coroner, and Harry-H. Evans,
lard H. Knapp, Rochester;
register of- deeds.
In the new 3rd Commissioner
District, composed of four pre- TREMPEALEAU PATIENTS
cincts of Rochester, the candi- TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Spedates, both new, are Ulrich J. cial) — Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mor"Ole" Eichten and Albert J. ris have entered King Veterans
Hospital at King, Wis., to make
«*AT Tingley.
their home. There are two other
Candidates in the 5th Com- veterans at King from the
missioner District are Erwih Trempealeau VFW post, Oakley
Brennan, Eyota, incumbent, Parkhill, former commander,
and Gerald Tiedeman, Orono- and Joseph Kouba.

NOTICE TO VOTERS;
r
i
L

I heartily accept KWNO'S offer of equal time
granted to my opponent and me to discuss
county issues on

\

TONIGHT— 7 PM.

I

|
i

EVAN Jr HENRY !

Candidate for County Commissioner—2nd District j

)

| PAID ADV. >- Prepared by Evan J. Henry, Rt; 1, Wlnone, (n hla own i
F behalf and Inserted et the regular generel edvertiilng reti.
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Grocer Fires
On Negroes
or WooMo Throwing Rocks

was charged with aggravated gun and fired. .
' ''. ,
"Just what would you do to
assault.
and property?"
The four Negro youths were protect your¦life
¦
treated at a hospital for superfi- he said. - , •
Officers said they didn't know
cial wounds and released.
why
the teen-agers gathered at
Humphreys said the Negroes
gathered in front of bis store the store or what started tha
just after dark and began rock-throwing. Humphreys said
Germany
ROTTENBURG,
c
r
o
s
s
sterling
silver
surfer's
SALLY
RYAN
By
throwing
rocks. A plate-glass he had been harassed ainct faa
(AP) — A former American
opened the store four yearsaa>
Writer (proclaiming "I am » surfer") COCOA, Fla. (AP) — The door was smashed.
minister of the Episcopal AP Business News
in
the Negro section on Merrittj
'
told
the
police
to
hurry
and
''I
white Owner of a small grocery
- If youVe for $1.99.
Island, where the U.S. National
Church was ordained a Roman NEW YORK .<*
get
over
or
else
there
would
be
F.A.O Schwarz, New York's in a Negro district said today he
bloodshed," Humphreys said. Aeronautics and Space AdminisCatholic priest a- a a quiet cere- dreaming of a white ChristFifth
Avenue toy store, offers opened fire on 75 to 100 Negroes He said a sheriff's deputy drove ration is building the mooncare
of
it
Santa
can
take
mas,
mony here Saturday attended
for you—with no snow to shovel some little machines to help who were throwing rocks at his up and talked to the Negroes, port '
by his wife and five of his seven
mostly youths, and then left.
you through the holidays ;.., — store. :
A teen-ager, Willie 6, Whltey
-for $100,000.
children.
teen-agers were "Right after the deputy left, said no words were passed beThat's the price tag on a things like a diet computer ($25) F o u r
The ordination of the Rev.
just
backyard' ski slope suggested and a detect-a-drlnk, complete wounded by small shot from a they started to go but they fore the shot was fired. "He
Harold R. Bronk, 38, a native of this year by Neiman-Marcus, with balloons to see if it is safe shotgun Monday nighfT The ¦f kept right on throwing rocks." came outside anu the gun did all
store owner, Neil Humphreys, ' He said he grabbed the shot- the talking," White said.
New Jersey, came under a spe- the Dallas department store for you to drive home ($5).
,
cial dispensation granted by with Texas-size ideas for Christ- —mmmmmMmmmmmm
m
mmmmmmm mmffa^
l
.
mas..
Pope Paul VI.
Father Bronk was ordained The slope is 121 feet long and
by Bishop Carl Joseph Leip- 25 feet wide. It has a plastic
surface that skis like snow, but
recbt of Rottenburg. The bishop there is nothing to shovel.
personally presented him to his
new parish at the village of The ski slope Is only one gift
idea from the millions of
Dusslingen near here Saturday Christmas catalogs now in the
night;
mails.
Sunday, Father Bronk said his Sears, Roebuck & Co. sent
out 12 million catalogs and
first Mass in the village's new Montgomery Ward & Co. 6 milprefabricated church. Most of lion.
Dusslingen's 400 Catholics Neiman - Marcus also offers
turned out to meet their new his and her bathtubs — mablepastor. Only the two youngest of topped, gold faucets and $4,000
his seven children remained at a pair.
home during the ceremonies.
Some stores are thinking litFather Bronk is the second tle this year. Spencer Gifts has
married former Protestant :min- a thumb - size radio for $1.98.
ister from the United States to Hammacher Schlemmer offers
be ordained under special papal a three-inch television set—$150.
permission. In 1964, Father Er- For the surfer.; Ward's has a
nest Adam Beck, now 41, and a
former pastor of the Holy Trini- Catholic Church by Bishop Fulty Lutheran church in North ton J. Sheen.
Bergen, N,J., gecame a Catholic
Under a special scholarship i|j
¦¦
'
295 «q. In. plctur* ' ¦ ' . .
. M
- - 'm ' ' ¦ '
¦ '
priest, also in Germany.
^i '
granted by Catholics in the
Father Bronk was minister in United States, ; Father Bronk
Philadelphia P r o v i n c e t o w n, and his family moved to West
Mais; and Cambria Heights, Germany in 1963. Most of the
N.Y., from 1954 until he and his time they have been living at
family converted to Catholicism Dusslingen. He studied theology
' • . ' .a Recfeingular RCA HMiTE Color Tube
in 1959. He was received into the at nearby Tuebingen University. 1
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PORTABLE STEREO
• New "Swingline" metal cabinet
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aSolld State stereo amplifier provides instant
"warm-up," cool operation
•Four speakers; two sy2* and two 3%' In
swing-out, detachable enclosures
• Full-size Studiomatlc 4.speed changer,
true-track tone arm, diamond universal stylus
©Separate volume control-continuous
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SHOP AMD SAVE EACH WEEK AT 51 WEST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA
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RCAVICTOR SOLID STATE
AM TABLE RADIO

Instant
•Solid Stake d^gn provide*
"warm-up," cool operation
•1,000 mlrHwaHsof undlstorted power
.TuwdRF stage pulls Indistant stations with
smiiinsclarity
•Precision sHdo-rule vernier tuning
»Two 4* Wgh-sfNclenoyspaeksft
aa^rtDlast»coe*mathi^VVeinutirtln
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RCAVICTOR CLOCK RADIO
»Automntlc "wake to music" end buner alarm

I
I

.Sleep Switch for music to lull you to sleep
. ..
.. . . . .
. . set
•Dependable,oesy-to
electric clock

f
1
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•Direct-drive "peep hole" tuning
•5" oval speaker for "Golden Throat" ton*
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•Built-in loop antenna
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TODAY IN WORLD -AFFAIRS

Out in Winona
THE "HELP WANTED" .ton It out In
Wiaona. There are 250 jobs begging takers
at the office of the Minnesota Employment Service, Ray Brown, manager, reports. The positions wanted file is made
up of persons seeking part-tirrie work, unskilled youth, men beyond the retirement
age and the usual number of unemploy¦

ables. ; . ',' :

; In spite of recruiting efforts in rural
areas, the jobs often requiring skill, go
begging. Other communities have similar
shortages; the volume of help wanted" advertisements has more than doubled in the
last tew months. Winonans are eliminating
travel to jobs in other communities by getting employment here al a good wage and
witeout hazardous travel .
Blaine can be placed on the armed
forces increase, to a limited extent, also
oh increased enrollment in colleges and
the migration to metropolitan center* otfering higher wages, a better future and a
new, adventurous environment,
BASICALLY IT IS that Winona it a
growing and expanding community which
demands moire personnel. to keep its
wheels turning. As Brown put it, "there
are more jobs coming into existence every, day."; '

Interests of All
Society Endangered
NO NEWSPAPER can stand by idly in
- .the face of any threat, no matter how remote, to the freedom of the press.
That freedom is essential to the working of a democratic system, for the essence oi democracy is an informed citizenry that can express its will intelligently.
The function of the press is to provide that
vital information, and no other institution
in our society is equipped to do that.

"You Can Have Srokely Carmichael. George Hamilton Is Mine."

Second Thought
Urged on China

By MARQUIfV CH1LDS
MANILA — Rated as No. 3 in the American delegation
to the Manila Conference was Clark M.. Clifford, adviser to
threepresidents.
Clifford, a former St. Louisan who, after he left the Administration of former President Harry S. Truman, developed
one of the most lucrative law practices in the capital, spent
long hours working oh the final form of the conference communique. He sat each day next to Secretary of State Dean
Rusk with the delegation in
Malacanang Palace.
lationship with President JohnHis influence was reported son. State Department sources
to have been in the direction say that considerable pressure
of restraint. Of a cautious was put on him to take the
and judicious temperament, No. 2 position in State vacathe argued against the kind ed by Under Secretary George
of grandiose declaration of W. Ball. Clifford is said to
a charter of Manila that some have argued that, as a close
of the Asians would like to friend of the President, he
have seen come out of the would in that position cast
final meeting.
doubt on Rusks authority.
Considerable surprise has
Although the President does
been expressed that Clifford not take a refusal lightly, he
should rate so high in view is believed to have accepted
ef the fact that he has ho of- the view. The fact that Clifficial standing in the govern- ford is here is proof that he
ment. This is bound to revive still stands high in the Presirumors that he will take a dent's estimation.
high position in the Johnson
At -Mr. Johnson's request,
Administration.
Clifford is joining the PresiCLIFFORD IS the sou! of dential party for the remaindiscretion and has consistent- der of the tour, with stops at
ly refused to discuss his^re- Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur,
Seoul and a final fueling stop
at Anchorage, Alaska. There
To Your Good Health is also the probability that
the President will spend at
least part of a day with American troops in Viet Nam.

Wow fo
Combat
Hives

By J^ G. MOLNER , MD.

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

THE MILITARY theory tg that, by making
known to all the world the intention to use nuclear power without limit if any nuclear bomb
That is what is behind the widespread is dropped on American forces or those of its
opposition of the press to the recommen- allies anywhere, a deterrent will have been
dations of the Reardon committee of the interposed.
This is the strategy which, it has been asAmerican Bar Association to restrict the
publication of pre-trial news in criminal sumed for some time, would be used if any
member state of the North Atlantic Treaty
•eases.:
Organization were assaulted by nuclear weapBy DREW PEARSON
It is true, of course, that with freedom
and JACK ANDERSON
ons. The treaty itself declares that an attack
goes tbe responsibility to use it wisely. on one member ..is the same as an attack oh
WASHINGTON - The Liverty Lobby, whose founder
And it is true that some newspapers have all members;
abused the freedom of the press. But it it
President Johnson evidently is beginning to has described the Nazi colbe in- lapse as the "defeat of Euralso true that ; some criminals have abus- intimate that the same principle may
Tr
voked m Asia^The Southeast Asia eaty Or- ope and America" and which
ed their individual rights to escape their
is trying to elect right-wing
obligation to repay society for their ganization does not require America; to regard candidates around the nation,
as
the
same
as
an
attack
on
an
Asian
state
crimes. As any lawyer would argue
west into federal court last
^^against* restricting individual rights be:, t.bostile move against the United States, but week to try to stop publicacause of " those"*'abuses, newspapers must provision is made for co-operative military ac- tion of ¦ this column.
to be taken "by constitutional processes."
Specificially, Harvey Bolton,
argue against any attempt to interfere tion
In a nuclear age, however, it isn't always attorney for the Liberty Lob.
with the freedom of the press because practical to wait for congressional action besome members of the journalistic estab- fore taking defense measures. Thus, in Korea, by, appeared before U.S. District Judge Leonard P.
lishment have abused that right.
President Truman ordered American troops to Walsh! and asked for a reTHE DAGGER IN the Reardon com- repel invasion without waiting even for United straining order against publiNations authorization — which came, however, cation of Liberty, Lobby docmittee-recommehdations, as has been not- a few days later.
uments on the ground that
ed frequently since they were issued, is
they
were illegally received.
PRESIDENT JOHNSON is already pointing
that they open the door to secrecy in the
Mrs. Betty Jean Murphy,
out
that
it
would
be
much
better
if
Red
Chicourts and in law enforcement. Behind
representing us, argued the
that secrecy is the potential for special na concentrated her resources oh economic de- First Amendment and the
treatment of a favored few or incompe- velopment, and there is every reason to be- right to inform the public relieve that the United States stands ready to aid garding un-American activitence or corruption in the performance of
the Chinese people to attain that end The new
a public trust. No individual American tests by Red China could turn out to .be a salu- ties.
"Your honor, you have to
can tolerate such things, and he should be tary development. Instead of waiting five to
weigh
the First Amendment
equally unwilling to tolerate a set of cir- ten years for nuclear devices to be perfected
against property rights," recumstances under which they could easily by Red China, a worldwide crusade now may plied Bolton. "If they continoccur. . ¦
be inaugurated to divert the Peiping govern- ue to publish the documents,
ment from present policies and persuade it to
What ii really at issue here is the right direct the same energy toward constructive then the cat is out of the bag.
They are the property of the
of all the members of our democratic so- and peaceful objectives.
plaintiff and not intended for
ciety to be fully informed of how the inpublication."
struments of their government are funcMcNamara plans to "salvage" draft
JUDGE Walsh ruled against
tioning. The people must know if those inthe
Liberty Lobby, though givrejects
hampered
by
a
deprived
backstruments are conforming to their will ;
ground. He wants the Pentagon to fight ing it the right to file a preand to gain that knowledge, they must reboth the Viet Nam war and the war on liminary injunction against
ly on the press.
the column.
poverty.
Until this has been decided,
AND THAT IS why this newspaper and
we
will continue to report on
all newspapers must oppose the Reardon
the amazing operation of a lobrecommendations - not because the speby which, located only a few
cial interests of the press are threatened,
blocks from the Capitol, has
but because the interests of all society are
Ten Years Ago . . . 1956
distributed some 20 million
endangered by them.
A detailed explanation of the structure of pieces of literature and has
¦
the atom and a review of recent research into used various congressmen as
methods
of harnessing atomic energy were pre- a front for its extremist acA court sustains a Hoffa conviction —
sented by E. T. Neubauer chief, engineer at tivities.
and not, as the office cynic suggests, just the Trane Co.. La Crosse, , at the meeting of
Four congressmen, for instance — John M. Ashbrook,
out of curiosity to see how he'll go about the Kiwanis Club.
running the Teamsters from jail .
Speaker for the joint reformation service R-Ohio, Ellis Y. Berry, Rsponsored by the Synodical Conference Luther- S.p., William Jennings, Dan Churches of Winona area will be the Rev. Va., Bryan Dora, D-S.G, and
II seems that it wouldn't be feasible to Dr. Arnold H. Grumm, first vice president of James B. Utt, R-Calif. - have
use tactical nuclear weapons in the Viet the Lutheran Church — Missouri Synod, St. accepted "Statesman of the
Republic" awards from the
Nam war. Now if only the Viet Cong would Louis.
lobby for their right-wing achuddle together more . . .
tivities.
Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1941
They have participated in
John Ambrosen 's team defeated Harold Liberty Lobby rallies with
But he answered and said . It Is written. Man
Baker 's team, two out of.three games, at the right-wing radicals, promoted
shall not live by bread alone, but by ever?
YMCA in the businessmes's volleyball league. the lobby in speeches and letword-thpt proceedrth out of the mouth of God.
Bernard Welch , son of Mr, and Mrs. Wil- ters, introduced material preMatthew *"*:*.
liam Welch, began his new duties as instruc- pared by the lobby into the
tor in recreation and leisure time activities at Congressional Record, and
Father Flanagan 's School , commonly known as swallowed its un-American
propaganda.
Boys Town, at Boys Town, Neb.
California's Utt even solicited subscriptions to the lobFifty
Years
Ago
.
.
.
1916
An Independent Newspaper — Es tablis hed 1855
by 's propaganda sheet "LibA group of Interested persons met to dis- erty Letter." He signed an
W. F. W HITE G. R, CI .OSWAY C. E. L INDEN
cuss organization of a Winona Country Club appeal, addressed to "Dear
Publisher
Exec. Director Business Mgr.
with modern clubhouse, golf links, and tennis Patriot ," which wns mailed
and Editor
& Ado. Director
courts. The proposal is to have this club sep- out to 100,000 people,
W. J. COLE
ADOLPH BREMEX A. J. Knunusca arate Iran the present Meadow Brook Club.
"LIBERTY L o b b y , " he
Martin J. Lins, former sheriff of Winona
Managing Editor
City Editor Circulation Mgr.
County, became chief special agent for the
THE WIZARD OF ID
L. S. BnoNK
F. H. K LACCE L. V. A LSTON
Great Northern Railway , with headquarters at
Composing Supt. Press Supt.
Engraving Supt . St. Paul.

Dear. Dr. Molner: Can
hives be cured, and what
are the causes? Our son
has had shots for hives
and seems to break out
ind re after receiving
them. - MRS. M. Z.

Liberty Lobby to Court
wrote, "consistently works in
the halls of Congress to oppose the international socialist takeover. Its 50,000 conservative activists form a letter-writing brigade which has
already made its influence
felt in several crucial votes.
"That is why I am writing
you, because unless you and
your conservative friends are
in touch already with Liberty Lobby, you are missing a
great opportunity to make
your personal influence felt
where and when it will do the
most good;
"I strongly urge you to
send in your subscription to
Liberty Lobby's legislative report, Liberty Letter, without
delay," appealed the congressman from California.
"The cost? Only one dollar
per year; You can also subscribe for as many friends as
you desire at the same low
price."
Two other congressmen —
Otto E. Passman, D-La., and
Albert W. Watson , R-S.C. also signed promotion letters
for liberty lobby.
"THOSE OF us who are
pledged to responsible government;" wrote Passman,
"need the backing of hundreds of thousands of con-

cerned citizens at the grass
roots all over America.
"This is why I urge you to
keep closely informed of important legislation pending in
Congress^ The monthly legislative report published by Liberty Lobby is¦¦ ¦ one way to do
this:-" ' . :¦¦ .¦ ' . ' ..

Declared South Carolina's
Watson: "As it becomes clear
that this administration will
not willingly enlighten the
people, they must therefore
enlighten themselves ; '; . A
good way to keep abreast of
these perilous times on Capitol Hill is by subscribing to
the regular legislative report, Liberty Letter. "
These congressmen should
have been thoroughly familiar with the Liberty Lobby's
activities because its chairman, Curtis Dall, - sued this
column for $2 million for describing bis Senate testimony
as anti-Semitic. We proved
the charge. The suit was well
publicized.
As another money-making
scheme, Liberty Lobby persuaded a few legislators in
1964 to record statements for
a smear recording, "LBJ: An
Expose," which was offered
to everyone contributing over
$5.
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Seventy-Five Years Ago... 1891

L. C. Porter has a second crop of raspberries on the bush in his yard/
J. M. Roberts has purchased a grocery store
<*fegffe>>
on the west side of Chicago and will leave
Winona shortly. He will be assisted in the management
of Ihe store by his son, Will .
The
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^
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Winona wns highly gratified nt meeting the
^ as all A,P. news dispatches.
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Wednesday, November 2. 19M

Hon. Robert C. Kirk , late U.S, Minister to the
Argentine Republic , who arrived here on a brief
visit to his brother's family.

Cliff ord l Urges

War Restraints

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - The Red China regime
may have thought that its announcement of a
missile test with a- nuclear device would intimidate the other countriesof Asia and weaken their ties with the United States, But the
event will have exactly the opposite effect. It
will strengthen the new alliance being formed
by America with Asian countries.
President Johnson was quick to , perceive
the need for an immediate assurance to the
friendly nations of Asia that they will have
the nuclear strength of the United States behind them if any threats of nuclear warfare are
made against them by Peipmg. Mr. Johnson, in
his speech in Malaysia, warned the Red Chinese that they were inviting danger to themselves and that America would make her nuclear power avallabel to defend Asia. This
could be a deterrent against the employment
if any nuclear weapons in that region just as
it has been in Europe.
PRESIDENT JOHNSON, In commenting on
Red China's test, said:
"The pursuit of a national nuclear capability not only makes international arms control,
including a nuclear test ban and a non-proliferation treaty vastly more difficult. It also invites danger to China itself. For the leaders of
China must realize that any nuclear capability
they develop can — and will — be deterred.
"We have already declared that nations
. which do not seek nuclear weapons can be
sure that they will have our strong support,
if they need it, against any threat of nuclear
blackmail."
The word "deterrent"' has a significant application in the military vocabulary of today.
It has never been sharply defined, but it can
mean that, if a nuclear power shows evidence
of irresponsibility and a likelihood of attack
without warning, the interceptive devices of the
United States could be instantly employed as
a defensive measure. Maximum power would
then be immediately released in an offensive
move against the territory of the government
which had struck the first blow.

WASHINGTON CALLING

"I just love it when the menu 's in French. You can't
count the calor ics until you see what it is you've ordered and by that time it's too late. "
'

You haven't given me much
information to work on, but
let's see if we can!t give you
at least a little help.
I would like to know how
old your son is, under what
circumstances
the
hives
break out , what they look
like, how long they last, what
kind of a person he is emor
tionally, and a good many
others.
Generally speaking, we can
expect hives to be related to
hypersensitivity (allergy) or
to emotional conflicts. Or
both.
Food ; allergies may be involved. In young people it often turns out that they are allergic to one or more of the
normally harmless foods —
milk, egg; white, huts, beans,
seafood, wheat and some other cereals.
Reactions to medications (a
form of hypersensitivity or allergy) can be a factor in
hives. Aspirin, penicillin, other antibiotics of the "mycin"
group, and the sulfas are common ones.
THERE ALSO is in my
mind the question: What kind
of shots has he had, and what
was the purpose? Were the
shots intended to relieve or to
prevent the hives? Were they
antihistamines, or sedatives,
or something else?
If the basic cause is allergy,
the important way to prevent
attacks is to avoid contact
with the allergen, the food or
other material to which your
son is Oversensitive.
Or let's consider the other
main possibility, emotional
stress. Again , the answer lies
in controlling that stress,
which means Identifying it
first. For hives can break
out as a manifestation of anger, frustration, resentment
or other such emotion.
Merely citing these two important causes, allergy and
emotions, is a good deal easier than the painstaking task
of discovering which allergy
or Which emotional conflict is
involved. It isn't often done
quickly.
My suggestion is to have a
physician study the case. Perhaps an allergist can solve the
riddle. Possibly a psychiatrist
will find the answer — it has
happened.
But what you need, as a
rule, is some medical detective work rather than expecting shots to clear up the problem. Shots or other medication may very well be used
as part of the treatment, but
the most important approach
is gain some clues as to the
cause.
By Parkar and Hart

At the President's . request, Clifford late last year
went on a mission to Viet
Nam and submitted on his return a voluminous report that
was given top-secret status.
Six weeks after his return, he
came down with infectious
hepatitis contracted in Viet
Nam and was in a hospital
for several weeks.
Recovery was slow, but he
has assured friends that his
health is completely restored.
Clifford, counsel to Truman
in the Missburian's White
House years, was personal attorney to the late : John . : F.
Kennedy. Some weeks before
the 1960 Democratic national
convention he announced for
Sen. Stuart Symington, a fellow St. Louisan, for the nomination : and worked actively
in Symington's behalf. This
did not, however, interfere
with his close association with
Kennedy. Clifford supervised
the transition from Eisenhower to Kennedy. After the Bay
of Pigs fiasco, Kennedy named him chairman of a committee to oversee the operations of the Central Intelligence Agency.
MR. JOHNSON has several
times called on Clifford at
critical moments in his Presidency. Once was when the
President sought to shield his
chief aid, Walter Jenkins,
charged with a morals offense. Clifford and Abe Fortas, subsequently named to
the Supreme Court, sought to
persuade Washington newspapers not to print news of the
charge because Jenkins would
be hospitalized for a breakdown.
"*
Tall, handsome, always impeccably dressed , Clifford,
who will soon be 60, looks
considerably younger. Although the President may prevail on him to take a high
office, it would seem that his
own preference is to be an
unofficial adviser with only
occasional special assignments.
Advirtliement
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couldn't sleep with

nagging
backache

Now! You con often get the fast
. relief you need from nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
end pains that may cause restless
nights and miserable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts como
on with ovcr-excrtlon or etress and
strain you want relief — want it fast!
Poun's I'll Is by their speedy pain-re^-,
lieving action work promptly to ease
torment of nagging backache , headache and muscular aches and pains.
Also, when mild bladder irritation
follows unwise eating or drinking >often setting up « restless, uncomfortable feeling — Dofin '» rills work
in two ways tor comforting relict:
1) their aoothing effect on bladder irritation; 2) Donn's mild diuretic action through the kidneys tending to
increase output of tho IJ mile* of
kidney tubes.
Enjoy a good night ' sleep and (he
tame hupny relief that* million* have
for over fiO yciuy
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Brezhnev Asks
International
PMce Moves I Sears |

are ready to follow In practice
the principles of the peaceful
coexistence of states with differ- The United Nations, he contin- J strength to become a useful lni ued, "can and nm*' find the! stniment of peace." .
ent social systems."

3 Important Reason
to Buy Your Hearing Aid^

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet
it happened. Geography was to
Communist party ' chief Leonid
be made the anatomy of hisI. Brezhnev appealed Tuesday
tory. Events were to be visualfor international cooperation for
ized as occurring at a specific
peace. He made only a brief
place on a map. Since Early
American history is centered
attack on U.. S. action in Viet
about the colonies he was to
Nam and omitted the usual
practice sketching a map showmention of Communist terms
ing their location. With his
for ending the war.
book closed and a blank sheet
This seemed significant to
of paper, Jeffrey was to draw
the east coast aa^ putting in
some observers in Moscow ber
such detail as he TOuld rememcause of recent unconfirmed
ber and then, opening the
reports that the Soviet leaderbook, check his map for acship
is seeking a way to end the
curacy making needed correcFriday, November 4, 70 am. to 3 p.m.
tions and adding any missing
Vietnamese war.
important elements.
Arlan Haivbrs^n-^ Consultant
Brezhnev gpoke In Tbilisi,
Then he was to draw another
Next Clinic Date Is November 77
capital of Soviet Georgia. His
sketch. Each time as he added
speech was televised.
new elements he was to THINK
.
about their location in relation
Brezhnev accused the United
to the ones he had already masSAID
States of "criminal aggression
^
tered. His aim in this exercise
¦ est .
in Viet Nam." But he did not
¦
' It is impossible to motivate was to develop a mental map
«
'
'
.
•
elaborate on this as major So- ' ¦ - < ¦ - ¦ '
J
sufficiently detailed to be used
..
Check Refused, Buyer viet speakers usually have done j If You Can 't make it to the store , fill in : '.
such a student through encour- in a memory system for early
your
•
this
coupon
for
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Test
in
'
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agement alone. Nor are re- American history. :
Hn^r
past months, instead the genSteals Cash Register in
¦i home. Mail to ,. . .
une Day uniy!
•
j ;
wards or threats of punishment
j
eral Secretary of the Soviet
¦ '¦' ¦ . ¦!¦ • '
POINT THREE. As he read
effective.
[ \
i Sears, Roebuck arid Co.
NOGALES, Ariz, (AP) - Communist party criticized Red
; " '¦
the text and as he listened in
I 57-59 East Third St.
! • :
•?'••jBaV eflkk : !
When a service station attend- ! China's Communist party and
;
THE APPROACH I have class Jeffrey was to envision
7 Winona; Minnespfs
j.
its
government
leaders
for
• ; TlliS COUpOH JTf l '
rej
found successful is to help Wm each event as happening at the
ant refused to cash a check for j fusing to join with
Soviet bloc
work out programs of study appropriate spot on his mental
Clarence Finch Lyman, police j countries in aid ' to North Viet
that will develop interest. The map. He was to carefully assaid Lyman then:
I Nam: Afirst essential is a spurt of sociate men, events , causes
¦ " ' "'¦ ¦ ¦.
1
Ripped
cash
register
from
! Address , . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . ', ¦ ;
,
the
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study that wilt build up back- and effects to the main epi!¦ . ¦ ; ¦ •
The Soviet Union "will farther
!
(off
regular
everyday
prices)
•
¦
¦
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ground in a subject and make sodes of the period. He was
a shelf . short-circuiting the elec- j render all-round aid and support A\ '¦
''
'
'
¦
'
•'
¦ ¦
• : ',
,' - '';. I!
its further
study more enjoy- to let ho detail Stand by itself, NEW DELHI, India (AP) - trical system and plunging the to struggling Viet Nam," Bre- ¦ • - .;. . Phone . . . . . . .. ; . . . ; . . . . . . , . ... ... ;...... '. . ' ..,..,- . j j \
¦' ¦¦¦
able.
Point Four, He was to use Tragically high rales of heart filling station into darkness, and zhnev declared.
For example, Jeffrey was a time line to keep dates in attacks are a price that pros- rah off with the register con- "We are firmly convinced, "
SEARS OWNED AND OPERATED HEARING AID DEPARTMENT
making a "D" in history. His their proper sequence. Assume perous nations pay, but people taining $202.
he said, "that cooperation in the
explanation was, "I'm not in- that the period in question is
can take steps to avoid becom- A short time after the incident interests of peace and internamOP M SEJ^ AHD SASfi
terested in history. I know I from 1400 to 1800. He would !
Tuesday, police say they appre- tional security is also possible
^
ing
victims,
a
University
of
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
should study but I can't seem draw a line across the page,
Winona, Minnesota
|
j Cai &
hended Lyman, 41, and recov- with these Western governMinnesota
heart
research
speto make myself do it."
I
I
Your Money Bock
divide it into equal parts' labelered the cash register. He was ments and political and public
¦ '
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
I explained to Jeffrey that ing it 1400, 1500, 1600, 1700 and cialist said Tuesday.
_
charged with grand theft and figures who look soberly on the
the more one knows about a 1800. He was to mark on it Dr. Ancel Keys of the univer- jailed in lieu of $3,000 bond.
international situation and who
subject and the better the known dates in their proper
sity said research extending
knowledge is organized in the positions:
mind, the easier it is to think For example, the date 1492 back 20 years had pointed to the
about it and to learn still more when the Moors were driven' number of, "risk" factors that
about if. To start this action out of Spain and Columbus dis- apparently increase a person's
in motion he must at first exert covered America; 1776 and chances of: having a heart atthe energy to increase his others. He should now open the
' "' ¦' ¦
knowledge of history. The easi- book to make sure he was right tack. - '
est way was to work to learn regarding each of these dates He said they include being
all that he could of the history and. then check to see what overweight, having high blood
and, at the same time, get it other dates he should have pressure, smoking cigarettes,
straightened out and organized known. Each new date added
eating diets containing too high
in his mind.
to the time line must be thought a proportion of saturated fats
Two or three weeks hard into place in relation to a date and cholesterol and being physiwork would make all the rest nearby. For example, the Bosof the year not only more suc- ton Tea Party in 1769 is thought cally inactive.
But, he said, "overweight can
cessful but easier.
of as seven years prior to the be corrected, high blood presTOGETHER WE set np a signing of the Declaration of sure can be controlled by drugs,
five-point plan for Jeffrey 's Independence. As with the people can stop smoking cigastudy of United States history. map, the next time he did this rettes, cholesterol can be lowPoint One. Before studying a practice he was to start with ered by diet and perhaps also
a new sheet of paper and re- by drugs. And sedentary people
chapter Jeffrey was to give it peat
the process.
can change their ways to
a general preview from the
Table of Contents and chapter POINT FIVE. To make his- become more active physically."
headings. Knowing in advance tory a living thing Jeffrey was
the major events to be covered to associate men and their history go, thinking I might do
would make it possible for him ideas with events and their it the next day."
to fit things together as he causes.
Jeffrey had not learned the
read — an important process. Jeffrey was hesitant, about secret of controlling his actions.
Point Two. He was to asso- adopting the plan saying, "This It is not done by resolutions
ciate each event with WHERE all sounds logical but I have alone. Actions result from planmade good resolutions in the ning.
past only to find that when the I assured Jeffrey that if he
time came to sit down and continuously revised his plans
study I got distracted by radio of WHAT he was going to do as
or TV programs and let the he studied, HOW he was going
.
. .
.
to think as he read, as well as
Advertisement
what he was going to think
about as he listened in class,
Helps
Solve
3
Biggest
he would be able to keep his
r— Quality Gas for Less —— '
mind on history and study when
the time for study arrived.
Reg. fc*t
Ethyl Cl
Worries and Problems Especially at ;first, he would
A little FASTEBl'H sprinkled on have to strive to keep his mind
Home ot Better Products
your dentura does all thli: (1) Helps
For Less Money . . .
hold false teeth more firmly ln place: filled with plans.
(2) Holds them more comfortably;
Three weeks of intensive
(3) Lets you bite U P to 35% harder
without discomfort. FASTEETH study was all it took for JeffPowder is alkaline (non-acid). Won't rey to acquire an interest in
Corner Ind & Washington
sour. No gummy, gooey; pasty taste. history . He not only became an
, Dentures- that fit. ere essential to
Corner Gilmore & Vila
health. See your dentist regularly. expert on dates but his grades
Open Every Day Until 10 p.m.
Qet PASTEETTH at all drug counters. improved markedly.
By LESLIE J. NASON Ed. D.
"How do you inspire a student to work harder?"
"How do you get a student
to become interested in his
• work?"
"What do you do about a lazy
student?"
These are three of the questions most often asked by parents and teachers and, sometimes, by the students themselves.. ./. . . • .¦ ¦ • .
Taking the last question first,
I don't know what to do with a
lazy student — I've never seen
• ' .one. ,"
In my experience, the student who appears to be lazy
usually goes about his schoolwork in an inefficient fashion,
with unsatisfactory results. In
consequence, he has lost inter-

• Sears Has Low Prices
• Sears Easy Payment Plan
". /#. Sears Guarantee
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because the one who's there now
isn't working for you. Just look
at his record:

NOVEMBER 3*4 -5

MEDICARE (Quia voted against) Mose people agree that Medicare is a
real success.

They should remember how Quie cast their vote,

REAPPORTIONMENT (Quie against) City dwellers have not bean fairl y
heard in the state legislatures for thirty years. Quie voted to keep It
theft way, by supporting the Dirksen Amendment.
REPEAl OF SECTION 14-B (Quie against) Southern states lure industries
away from the North with promises' of lower wages and no unions.
Repeal of Section 14-B of tho Taft-Hartley Act would hel p Minnesota
keep more industry. Quie said NO.

OVER 1600 TOYS... every item starting with Catalog No. 49 or 79
(for example 49 N 530)

ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAM (Against again) Quie has opposed »he poverty
program so strangely that, recently, a nationally syndicated column
charged him with circulating false rumors to defeat the program.
So, we say Quie is not doing the job , First District needs a new man
in Congress!

Let George do it!

Elect . . .

GEORGE DALEY

(DFL)

for

CONGRESS
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lost the most weight .w . ' tii
LAKE CITY TOPS
LAKE CITYi Minn. (Special) pounds. Mrs. Edgar Berg re--Summing Sisters of the TOPS ceived prize for the best cosClub held their Halloween par- tume. Hostesses for the low
ty at the home of Mrs. Haven calorie lunch served were
Miller. Mrs. Alfred Bebrnsi Mrs. Donald Savage, Mrs. Milnamed queen of the month, ler and Mrs. Lorraine Tabor.

Alpha XI Delta
Entertains at
Mpmecoming

About 30 members, pledges,
alumnae ami advisers of the
Winona State College chapter
of Alpha Xi Delta Sorority were
entertained at a Homecoming
tea Saturday at the home of
Mrs. Myles Petersen. Miss Suzanne Petersen, Mrs. Petersen's
daughter, was hostess to the
kroup^
1 \wjy
[[ ANQ COMPANV
table
was
centered
with
The
a miniature football field. The
cake, served by Miss Pat
Burke, was decorated with pink
roses, the flower and color of
the sorority.
The sorority initated nine new
SORORITY REUNION . ; . Cutting cake at the home- members Oct. 17. They " are
coming tea of the Delta Omega Chapter of the Alpha Xi Del- Barbara B e e m an , Wichita,
Kan.; Diane Bunge, Caledonia,
FIFTY-YEAR REUNION '..;; * . Members ken, Galesville. In the back row, from left,
ta Sorority is Diane Ericksen, Greien Bay, Wis , with Jill Ein- Minn.; Jill Einhorn, West St.
attending
the 1918 confirmation class reunion are: Elmer Ginse, Ettrick; Palmer Peterhorn, St Paul, and Judy Bailey, Las Vegas, president of Paul; Coleen Husby, Caledonia;
of
the
French
Creek Lutheran Church Oct.
son, Ettrick; Willie Solberg, La Crosse; Hathe chapter, looking on. Mrs. Nels Minne is being served Kathy Kelley, Minneapolis; Jac
'23.. .are, front row, from left: Alvin Hogden; La ward Hendrickson, Galesville; Alvin Brenehome
the
event
was
at
whose
punch by Suzanne Petersen,
quie Lentscb, St. Paul; Jane
Crosse; the Mmes. Oscar Dahl, Whitehall; geh, Galesville; Joseph Qnsrud, Minneapolis;
Schultz, St. Charles, Minn.; Kay
held. (Daily News photo) 7
Quinn, St. Paul; and Charlene George Tldquist, Arcadia; Gilbert Berg, Tay- Alfred Storveeh; Ettrick, and the Rev. Henry
Yaraanaka, Kealakekua, Ha- lor; Peter Berg, Galesville, and Alvin Lebak- Lease. (Photo by Mrs. Franklin Sobotta)
waii. : ,
Advisers to the group are Confirmation Class
Floretta M u r r a y, director;
Miss Angelyn De Groot, finan- Meets oh 50fh Yi?ar
cial; thelMmes. John Martin,
membership; Mylea Petersen,
ARCADIA . Wis: (Special) L. Kitt , scholar- Members of the confirmation
Imported and handmade holiday guts and trim- social , ' and A. .• ----¦----v;-:;-.
. - . -;- .:. .
class of 1916 of the French
mings are being completed for "Project- Workshop" ac- ship,
Creek Lutheran Church observcording to information given by Mrs. Rudolph Miller,
ed their 50 year class reunion
Gift Shop chairman, to board members at the last meet- Lake City Couple
in ceremonies held at the
ing of the Hospital Auxiliary in Community Hospital Note Anniversary
church on Oct. 23.
Solarium.
Thirteen membrs of an origThe gift shop annual holiday showing will center LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) inal class of 18 were guests of
around the theme, "Visions of Christmas." It will be — Mr. and Mrs. John Hems, honor at a fellowship dinner
were honored Sunday at a din- which followed the 10:45 a.m.
held in the Solarium Nov . 18 and 19 from 9 a.m. to 5 ner
at the home of their services. Four members are dep.m. each day. A sneak preview for husbands and wives son party
and daughter-in-law, Mr. ceased and one could not be
will be held Nov. 17 from
and Mrs. Allan Heins in ob- present., - .
¦
5to9p.m.
members Include the Mmes. servance of their 45th wedding
7: ¦anniversary.
Coffee will be served John David Floyd Simon, Kay
during mornings of "Pro- Goergen, Jerry Berthe, F. 0. Another son and daughter-in- Toastmistress Club
Mrs. Virgil Heins,
ject Workshop" with a formal Gorman, E. J. Sievers, G. L. law, Mr. and
Iowa,
assisted in ar- Initiates Member ,
Dubuque,
tea hour in the afternoons. An Loomis, Irving Gepner, R. W.
ranging
the
party.
Discusses Issues
Innovation this year will be Miller, Ralph Boalt, Frank AlJohn Heins and the former
an old-fashioned Baker's Cart ien Jr., and Charlotte Harken- Christine Dankers were married Mrs. John Grams was initiatfeaturing homemade breads, rider. Other committee person- Oct. 19 1921 in Emmanuel Lu- ed by Mrs Lambert Hamerski
,
*
jaina and jellies made from spe- nel will be announced later.
theran Church, West Florence, as the eighteenth member of the
cial recipes of auxiliary mem- Mrs. T. H. Underdahl, presi- Minn. Their attendants were Winona Toastmistress Club at
bers and. community friends of dent, asked board members to Mrs. Lillie (Dankers) Aherns, Hotel Winona Tuesday. Mrs.
the hospital
give their written annual re- Mrs! Emma (Siems) Dahling, Bea Florin was appointed Mrs.
Auxiliary members, in pre- ports to Mrs. Harold Doerer, Claus Heins and Dr. W. H. Dan- Gram's senior adviser.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian K. Virnig
paration for tha project, have secretary, not later than Nov. kers. all of whom were pres- ; Table topics, assigned by Mrs.
(Camera Art phote) . ' '¦ ' '
been busy for many weeks 17. Reports will then be com- ent for the anniversary.
F. A. Lipinski, asked members
piled
and
printed
for
distribuwhat
they
desired
of
their
govmaking the unusual handmade
Th» Heins have three sons,
and onrHif-a-kindItems for the tion at the annual meeting of Allan. Virgil and Maj, Milton ernmental representatives. Is- WSC Players Have Adrian K. Virnigs
Heins, Colorado Springs, Colo., sues discussed were sincere polift shop. Workshop committee representatives In January.
Itema for publication in the arid eight grandchildren.
liticians with no special inter- Homecoming Lunch To Celebrate
ests, tax relief, completion of
winter issue of Auxiliary BulGolden Wedding
Highway 61, action -against wa- Thirty-five members and alletin are to be given to Mrs,
B. A. Miller, bulletin chair- Altar Society Plans ter pollution, and lowering the umni of Wenonah Players, Wi- Mr. and Mrs. Adrian K . Virage to 18.
man ' as soon as possible.
Variety Sale Nov. 5 voting
nona State College, attended the nig, Lewiston, Minn., will celeA study in parlimentajy proMrs. L. A. Slaggie and her
annual Homecoming luncheon in brate their golden wedding anvolunteer service committee FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- cedure was handled by a panel
have planned a Candy Striper cial) — A variety sale will be consisting of Mmes. Addison the Gold Room of the Winona niversary Sunday with an open
house from 2 to 5 p.m. at St.
:
Awards Tea for mothers and held at St. Mary 's Parish HaU Glubka; Robert Collins, James Hotel Saturday.
Mullen -and Florin. A film on President Jeanne Morrison, Rose of Lima Church dining
daughters and board members at 2 p.m. Saturday.
on Nov. 12 from 2 to 4 p.m. The event is sponsoredby St. election background was shown Winona, was toastmistress. Oth- hall.
In the Solarium. Forty girls Mary's. Altar Society and will by Dusten Bertel. A quiz fol- er Winonans assisting with the Hosting the event will be the
will receive pins for having giv- feature the sale of baked goods, lowed stressing the eight steps
en at least 50 hours of service other foods, new and used ar- necessary to put through a mo- event were Diane Sheimo and couples children: Mrs. Bernard
Majerus (Evelyn) , Austin; Mrs.
ticles fndudiog clothing, baraar tion.
Joan Tuschner.
to the hospital.
The
invocation
was
given
by
furniture
and
gift
shop
items,
,
Francis Meyers (Leona) , ElkA revised list of hospital representatives was presented to picture frames, household arti- Mrs. Ray O'Laughlin, the
horn, Wis.;: Mrs. Casper Kried- |With lines t^
Eledge by Mrs. Hamerski, the
^
the board by Mrs. Leo C. La cles and toys.
ermacher ( Meryl) , Kellogg,
umorbus note by Mrs. Glub" ;';.;¦; . seams that shape you
I
France, membership chairman.
Minn.; Mrs. Ivan Putzier ( Lorka. Mrs. Esther Miller was genA liaison member from each of Spencer Sr., and Charlea W. eral evaluauayMrs. Victor Berj
raine) , St. Charles; Gabriel and I;. . . . and in a fabric you'll love,
60 Winona women's organiza- Rogers.
tel timed the meeting and Mrs.
Aloys
Virnig,
St.
Charles;
WilThe
next
meeting
of
the
tions is chosen to serve by atPonte Di Roma double knit
Ralph Kohner gave the thought
fred Virnig, Rollingstone; Gerald
tending meetings of the board board will be held at 9:30 a.m. for the day. Mrs. John Rolbiecworsted in new holiday shades.
and relaying information of the Nov. 17, one week early be- ki presided at the meeting.
Robert E. Collins, teacher of Virnig, Caledonia, and Kenneth
auxiliary and hospital to his cause of the Thanksgiving Hoiphilosophy at the College of Virnig. Lewiston, No invitations
Saint Teresa, will be guest
member organization. Members Way.
of this committee in addition Coffee was served at the Society Remembers speaker at the meeting of Wi-. have been sent.
nona County DFL Women "
to the chairman include Mmes. close of the meeting by Mrs.
12 and IS In blue
|
O '/TV /^^"Y f
Members
for
Service
Thursday. The meeting will be Viet Nam. The study of local
James T. Schain, A. B. You- Frank Cofield, hospitality chairI
10 and 14 in green
mans, H. W. Clark, Milton man.
JA J V J v J 1
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe- held at 8 p.m. at the Cly-Mar and national issues will be conBowl,
Lewiston.
tinued
by
the
group.
Interested
cial) — The Holy Name Society
on tht v?
of Ss. Peter & Paul Church Mr. Collins will speak on persons are invited to attend.
held a loyalty dinner in the
school basement Sunday. Honnight Bhift-V )
ored guests were Bert Halama,
Roy M. Lyga, Adolph Maule,
IM ^mmma\m%m\m% mM m%M tmmm ^^im *
nave one et our prniy
Paul Roimbalski, Urban Skroch,
Peter Mlynek, Andrew Pientok,
lovms In a zephyr blend
A one-man show of sketch- iar and the not - so - familiar. Peter Maule, Adolph Rombalfor your sweet dreeim, book drawings by Edward Kor- All sketches have been render- ski
and Joseph Sura. They were
pela , Winona artist, is current- ed with felt-tip pens and ink remembered for 30 years of conbetter yet...have twol
ly on display in the Bell Art line. .
tinuous membership. Honorary
room at the Winona Public Li- I Two significant one-man members of 70 years of age or
brary for the month of No- shows of Mr . Korpela's paint- over are Emil Gruentzel , Au2.99 and 3.99
¦
¦;
ings were featured ln major gust Mish, George D. Skroch,,
vember.
' ¦
!
I
museums
across
nation
last
"Winona Vignetles" is the tithe
August Morchinek , Charles Pie|
Don't wait another minute. The very newest, kicki\
year.
His
paintings
appeared
tle
of
the
display
which
includes
terick, Albert Sonsalla , August
SPECIAL
|
est, chic-est Eskiloos are here! Boots so beautiful
40 drawings from the local at the Gulf Coast Art Center, Gasatis, Lawrence Sygulla ,
it's hard to believe they're so practical, too. Thay
. "
area. The sketches depict Clearwater, Fla., in March , and John Saverinski, Stanley Micek ,
\
ALL 2.99 BLOUSES scenes
never spot or mark with age; never stain; come
of the Mississippi river, the Witte Memorial Museum, Paul Reck and Mike M. Bautch.
|
1
various boat harbors, industrial San Antonio, Tex. , in May.
clean with a dampcloth. Keep you snugand warm,
|
Jake Skroch was presented
areas, business district , the Su- Mr, Korpela la an active with a plaque by President Ken
even on the iciest days, even in a blizzard. In colors
I
gar Loaf and rural areas.
member of the Minnesota Art- Gallagher for service to the orand
sizes and shapes galore. Come in today, and
Mr. Korpela states that the ist's association, and head of
Miracle Mall Shopping Center sketches are a personal diary the Winona Public Schools art ganization. His wife was pre,b« I'jn*: with Etkiloosl
|
sented with a corsage.
of his impressions of the famil- department .
Entertainment was provided
I
^
O
by Mike Lyga, John Kuka , Mike Reg. $7.50
Brice and Dennis Kern under . . . keeps II a ehape. Soft
the direction of Charles, Knut- lustrous curls bounce but behave.
son.
¦

Ho1iday Gifts > Tri ms Near
Completion for Workshop
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Robert Collins
To Speak at
DFL Meeting
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Public Library Exhibits
Sketches by Edwa rd Korpela
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SALE 52.49

Hf^' aiS A SPECIAL THREE
DAY MEETING
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new Eskiloos

Kraemer Drive

Kraemer Drlve>, Winona, Minn.

The Guest Speaker Will Be Mr. Robert Quails,
Evangelist From Port Arthur , Texas
Mr. Quails was (he minister for the Chitrch of Christ In Winona from 1903 through
March of 19W, He extends a personal invi tation to all of hiji friends in the Winona
area.

Dote,Time and Subject of Each Service Will Be as Follows:

SUNDAY, NOVfMBM «, 1966 at 11:00 a.m. "WHERE THE ACTION II. "
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1966 at 6:00 p.m. "THE WAY HOME."
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1966 ot 7:30 p.m. "GOD'S AMAZING GRACE."
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER i, 1966 at 7:30 p.m. "A PRAYER FOR THOSE IN WINONA."

Elgin High to Give
'Heartless Troll'
ELGIN . Minn . - The High
School mixed chorus, under the
direction of Harold Nelson , will
present "The Heartless Troll,"
at 8 p.m. Friday in the school
auditorium.
Taking the part of the Troll
will be Ronnie Baumbach while
Jim Dkkerman will play Boots
and Karmen Rheingans will
portray the Princess. King
Ned will be played by Mike
Siemers and Steve Gusa will
play King Hans.
Sons of Ned will be Kevin
Segrud, Fred Lorentson, Paul
Dickerman, Doug Harms, Jim
Evans, Kathy Welke and Kathy
Wescott, Daughters of Hans will
be Chris Wescott, Gail Wehrs,
Brenda Harms, Sharon Tesmer,
Linda Zarling, Virginia Wehrs
and Jeanine Shea.
LIBRARY CLUB
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. ( Special) — Library club members
were guests of Mrs. Evangeline
Baertsch Monday evening. Current events articles were read,
and "Poisonous Plants" waa a
topic of discussion.

OUR BETTER
ZEROTONE WAV!
Reg. $12.50.
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Custom coiffure and haircut.
Flatterin g long-lasting shape.
HAIRCUT INCLUDED
MON., TUES.. WED. ONLY
ROUX NOIE CHANGE

Brighten and accent natural hair color. Lasts thru
several shampoos. S/| C(\
4eJV
Reg. $4.50

%i
BEAUTY
SALON

Miracle Mall Shopping Center

Phone 2477

Monday thru Friday Open
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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CAVALIU u» ever-lhe-foot
eutlon In black or trnso
Drown trilnid Hoyalon » i
tttck or olive luida, black
ar bene patent. Nylon fleece
llnlni, cull worn up or down.

1600

/

USINMiai 11* oveMhi-'
toot pullon In blich or
irano brown trained
Roy*(on «i black or fawn
auedn fiwn lebirdlnt , and
black patent , Oullt ll'nlni. '

1600
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"lack tuedei thick pile Hnlni.
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hoates

spoke and gave a deKellogg Parish WCCW,
tailed report of the Floridaconvention of the National Council
Conducts First which
she attended.
Hostesses serving lunch were
Counci l Meeting the Mmes. Anthony Sbarpe, Wil-

liam McDonough, Paul SchmokKELLOGG, Minn. (Special) — er, Harold Peters- and Miss
Mrs. Harold Peters, council Mary Donahue.
president of the St. Agnes Parish Council, conducted her first
meeting when the council met Merlin Johnson's
Thursday evening in the parish
hall with new officers assuming Mark 25th Year
their duties.
The 25th wedding anniversary
Reports given by local parish of Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Johncouncil chairmen who attended son, 154% High Forest St., was
their workshops at Winona celebrated Saturday with a bufCouncil of Catholic Women con- fet dinner for 50 guests at the
vention held Oct. 23.
Club, La Crescent,
Mrs. Harry L. Bafow announc- Commodore
' ¦ ,;.
ed to members the annual Minn.
have a daughter, Mrs.
Thanksgiving clothing drive RThey
o
b
e
r
t McSparin, Littleton,
would be conducted from Nov. Colo., and
a son, U.S. Army
' 20-27.
Spec.
4.
Duane
Johnson, OlymStamp chairman Mrs. Martin
now serving in Viet
Kennebeck announced that a pia, Wash.,
¦'
stool for the kitchen would be Nam.
purchased with stamps.
Mrs. Leo Kraus, parish bis- SUNNYSDDE CARD PARTY
cussion Club chairman, request- BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - A
ed groups to organize arid begin public card party wil be given
the fall sessions. She also sug- at 8:15 p.m. Nov. 10 ih the Sungested and recommended mate- nyside School with the Sunnyrial to be used for these classes. side Community Club as hosts.
Mrs. Kraus, also president of Mrs. James Berg Sr, and Mrs.
the Wabasha Deanery of the Merlin Johnson will serve lunch.
¦
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WOOLWORTH'S
America's Christmas Store
Do-lt-Yourself Decorations
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Mr. and Mrs. RoieeD A. Engebretaon
'

¦ ¦
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Engebretson's to
Settle in Hawaii

Holy Cross Church
To Host Meeting

DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) Holy Cross Church will be host
parish to the Caledonia Dean^fl
' 8^iHflla^i^Bi^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^B^B
fB^i^i^i^flHi^Bi^i^H^%ff^9 ery meeting Nov. 9. The
meet¦HIBB f fiaVaWHP^a^l^i^3^BJ^c^HHHR^D^na
ing will take place in the afternoon with Benediction in the
M
church preceding the business
;v>flH
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'
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WaWe^l
and social hour in the parish
dining room.
This is the first meeting of
the 196M7 year, but the final
one on which the silver annilmW#mezZAlAm ?*mm ^
versary theme will be based.
Mra, George Kelly, president,
Houston,
will preside. DeleBHB
Ji) £*, $ .-,
££7 .lfJBJiM^v^2!a^i^i^i^i^i^Hi^i^i^i^DBHIH^J|a
ajVf^Bj^BjHl
.
^
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'HRj^Hh&f^^^^f^^^MMHHlMMH^^M gates from Brownsville, Cale___ wmMti Jv< K*jra|H^HH|^^^fiB^^^^|^K^^n donia, Dakota, Freeburg, Hokah/ Houston and La Crescent,
m A'^ M ^\t^ammmmWA\\mmmTLm^mm\m
Minn., parishes who attended
the WCCW convention, Oct. 23,
report on, attendance at
a< , Jl"\Af->A,
Hr
^i^MPlii^i^i^9W'*ffill« are to
mWS »>'¦:¦?' MA "t anBHMGa
iStMgK^m'yli^^^^L^L^B^^^i^lmH workshops. Three delegates
from the Deanery will report
on the Diocesan Board meeting Oct. 22.
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Comp lete choice of colorf ul...

DECORATINGAIDS

S, Sequin Pins
C, Assorted Color Glitter

10 Can Spny Snow
I. Glitter and Glut Kit
f, 17 oi. Cm Spray Snow .
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N. 5 or. Can tl Spray Glut
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To Meet , Discuss
Corning Pie Sale

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Tickfer-Erickson Unit 17 of the
American Legion Auxiliary will
meet at 8 p.m. Monday, in tho
Willie Wlrehnnd Room of the
Trempealeau Electric Co - op
building. Hoptesses will be Mrs.
Connio Rohn & Myron Scow.
Final plans will be made for
the pie sale to be held on e'ectlon day at City Hall,
Mrs. Earl Everson , president ,
announced that any club or
organization that wishes to have
its meeting date published on
the 1967 Auxiliary Activity calendar must inform her before
Nov . 14.
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12x12 Size. Bifl Solution.
luxury Tile in Top Colors.
Regular 39* & 49* til*. . . . .. . . ; . . . .
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MISS PAMELA BERGMANN'S engagement to
Richard M. Brarides, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
R. Brandes, Fountain City,
Wis., is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Larimer, Harrison,
Ark. Miss Bergmann is
formerly of Fountain City.
Her fiance is presently serving In the Navy in San Diego, Calif.

Community Day
To Be Observed
At St. John's
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe->
rial) — World CommunityDay,
sponsored by the Women's
Guild, will be observed at 8
p.m/ Friday at St. John's United Church of Christ.
Guest speaker for the evening event will be Gavin Strand,
superintendent of CochraneFountain City area schools.
All area Roman Catholic and
Protestant church women are
invited. A coffee fellowship
hour will follow the program.
¦

Lawrence Geisler,
Margaret Fairchild
Say Wedding Vows
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)Miss Margaret Louise Fairchild,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. D.
Fairchild, North Platte, Neb.,
and Lawrence J. Geisler, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Geisler,
Lake City, were married Oct.
1 by the Rev. Forrest L. Rlcheson, First Christian Church,
Minneapolis.
The bride's attendants were
Mrs. Joyce Anthony, North
Platte, matron of honor; Mrs.
Gordon Buesing, North Platto,
and Mrs. David D. Falrchi'd,
Coon Rapids, Minn., bridesmaids.
Roger Geisler, Lake City, was
his brother's best man. John
Geisler, also a brother of the
groom, and David Fairchild, the
bride's brother, were groomsmen.
A reception was held in the
church parlors following the
ceremony.
The bride is a graduate of
North Platte High School and
Kearney (Neb.) State Teachers
College. She is employed at the
Bureau of Reclamation, Minneapolis. The groom is a graduate of Lincoln High School and
the University of Minnesota. He
is employed as a planner at
Midwest Planning and Research
Inc., Minneapolis .

Society to Hold .
Communion Sunday

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) — The members of St.
Mary's Altar Society will have
their regular Corporate Communion Sunday, this Sunday,
and their next meeting in the
parish hall at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Mission goods will be packed following the business meeting so those having clothing tp
donate for this purpose may
bring it any time . before the
meeting.
Serving the lunch will be the
Mmes. Elmer Abts chairman:
TURKEY DINNER
BLAIR , Wis, (Special) - St. Cleo Abts, Emil Abts, Gerald
Ansgar's Catholic Parish will Abts, Gordon Abts , "•Hubert
serve a turkey dinner Nov. 13 at Abts, Nell Abts and Orville
11:30 a.m.
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BLAm, Wis. (Spedal) — Mr.
and Mrs. Russell A. Engebretson whose marriage took place
Oct ?3 will be at home in Honolulu, Hawaii where the groom
is a career man in the Air
Force working in the electronics field. '
The Rev. K. M. Urberg pastor of Blair , First Lutheran
Church officiated. Mrs. Urberg
Was organist and Mrs. Robert
Rogne, New Hope, Minn,, vocalist.
THE BRIDE, formerly Miss
Kyle Marie Hardie, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mis. Donald S. Hardie. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Engebretson, Black River Falls,
Wis;
The bride's gown of peau de
sole was designed and made by
the bride. It was fashioned with
long sleeves, scoop neckline
edged with flower appliques as
was the detachable train. Her
elbow - length veil, designed
and made by her mother, was
held by a crown of pearls and
crystals. She carried a bouquet
of red roses.
Mrs. Ellsworth Sweno, sister
of the bride, was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Gerald Smith, Galesville, Wis.;
Make y our own decorations with Miss Faith Benedict, Wausau,
Wis., and Miss Karen Hemker,
La Crosse; Kathy and Terri Olson, daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Olson, Galesville, were
flower girls. Eric Sweno, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sweno, Black
River
Falls, was ring bearer.
'
Lightweight, pro - shaped - ^__[_ y ' . - _m _ _ _
' \.
¦
¦
¦
GOLD PEAU de sole gowns
C
pieces are all set for deco^pSC ^A
were worn by the attendants.
I¦
"
A ^A
rating. Make perfect cetv ¦
Their shoulder-length veils were
terpieces, candle holders, BIB
of matching color.
A
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W
mMA to ¦
Ellsworth Sweno was best
tree trims, etc.
man and Arden Hardie, brother of the bride; Steven EngeSpf^HRfln^HHH^^^BKB^|KSHj bretson,
Black River Falls, and
R
o
n
a
l
d
Kopp, Galesville,
BBy^aa^iaa^*^a^i^i^i^i^HBBaMwWBwH
WUT - '^A X!
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groomsmen. Garland Smith,
1¥t0
, Aj &mwff lmUKmm&wiA TH^^
^
Galesville; Carl Sweno and David Wardwell, La Crosse, were
ushers.
A reception for 250 guests was
held in the church dining room.
^^AfJmm^mmWSmmmemmmmmTm^BL
¦fi n QB^AWK&mTAmTtt
The bride attended La Crosse
h
State University and graduated
from St. Frances School of
Nursing, La Crosse.
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ST. PAUL (AP) — When the
Minnesota . Legislature convenes
Jan. 3, most of the betting is
that there will again be sizable
Conservative majorities in both
houses.;,.
This will be a comfort to Republican Harold LeVander if he
Is elected governor, but it could
mean more political warfare at
the Capitol if Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag is re-elected.
• The Legislature operates under the fiction of nonpartisanaship but Conservative usually
means Republican and Liberal
almost always means DFL in
the political dictionary.
The count in the 1965 session
was 43-24 in the Senate and 81-54
in the House, both favoring Conservatives.
Hardly anyone feelg Liberals

can swing enough seats to take is unopposed or in which both
control, although there is gener- candidates are Liberal.
al agreeinent that it will be no Liberal incumbents face Consurprise to see" Ih'e Conservative servative challengers in 16 dismargin whittled down.
tricts and there' are 10 "open"
"Whatever the size of each fac- districts in which no incumbent
tion, there will be 40 to 50 new is running.
faces when the 202 lawmakers If liberals can keep their 16
answer the roll call in January. incumbents and take half of the
Thirty lawmakers have given up open seats they would increase
the seats they held last time their forces from 24 to 27 in the
and three incumbents were beat- Senate.
en in the September primary.
It takes 34 votes to control the
Seven House members are Senate and that seems out of
running for Senate seats and reach for the Liberals.
two senators are trying for In the House, Liberals will
House seats, however.
have to elect, the 54 members
An analysis of the races indi- they had last time and take over
cates the Senate will be the most 14 Conservative - held seats to
fertile spot for Liberal gains.
win control. This also seems out
of reach.
Liberals have Riz seats cinched—races in which an incumbent A fair bet Ig that Conserva-

will support both direct and indirect services to the 713 retarded children and adults in
Fillmore Coatty. Funds also go
to state and national research
into causes ind prevention of
retardation. Camp Friendship
at Annandale, Minn , is another
program of the Minnesota Association for Retarded Children
supported by the drive.
'
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BLAIR PATIENTS
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)— John
H. Anderson, rural Blair, who
was admitted to Tri-County
Memorial Hospital, Whitehall,
was transferred to Luther Hospital, Eau Claire, Sunday for
observation and treatment. Mrs.
Richard Garson, Blair, is at
Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse,
where she will undergo major
surgery. Arthur Elland has ' tieturned from Lutheran Hospital,
where he was a patient one
month. He underwent surgery
twice. . ../ :
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the Senate since the Legislature
went nonpartisan in 1913. liter,
als controlled the House in 1860
but lost control in the 1962 electives will keep at least 75 seats In 1965, lawmakers raised as they set out on :- their cam- tion,
¦
¦
¦
in the House and perhaps come their salaries from $200 to $400 paigns. . .
close to the 81 they had last a month. The raise does not
Honse Liberals running for friendship Drive
time. It takes 68 votes to control
take effect until 1967, however, Senate seats are Stan Enebo,
the House.
next Tuesday's winners will Minneapolis; VictorJude, Maple Beginning in
There have been no predic- so
be tbe first to collect the Uglier Lake; Carl Iverson, Ashby,
and
tions that Conservatives will pay. .
Connie Burchett, Coon Rapids. Fillmore County
build their margin up to a twothirds count in each House. There was some public grum- Conservatives trying for SenThus, they likely will again bling about the pay hike and, il; ate posts are William Kirchner, FOUNTAIN, Minn. (Special)
's are still in that mood, Richfield; John Tracy Ander- — The annual drive in behalf
lack the votes to override a voters
could take it out on incum- son, St. Paul, and Robert Ash- of me Friendship Campaign of
governor's vetoes in the next they
bach, Arden Hills
session on a straight partisan bents.
The second factor is reappor- Two senators — Clifford Lof- the Minnesota Association for
vote.
tionment, voted in a special legof Alexandria and Mi- Retarded Children is under
In the 1965 session, Conserva- islative session called by Rol- vegren
chael
McGuire
of Montgomery way, announced Mrs. Edwin
tives lacked a two - thirds maj- vaag. This resulted in a thinning —are trying to salvage
e y e r , Fountain, Fillmore
ority and made no attempt to out of legislative strength in ru- tive careers by moving legisla- M
County
campaign chairman,
over
to
override
¦ ¦ of Rolvaag 's ve- ral areas and a compensating in- the House. Lofvegren is a Con- Mrs. Charles R. Drake,
¦ ¦ any
toes. ¦ ¦. ' ¦ ' ' : crease in metropolian areas.
McGuire a Liberal. Lanesboro, is publicity chairTwo major factors in this The new reapportionment law servative,
were thrown into vastly man and . the First State Bank
legislative election result from juggled almost every district in Both
¦ districts by reapportion- of Fountain will handle the <!<*•
acts of the past two legislative the state, so incumbents had changed
. -. .
ment.'
nated funds.
sessions.
many unfamiliar hands to shake Liberals have not controlled Proceeds of the campaign
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Gemini 12
Astronauts
)n Rehearsal

IJOIOL 1%6 Salkt

Veteran Harold
Cooley Under
Severe Pressure
¦

Eight County O^^
Contested in Wabasha

TV Poll Shows Fund Campaign
Rolvaag Trailing, For Retarded
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The Short Leading
Washington Post says negotia-

Jobs Program
To Labor Dept.

tions are under .way to shift programs aimed at creating jobs
for the poor from the antipoverty agency to the Labor Department, .
The paper quoted Bertrand M.
Harding, deputy director of the
Office of Economic Opportunity,
as saying the move is "no power play on anyone's part," and
would not jeopardize the antipoverty agency.
Other unidentified OEO officials, said the Post, see the proposal as leading to dismemberment of OEO.
The Labor Department now
administers some antipoverty
programs such as the Neighborhood Youth Corps. A switch of
more programs was seen by the
Post as blunting some thought
that the new Department of
Housing and Urban Development would eventually becom e
chief antipoverty agency.

Begins Sunday

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Gov.
Karl F. Rolvaag trailed his
Republican opponent, Harold The 1966 Friendship Campaign
LeVander, by a 54.2 to 45.8 of the Minnesota Association for
percentage margin
among Retarded Children begins Sun"probable voters," according to day in Winona County and sura poll released by WCCO-TV rounding area, according to
Mrs. Wilfred Rivers, Rolling,Tuesday night.
Mid-Continent Surveys, Inc., stone, Winona County co-chariquestioned 600 adults through- man.
out the state during the Oct. 14-. It is part of a statewide door23 period in the poll for the Twin tondoor drive to raise funds to
develop and provide programs
Cities television station,
for the 100,000 mentally retarded
LeVander's margin over the children and adults in Minne¦¦
Democratic - Farmer - Labor sota. ;. . - . '
•' '
governor was among the 72,4 AH communities in Winona,
per cent of those polled who Houston, Fillmore, Olmsted and
said they were registered voters Wabasha counties, except where
and were certain that they there are united drives, will be
would vote next Tuesday.
covered . Locally, the association
is part of the Community
*
For U.S. senator, the DFL incumbent, Walter Mondale , was" Chest.
backed by 56.2 per cent and Mrs. Rivers explained that a
Republican Robert Forsythe by portion of the funds raised will
support the work of the local
43.8 per cent.
. > chapters serving this area. AnThe poll showed these other j
margins, also based on probable j other portion will go for proj grams of the Minnesota and
voters' responses:
Associations for ReLt .Gov.—Robert Short , DFL, j National
tardea" Children which are aim:
51.2 per cent ; James Goetz,
• ' ¦' ¦ • ed at developing and strengthGOP, 48.8. :
j
Secretary of State : Joseph i ening local services for retarded
Donovan, DFL incumbent, 59.4; i children and their families and
at improving state institutional
William O'Brien, GOP, 40.6..
Auditor: Stafford King, GOP i care. The remainder of the
incumbent, 56.5; Robert E. Han- 1 funds will support research and
programs.
sen, DFL, 43.5.
I prevention
'The Minnesota Association for
Treasurer: Val Bjornson, GOP Retarded Children is a 4,700incumbent, 59.7; Harlanc* C. member organization of parents,
interested citizens and profesChristiansen, DFL, 40.3.
Attorney General: Douglas sional workers, Mrs. Rivers addHead, GOP, 51.2; Wayne Olson , ed. It works to develop special
education classes, day activity
DFL, 48.8.
Railroad and Warehouse Com- centers, diagnostic services, votraining,
sheltered
missioner: P . K , Peterson, GOP, cational
58.4; Wiiliam R. Youngdahl , workshops and residential care
for retarded persons.
DFL, 41.6 ,
Supreme Court; Thomas P.
Gallagher, 53.8; C. Donald Peterson, 46.2.
Supreme Court : Martin A .
Nelson, incumbent, 67.9; William G. Dressel, 32.1.
Robert E. Short, DFL candidate for lieutenant governor,
is scheduled to arrive at Max
j Conrad Field today at 3 p.m.,
( according to local volunteer
| committee members.
I Short will spend about two
' hours meeting voters on down-r
PHILADELPHIA tfl - For town ¦ streets, the committee
three years , Luther Bender has ¦said.
been getting notices from the
City of Philadelphia demanding Controller Alexander Hemphill,
that he fix a house which the j Hemphill discovered the propDepartment of Licenses and In- j erty belonged lo the city.
spections called disgraceful, "The city not only has owned
dangerous and a public nuisance. 1 this property for eight years,"
Bender said he didn't own the said Hemphill's staff. "It had
property—just the one next door, 1 been leasing it out and collecting
which was okay.
( rent on it up until two years
Finally, he complained to City '-ago/' ¦ ,-; ' : . ; ' 7

RALEIGH, N.C (AP V -Rep.
Harold D. Cooley, for 16 years | WABASHA, Minn. — Eight Law School , St. Paul, was law retary and interviewer for
the
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP |the chairman of the powerful |
clerk
for
Edward
J.
Devitt,
races
for
Wabasha
County
ofNational
Employment
Service
The
Gemini
12
astronauts
I
—
'! '
had a full day of rehearsal to- j House Agriculture Committee, . fice will confront voters when chief U .S. district judge for the about a year and worked in the
day to preparation of their four- j is running hard to turn back the they go to the polls Tuesday. \ District of Minnesota, in 1960- county agricultural conservation
day rendezvous and space walk challenge of a young Republican ' At least three new officers | 61; assistant U.S. district at- office eight years besides havmission which is to conclude the who gave him the scare of his will be sworn in next January torney, 1962-63, and practiced ing employment in private busito fill vacancies . An auditor j law in St. Paul before return- ness. He took a two-year course
Gemini program.
' political life two years ago.
'
,
point,
says
the
experts
will
be elected to succeed the ing to his home city, Wabasha, at Winona Business College and
At
this
Their departure from the Dr. Martin Luther
Cooley,
;
the
race
between
69,
late Wilbur Koelmel; a treasur- in October 1964, purchasing the attended
earth next Wednesday will cli- ;
College,
New
Ulm, three years
Belmont
Schlosstein
law
pracmax a busy seven-day period j and businessman James C! er to succeed the late Charles tice. He has been admitted to after high school graduation.
'
Raleigh
is
register
of
Gardner
of
.
34,
Whitrnore.
and
a
a
during which four space rockets!
¦¦
During World War II he was
•• ¦. ' deeds to succeed Donald ,'Duer- practice before the U.S. Su- in three campaigns in the Euroare to be launched from Gape 1 tossup,
preme Court and is a member
;
't
Cooley
won
a
surfile.
In
1964,
who
didn
re,
Kennedy.
of the Minnesota Bar Associa- pean Theater.
prisingly close race by 5.000
The fireworks start Thursday i votes in North Carolina 's 4th j There are races also for sher- tion.: / '
Clerk of District Court
with the first unmanned launch- 1 District , historically a Demo- ! iff , county attorney, clerk of
District Court, and ih two coming in the Air Force 's Manned : cratic stronghold.
Sheriff
' missioner districts ,
Luke C. Beaver has had 32
Orbiting Laboratory program; i
vears
of : experiThe opposing candidates in Sheriff Ed Lager is completto be followed Sunday by a LuCooley is campaigning on bis
nar Orbiter moon shot.
congressional seniority, telling the offices with races are as ing his first term in office but ence as Wabawas deputy prior to that since sha C o u n t y
voters that his loss would re- follows :
An Atlas Is to hurl an Agent i move a powerful voice from a Auditor — Charles E. Mc- 1958. He is a member of the clerk of District
target satellite into orbit at 2:16 1 committee vital to North Caroli- ! Donald. Reads Landing, and Southeastern Minnesota and Court.
David E.Meyp.m. (EST ) next Wednesday to na, still dependent on the farms Matt Schuth, Wabasha.
state police and peace officers er, •:¦ 25 is dis,
start the Gemini 12 doublehead- for much of its economy.
Treasurer — Marty Beyer, associations and state and naer. Navy Capt. James A. Lovettj Gardner, handsome, soft-spo- Plainview , and,Leo A. Dick , Wa- tional sheriffs associations. He trict manager
for Waddell &
Prewar Japanese
Jr. and Air Force Maj. Edwin j ken and intense. Was a regis- basha.
served with the U.S. Army En.;. '£. Aldrin Jr, are to*' start the ) tered Democrat until 1963 , but Register of deeds 'A—, Carl gineers in the European Thea- Reed, Inc., inLeader Dies at 89
pursuit of the Agena atop a Ti- , changed "because I was dissa- Bremer, Zumbro Falls, and Gil- ter in 1942-46 and was a Mil- vestment funds.
formerHe
was
TOKYO *-;.- Sadao Araki,
tan 2 rocket at 3:31 p.m.
j tisfied with the party. I have ; bert F. Lenz , Wabasha.
waukee Railroad bridge car- ly employed by
a leader of Japan's prewar miliLovell and Aldrin planned to! always believed that the gov- ¦ Sheriff — Donald J . Biever, penter before going into law t h ? Wabasha
Meyer
tarist regime and a major
spend much of today in their eminent should serve the peo- ' Reads Landing, and Ed Lager , enforcement.
County ASC office .
World War II war criminal, died
spaceship, practicing emergen- pie, not the people being slaves : incumbent. .7
of
a hemorrhage
today. ' He was
cy proceduresand key phases of to the government.''
¦¦
j County attorney — John A.
2nd Dist. Cmsr.
:y
:89. ¦' . ;
Gardner , who owns a chain of J McHardy, Plainview , incumthe orbital trip.
He
was
sentenced
to
life
imAt 7 a.m. (EST) Thursday the drive-iiFrestaurants, was elect- i bent , and Edward J . Drury,
A. G. "Fritz" Grobe has been
by the international
Air Force is to fire its huge Ti- ed chairman of the North Caro- j Wabasha ,
on the county board 24 years, prisonment
was on a rural school board military tribunal for the Far
tan 3 rocket on a multiple as- lina GOP in 1964, but stepped j Clerk of District Court — Davseven years, oh the Oakwood East in 1948 but was temporarisignment flight. The rocket first down the following year to con- : id E. Meyer and Luke C. Beav"
Town Board seven years and ly released because of ill health
centrate
on
another
shot at CooIs to hurl an unmanned Gemini
\ er, incumbent, both of Wabasha,
¦
¦
'
'
•
.
Oakwood AAA committee nine in 1955. He was granted a pa. . j Commissioner 2nd District —
capsule 5,000 miles down range lev.
role in 1958.
years. - ' .
to a recovery sone in a test of
The war in Viet Nam bai A. G. "Fritz" Grobe, Millville,
the heat shield for the Manned been one issue between
Cooly incumbent, and Donald Somyears. He was a member of
Orbiting Laboratory military
and Gardner. The young Repub- mcrs, Theilman,
a rural school board six years.
rnan-in-space program.
Commissioner
4th
District
—
Lager
Biever
lican has demanded a blockKellogg, and Nick
The Titan 3 npper stage is to ade of North Viet Nam's prin- Paul C. Flies,
incumbent. Donald Biever , 33, has been
Jacoby,
Wabasha,
,
Haiphosg;
against
all
cipal
port
j
pitch up and hurl a 38-foot canTwo candidates are without employed by the Wabasha Counister into orbit with a bundle of shipping, including that of U.S. j opposition: Mrs. Velma Olin, ty highway department since
scientific and engineering ex- allies. This, says Cooley . is an superintendent of schools, and 1955. Following graduation from
periments. Three other satel- "immature and irresponsible" Dr. B. J. Bouquet, coroner. Wabasha High School he attendlites are to be ejected from the proposal.
There are no candidates for ed Dunwoody Institute, Minneacanister. Two are to be used in
county surveyor and court com- polis. He is a Korean War veta satellite-to-satellite communimissioner, but there are spaces eran and member of the VFW
cations test and the third will Fire Damage High
Sommers
Grobe •
for : write-ins, as there is also and American Legion.
carry a classified Air Force On Farm at Austin
an extra line under all offices
Donald Sommers has served
payload.
Treasurer
for. write-ins.
10 years as clerk of West . AlFlies
Jacoby
At 6:06 p.m. Sunday an Atlas- AUSTIN, Minn. (AP) - Fire
Only two candidates filed for
Agena rocket is to propel the of undetermined origin des- the offices of auditor, attorney Marty Beyer, 39, received a bany Township, where he oper- j
'Lunar Orbiter 2 spacecraft to- troyed a granary, hog house and and sheriff , so the general elec- bachelor of science degree ates his own farm. He was ASC ! Nick Jacoby, commissioner
1954, was supervisor of
ward an orbit about the moon. barn Tuesday night on the Loren tion will be their first test of from Winona State College af- fieldman eight years, federal since.
tex graduation from Elgin High crop adjuster two years, and is Glasgow Township three years,
The craft is to take closeup pho- Loucks farm seven miles south- strength.
assessor 11 years, on the AAA
School. He is a veteran of ser- a director of the Gillford Mutual committee eight years, soil contos of nine potential astronaut ealit of Austin.
Fire
Insurance
Co
.
No damage estimate was
vice in the South Pacific with
landing areas.
servation district supervisor five
available. A large quantity of Auditor
the U-S. Navy during World
years, managed the Wabasha
4th
Dist.
Cmsr.
hay and corn was destroyed and
Matt Schuth, 56< was a farm- War II . He is a painting conLivestock Sales Pavilion several
Police Checkpoint
a herd of hogs perished in the er before going into the insur- tractor -.in the Plainview area Paul C. Flies, 51,
was clerk years, and was county director
flames.
ance business 19 years ago. He and has been substitute rural of Watopa Township four years, for Tri-State Breeders Co-op,
In Saigon Bombed
j
was Greenfield Township asses- mail carrier for Elgin and where he has owned a farm 26 Westby, Wis., six years.
SAIGON, South . Viet Nam section ot Saigon, kilting sor six years; was a member Plainview 10 years.
(AP) — A terrorist on a motor- two Vietnamese men and injur- of a rural school board 20
^a^a^a^a
VaVHaTalHHIa^a^a^a^a^a^aBaVaVHaBaSalHa^aBa^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
bike threw a hand grenade at a ing four other Vietnamese, po- years; is secretary of the local
police checkpoint in the Chinese lice sources said.
fraternal order of the Catholic Aid Association of Minnesota; is secretary of the local
cemetery association and has
been elected president of the
Izaak Walton League. He attended a business short course
at the University of Minnesota
following graduation from high
ARMOUR'S STAR FULLY COOKED
|_ q^x ^Sl
school. He and his wife have
Beyer
Dick
seven children ,
)
GOLDEN YELLOW
V
Leo A. Dick , 40, is a\ high
school graduate, has a business
school diploma, and completed a
t h r e e - year correspondence
course in law . He has worked
the last 18 years as freight and
ticket agent and telegraph, CTC
and tower operator for the Mil-:
waukee Railroad. With the U.S.
Marines in World War II, he
spent two years in the South
f
|\
FLORIDA RUBY RED
Pacific.
Schnth
McDonald
WHOLE
Register of Deeds
Charles E. McDonald, 34,
raised in Reads Landing, was Carl Bremer, graduate of the
graduated from Wabasha High school of agriculture , University
School. He attended the Uni- of Minnesota, has been employversity of Minnesot a until he ed by Consolidated Breeders,
was drafted and served with Anoka, 13 years . He was town~"
"~
LEAN, MEATY
the U.S. Army in the Korean ship supervisor 10 years, director and secretary of the WabaConflict
After
discharge
from
.
(
)
WISCONSIN
MOIST, PITTED
service, he was graduated from sha County Township Officers
the university. He is married Association, school board chairto the former Joan Meyer of man nine years, and was townDumfries and has six children. ship ASC committeeman.
He is a member of the American Legion and VFW.
100% PURE
ARMOUR'S
¦
¦¦
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In Gity Today

It Was Gity
House That
Drew Kicks
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EGGS

c
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LARGE JUMBO

FRESH ROASTED
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Peanuts
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POTATOES
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Attorney

John A. MrHard.v , 3D, county
attcwey since 1962, has practiced law in Plainview since
1957. After receiving his law
degree from the University of
Minnesota that year he was
admitted to the state Supreme
Leni
Bremer
Court, U.S. District Court and
/ the U.S. Supreme Court. He
Gilbert F . Lent , 54 , has been
) has attended seminars of Ihe deputy register of deeds since
National District Attorneys As- 1 1951 Prior to that he was sec.
sociation the last four years
and study of recent U.S. and
Minnesota Supreme Court de- jWh itehall Yearbook
cisions . His memberships in addition to state and American Rated in Second Place
bar associations include the
WHITEHAIJ, Wis. (Special)
\ American Judicature Society,
—
Whitehall High School's yearstate county attorneys association and National District At- book, The Echo, received sectorneys Association . He is a ond place In Class B, schools
captain in the 419th Civil Af- ol 400 or under , at the 17th anfairs Company, USAR , Winona. nual Chippewa Valley Press
Association conference at Eau
Claire State University Thursday. Editors of the 1966 edi(
tion were Melindn Gunderson
and Diane Shepherd. Advisor
was Mrs. Willie Johnson.
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BEEF LOINS -' 7, - 69SPARE RIBS
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GRAPEFRUIT

Cranberries
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SOCIAL SECURITY VISIT
LAKE CITY, Minn, (Special)
— A representative of the social security office will be at
McHardy
Drury
the Lake City hall Nov. 10 at
Edward J , Drury, 34, grad- 10 a.m . Anyone wishing inforuate of the William Mitchell mation may contact him.
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SLICED BACON

49
45
1
PORK LOINS
59
NO. 1 WHOLE

FREEZER BEEF SALE

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

BEEF SIDES
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w
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CHAPIN'S SAUSAGES

HOMEMADE SAUSAGES • FRESH MEATS
955 West Fifth Street
>-

Tel. 5136

WorldReaction
To President's
journeyVaried

Voice of the Outdo
Two More Ducks
Minnesota a n d Wisconsin
duck hunters now may add two
birds to their daily limit, four
to their possession limit, but
these ducks must be scaup
(bluebills) or ringneck. The
change became effective Tuesday: and runs to the end of the
waterfowl season, Nov. 21.
In other words, the dally
bag limit now is six ducks,
of which not more than two
may be mallards, woodduck, canvasback or blue' bills. The possession limit is
12 birds, not more than four
shall be of the above species. . \ ; 7
Locally, the scaup has not
yet come into the Weaver or
Winona pools. Hunters, checked by the Wildlife biologists,
were mainly getting big red
head mallards. A flight of them
arrived on the refuge ahead of
the cold snap.
However, reports from
the north indicate that the
bluebills are on the way
and may be plentiful on the
pools before this appears in
print. Six ducks legally taken may be a common bag
again.
Minnesota Deer
Here is a release of the Minnesota Game and Fish Division
on the deer prospects for the
season opening Nov. 12.
Prospects for a successful
deer hunting , season are
still good, but there may be
a decrease in the kill from
last year in some northern
counties, the Conservation
Department reported today.
State game wardens a h d
game managers in these counties report fewer sightings of
deer along roads and fields in
some areas this year than were
observed last year at this time.
Game officials said this situation has occurred before following summers with good rainfall, a good growing season,
and no early killing frost.
While it mav . mean that
deer are staying back in
the woods to feed, it may
also reflect the results of
two hard winters in these
areas. Some direct losses of
deer, mostly fawns, occurred during the past two
winters in areas where deer
were unable to fight their
way through deep shows to
reach food. Also, the weakened condition of does that
survived may have resulted
. in a reduced production of
fawns in these localities.
Since fawns and yearlings
make up about one-half the total kin during the hunting season, a decline in the number

TWO MORE DUCKS . . . Two bluebills,
four in possession was added to the bag of
Minnesota and Wisconsin hunters on Nov.
1. Above are drawings of the two species of
Bluebills, the Greater and Lesser Scaup, in
of these deer would adversely
affect hunting success. In most
of the main deer range, however, game officials are satisfield that the population remains at a high level and expect hunters to enjoy good success again this year.
Shooting hours are sunrise to sunset. Hunters may
take one deer of any age or
either sex during the season. Hunters should consult
their hunting synopsis for
information on z o n e s ,
length of season and type
of firearm permitted in
each zone. A portion of
southern Minnesota is closed to deer hunting this

¦' ¦
year.

:

Meetings . ' •. - ¦
A motion picture,, "Hunting
in the Yukon." made by four
local big game hunters, will be
shown under the supervision
of the Strum Rod and Gun Club
at the Municipal building there
at 8:30 p.m. Thursday. The
group, Pinky Van Gordon, Mike
Waiserberger, Doit Johnson
and Don Brady, each bagged
a grizzly bear, mountain sheep,
a caribou and moose. They
hunted in the Telly Mountains
of the Yukon Territory. A
charge will be made with the
funds going to the pheasant
project of the club.
The Seventh Annual Coon
Feed of the Minnesota City
Boat Club will be held at
the Oaks, Minnesota City,
Wednesday, Nov . 30. Circle
the date on your calendar.
BLAIR BOOK WEEK
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) Children's Book Week, with the
slogan, "Books Please," which
started Sunday, is being observed at the Public Library. Mrs.
Orvin Stay, librarian, invites
mothers to visit the library with
their children.

You novar outgrow

flight, which may aid hunters in the identification of these birds. The bluebill and scaup
are the same duck, the greater scaup is
shown on the right.

By THE .ASSOCIATED PRESS
World reaction to President
Johnson's trip and the Manila
conference runs the gtfmut from
optimism through doubt to pessimism.
This is evident from ah Associated Press survey of capitals
not on the Johnson itinerary,
and from a cross-section of
opinion at the United Nations.
There Frank Aiken, foreign
minister of Ireland, told a reporter : "I would say it appears
to have been a very successful

trip for the President."
As for the prospects for Improvement in the Southeast Asia
situation, Aiken said "the trip
has provided a chance for the
ministers to coordinate their
views."./
At the other end of the opinion
scale, TanzanianAmbassador J.
W. Malecela observed: "As far
as clearing the path to peace,
the trip has accomplished nothing."
This African delegate added:
"The communique: issued in
Manila means very little . What
concerns us now is not what is
going to happen after the
fighting stops but how to stop
the fighting."
Ambassador Jose Pinera of
Chile said: "I don't think it had
any direct contribution to peace.
I don't think President Johnson
had that idea in mind. It was an
effort of countries participating

in Viet Nam to close rank*.
From that point it appears successful."
There has been no official
British reaction to Manila, but
privately officials in London
have hailed Johnson's efforts in
Asian diplomacy, mainly for
^
encouragementto Asians to join
own
defense
in setting up their
system, y ., A . '
T h e magazine Economist
commented: "Before any stable
system could be built around
the periphery of China it was
necessary for the United States
to show that it was in earnest.
Whatever verdict history eventually passes on Mr. Johnson's
policy in Viet Nam, he has
shown that the United States is
as willing to exert its influence
in Asia as it is in Europe."

NewUSSteel
Chief Named for
Duluth Factory
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) - The
appointment of Jacob W. Cox as
general superintendent of the
U.S. Steel Corp. works hert
was announced Tuesday by Robert A. McClure of Pittsburgh,
general manager for wire operations.
Cox had served at the Duluth
works from 1957, when he was
transferred to Waukegan, HI. H«
has been with U.S. Steel since
1936.
.' 7 . :. .
He succeeds C. A. JPurbaugh
here. Purbaugh retired after 31
years with the company, including 25 of them here.

For Good Eating... TRY BAMBENEK'S MEATS
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WASHINGTON (AP)-A na- tion of food prices.
tional supermarket spokesman "These games are turning
says food prices can be reduced supermarkets into casinos."
substantially only if stores cut T w o Republicans, however,
out services he says the public agreed with Adamy that the
demands.
real cause of rising prices is
But in Portland, Ore., a lead- inflation.
er of a housewives organization Brown's opponent, R o n a l d
planning to picket 170 stores Reagan, said federal fiscal polisays it would be fine to elimi- cies are to blame for inflation
C
nate some of those services,
and added: "It is unfortunate to
Elsewhere, there was scat- go to a market place and try to
tered evidence that the burgeon- control this (food prices) by
ing housewife revolt against boycotting."
high prices was inching ahead.
Former Vice President RichClarence G. Adamy, president ard M. Nixon said in Lancaster,
of the National Association of Pa., that housewives should
HOMEMADE PORk
Food Chains, said Monday in picket the White House instead
12-02. Tin
A V- ., , ^
Lb -*%*•
Washington he sees no chance of the supermarket.
that housewife boycotts . will
bring lower food prices.
Prices could only be cut substa'ntiaily, he said, "by shortening hours - taking out bag
boys, eliminating check cashing
— you could go down a considerable amount, maybe 6, 7, 8 or
9 per cent."
HOMEMADE
^MJJMlF
U ACU
Mrs. Verl Jensen, secretary of
Portland Women for Lower
Prices, said stores could cut MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - John !
prices 10 per cent by remaining A. Starnes of Houston, Tex., i
open fewer hours, closing Sun- won a $5,775 out-of-court settle- j
' :; ' .A'
• Harri Salad, Braunschweldays and cutting out games, ment Tuesday in a suit in which j ¦ HOMEMADE
^kmW ¦
: :
77 _ ..¦
gar,
'
Sandwich
Spread.
_
m~A ' - ^mW' ¦ ' "
stamps and special promotions. he claimed that a surgical
Safeway Stores in Arizona needle dropped off a thread and
announced they would drop into his chest during an open
"bonus bingo" because of heart operation at Mt. Sinai,
Hospital in 1962.
' ''
housewives' pressure.
¦
BURGESS ''D" SIZE
jj . ;
Extra Heavy Duty
V! j l. . ; vO FFtE-. . ^
jj
Henry j. Frank, Safeway's During three days oi testistate manager for 39 stores, mony in Hennepin County Dissaid the decision could affect trict Court, a doctor said he
prices, but he didn't say how searched unsuccessfully for ' ¦- ' ' ¦ ' ¦'
'
Can ; . . ' I: : / ¦
, "" ;j j ' '
V' <'
H-2 Wirt
j | - ./ ; .
jj . , V; Reg. 20* Each :
more than an hour to find the
much.
¦
¦
¦
Adamy craimed that chains needle in Starnes' body. Doctors
' ¦ ¦ ' : ' :A mm 'm mm A
' : ' • ' I ¦ "¦ ' ¦ M-ft.
100 ft. . '¦' ¦ !;
" ' ¦' •, ' •' ' ¦ «P " ¦ ¦ ' ' ¦¦ ' <! ' ' ¦• ¦ " ' >¦ ' " ¦ 4 A_
l!
Con
make an average profit of 1.3 testified that the needle now
I 55 95 w io c ;
2 for 25c
!
10-or;
per cent and spend 2 per cent on would be encased in a mempreventing
bran^
harm.
advertising and promotion.
"Passing of both profits and Ethicon, Inc., maker of the
advertising and promotion costs needle and suture, agreed to
PRAIRIE GOLD
back to consumers in trie form pay Starnes $5,000, and the docof across-the-board price reduc- tors and hospital wrote off $775
tions would give shoppers a 3.3 in unpaid bills.
per cent decrease in prices, or
about 33 cents on a $10 pur- LARGE APPETITES
chase, " he said.
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) "And eventually this would Dinner at First Lutheran
AG TWIN PACK
force the stores out of busi- Church, North Beaver Creek,
I
SUGARED
I
Wis., Sunday was served to 1,ness," he added.
to
G.
California Gov. Edmund
gen503 pe^ons according
Brown pegged the cost of eral chairmau, Mrs. Allen Grinstamps and games as "at least de and Helmer Trangberg,
a week 's groceries a year." Diners consumed half a ton
That would be about 2 per cent. of lutefisk, TOO pounds of sauBrown, a Democrat seeking sage meat ; 136 pounds of butre-election , announced he was ter, 700 pounds of potatoes, 500
sending the state's consumer pounds of rutabagas, 60 pounds
counsel to testify before the of cranberries, 32 quarts of
Federal Trade Commission, pickles, 204 pies and 32 pounds
PURE STRAWBERRY
%n ilrV I
kmW
%A JA
which announced an investiga- of coffee.
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CHOICE WHOLE

BEEF RUMPS

OXTAILS - - -

Texan Wins
$5,775 Award
In Minneapolis
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BRATWURST : - - - 69c
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SANDWICH
7 SPREADS

PORK LINKS - ^ 75c
I BATTERIES ;L

1
! ^
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SLOP

3^

^
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19c

$119

$
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ENRICHED FLOUR.
* P
TS
POTATO CHIPS 29' ri
CATSUP
5 ~ 89' 'PRESERVES
MARGARINE 3 = 95' 49
p M
Waffle SYRUP * 39' " tT
TOMATOES * 29' ~^
25'
PEACH
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FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK

Year-Old HENS - - -

Lb

29c

FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK

Roasting CHICKENS - - L„ 37c

MORRELL'S PRIDE 7-Lb, AVE.

Ready-To-Eat PICNICS

lb

37c

LEAN, TENDER

CUBE STEAK . . . . Lb 85c
FRESH HOMEMADE

LIVER SAUSAGE - - - u. 59c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

ROUND STEAK - - - - u 89c
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SIRLOIN STEAK - ¦ -

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

Lb

99c

FRESH, HOMEMADE

WE MAKE HOME DELIVERIES 3 TIMES A WEEK

dcdiL
Sp ldnq
WINONA'S
HOMI-OWNED DAIRY

PHONE 36>26
FOR HOME DELIVERY

SUMMER SAUSAGE - - u, 89c
PORK LINKS - ¦ - - » 6»c
FRESH HOMBMADi

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

SLAB BACON

- - - u, 59c

BRER RABBIT

FESTAL
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HUNT'S FANCY
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2 Lbi.
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HUNT'S

NO. 1 RED

OEM RUSSET

POTATOES

POTATOES

10 Lbs.

20 Lbi.

MclNTOIH
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HOME GROWN
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TOMATOES

c
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SUNSHINE CRISPY

BAMBENEK S -

CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVE.

OPEN EVENINGS

GRIN AND BEAR IT

i

Gen, Ben
Lear Dead
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Trempealeau County
To Decide 4 Races

WHITEHALL, Wis. -- At in the National Guard, he is
least one new officer will be battalion surgeon.
sworn into Trempealeau County office in January as a result
of the general election Nov.
Mrs. Marlys R. Lieti was
appointed county clerk in JanBoth candidates for coroner uary to fill a vacancy and prior
are new: Alan S. Hanson, In- to that, was deputy county
dependence, Republican, and clerk since 1957. She also has
Dr. Thomas P. Chisholm, Arca- served as county treasurer and
in the Republican
dia, Democrat, one of whom is active
¦
will succeed James E. Gara- parry.
, present coroghan, Whitehall
¦
ner. ¦ ' .
Voters will find three other
races for County office on their
ballots. Tbe other opposing candidates involve incumbents.
The candidates and the offices
they seek are as follows:
County clerk — Mrs. Marlys
R, Lietz, Republican, incumbent, and Alex Nelsestuen,
Democrat
Nelsestuen
Mrs. Liete
Sheriff — Eugene Bijold, Republican, incumbent, and Au- Alex Nelsestuen, 48, Town of
gust A. Matchey, Democrat.
Ettrick farmer, Was treasurer
District attorney — Donald of the Gale-Ettrick School DisS. Johnson, Republican, incum- trict 13 years, was secretarybent, and Roman W. Feltes, treasurer of the French Creek
Democrat. ;•:;¦: ' ;. •
Watershed Association and is
The three incumbents seeking treasurer of the French Creek
re-election without opposition Cemetery Association.
are:
Treasurer — Bennett O. Anderson, Republican.
Eogene Bijold, limited by
Clerk of Ctonit Court — Basil J; Ericsson, Republican, law to two consecutive terms
Register /of deeds — Mrs. as sheriff , held the office from
Grace K/ Jorgenson Demo- 1956 to 1960, was chief deputy
¦ crat,
when his wife, Winifred, was
V ¦'
elected for one term succeeding him, was elected again in
1964 and now is seeking his
Alan S. Hanson, Republican second term. Previous to elecnominee for coroner, has been tion the first time he was dedeputy coroner the last 13 puty sheriff 12 years.
years. An Independent insurance agent the last 18 years,
he served with the U.S. Army
in Korea from 1951 to 1953.

MURFREESBORO, T e n n .
(AP) — Gen. Ben Lear, who
once disciplined some troops for
"yoo-hobing" at pretty girls, is
dead at 87.
Lear, considered by military
men second only to Gen. Douglas MacArthur for his exacting
discipline, died Tuesday in Veterans Hospital.
His body was being flown
from Nashville to Washington
today for • burial in Arlington
National Cemetery.

Since 1960 and is seeking his
fourth term.

Sheriff

Coroner V ¦ ;: ¦ .'¦::

¦

Young and Old
Attend Dakota
Halloween Party
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) The
Halloween crowd in the Dakota school Monday night ranged in age from tots just able to
walk to their grandparents. It
was difficult to tell who was
having more fun.
Winners of costume prizes in
three categories, pre-school,
kindergarten through grade 2,
and grades 3-6, were:
Linda Barti, Bruica Sperbeck, Stacy
Glle; Brenda Bauer, Shane Trynowskl,
Anne Morse, Steven Morse, Vlckl Pepenfuss, Jon Kukowskl and LuAnne
Brown, and Karen Kerns, Aaron Goettlng, Betty Bauer, Brenda Heyer and
Richard Llnander. .
Judging/- -the' BS entries were Mr. and.
Mrs. Howard Bearwald, Mr. and. Mrs.
George Bllskemper, Mr. and Mra. Welford Stanton, Mrs. Ray ! Iverson and
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Foegen.
Mrs;". Joseph Brown supervised the
games) Mrs, Otto Oobruni, Mrs. Walter
Bauer and Mrs. Edward Strupp had,
charge of kitchen and food; Wrs. Ralph
Grant, cleanup, and Mrs. Roland Papenfuss, president of the PTC, was general chairman.
¦
.' m

'

'¦. .

Boys Caught
• ¦ ¦. ¦• ¦ .¦¦ "Matchey7 ,- Sniffing
Bijold
August Matchey, rural White- Cleaning Fluid

hall, was county Sheriff by apHanson
Chisholm , pointment of the Democratic MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Two
governor for several months in 15-year-old boys from MinneapoDr. Thomas P. Chisholm, who 1964. He has been active in lis, on probation for sniffing
came to Arcadia in 1961 and the Democratic Party 20 years. glue, were caught by police inhaling cleaning fluid fumes in
is on the staff of St. Joseph's
a north Minneapolis alley, police
Hospital, says, "A physician is District Attorney
reported Tuesday.
most qualified to act in the
capacity of coroner." He also, Donald S. Johnson, 37, prac- "They were both as goofy as
is a veteran of the Korean Con- ticing law in Whitehall since bedbugs when they were brought
flict . Currently as a captain 1958, has been district attorney in," said a juvenile officer.

Another Tax

The sales fax proposed by the
Conservatives in the last Legislature

WILL NOT REPLACE ANY . . . !

• Income Tax
• Excise Tax

• Property Tax *
• Local Tax

The unnecessary conservative sales tax would be added
to all these taxes. If the conservatives control both houses
again, you can be sure you will have to pay this unnecessary sales tax.
*A temporary reduction in property tax would have extended over the first 5 years.
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Keep Frank Theis Your Voice
In the Legislature (Dist. 2-A)
RE-ELECT FRANK THEIS YOUR
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
PAID ADV.i Prepared by Theli for Slate RepreientatWe Vol
•nd Inserted at the regular general advertising rate.

Comm. Dr. Eugent S<hoener, chairman, Winona

Fridley Man
Charged With
Stealing Coins
FRH)LEY, Minn. W — K.
Glen Pitechka, 30, Fridley, hai
been charged 7«rith stealing
$5,000 to $7,000 worth of coins
from the home of Walter
Schultz, Fridley, police said.
Pitschka was arrested in Salt
I>ake City, Utahj and most of tha
coins were recovered, officers
¦
said;; ¦
Schultz was keeping the coins
temporarily for the owner of tha
A. Gray, Mincollection, Gerald
¦
neapolis. . . . ;¦ • . " . - . .: :V- . : . ;, - ' y .:

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE
4th COMMISSIONER DISTRICT:

Feltes

Roman W. Feltes, who has
practiced law in Arcadia since
1952, was mayor of Arcadia
five years and is a former district attorney candidate. He
was In active service with Wisconsin's 32nd Division five years
and served 3% years overseas
in the Papuan, New Guinea,
South Philippines and Luzon
campaigns.

V". '¦ ¦'

PTA CHAIRMAN
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)—
Mrs. J. W. Hein Jr., French
Creek, has been appointed
Trempealeau County chairman
of the Parent-Teacher AssociaThe perfectionist four - star tions.

Clerk

Johnson

general became famous in Tennessee where he commanded
the 2nd Armyfrom his Memphis
headquarters from Oct. 1, 1940
until his retirement May 31,
1943. :- .
He picked up the title of the
"Yoo Hoo general" when he
forced a convoy of troops to
leave their trucks and march 15
miles on one of the hottest days
in two years when they yochooed at girl golfers in shorts on
a Memphis course.

IF YOU WANT A MAN THAT WILL:

"Is both our •ducational systems hav» drop-out
problams,comradrcapitalisll You with tht French,
w with th* Chinesal"

1. Investigate any Ideas er suggtstfom t* improve
methods of operation in the county.

AnthAmericanism
Rising in Guinea

ACCRA, Ghana (AP) — AntiAmericanism
is
reported
mounting in Guinea following
the refusal of Ghana's government to release a Guinean delegation held hostage in Accra.
Guinea charged that the United States had a hand in the detention of the 19 Guinean diplomats and students who were
taken off a plane Saturday night
when it stopped in Accra en
route to a meeting of the Organization of African Unity in Ethiopia.
Ghana cleared the United
States of any complicity and the
U.S. State Department denied it
played any part in the affair.
But a broadcast from Guinea
said 50,000 persons paraded in
front of the U.S. Embassy in
Conakry, the capital, Monday
shouting "Down with the Yankees!" and "Yankees get out of
Africa!"

A U. S. State Department
spokesman, Carl Bartch, said in
Washington that anti-American
demonstrators also invaded the
U.S. ambassador's residence in
Conakry, breaking windows and
some furniture.
U.S. Ambassador Robinson
Mcllvaine was put under house
arrest in Conakry Sunday, but
the State Department said he
was allowed to leave his residence without a guard Monday.
However, Bartch said other
members of the U.S. Embassy
staff were under some sort of
"office arrest."
The Conakry broadcast indi-

cated the Guinean. government
felt the United States was involved because the Guineans
arrested in Ghana were flying
on an American airline, Pan
American World Airways. The
Pan American manager in Conakry also was placed under
house arrest and was still restricted Monday;

i—

i

2. Heed your complaints.

__

3. Help you with your problems.
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4. Fight any attampt te replace the personal property
tax.
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AND IF YOU WANT A MAN THAT
BELIEVES:
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1. The people should have mere voice In the affairs
our county.
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2. That the city paeple who pay ever 60% of the county
taxes are entitled to their fair share of Its benefits

*
Lm\T &mm\\\w
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i. That savings of money can be effected by better
cooperation bttween the city government and the
county beard.

Ghana's government chief, Lt.
Gen. JA. Ankrah, declared the
Guinean delegation will not be
released until Ghanaians held in
Guinea are freed, He said Guinea is holding more than 100
Ghanaians who were arrested
after a military coup overthrew
President Kwaroe Nkrumah of
Ghana and he took refuge in
Guinea.
Tension between Ghana and
Guinea has been high since
Nkrumah took refuge in Guinea
last February.
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And if you want a man: That Is not obligated in any way
to any political or pressure group, that has demonstratad
for years an active interest in your local affairs.

<

Then Vote for DON F. EHMANN for
Commissioner of 4th District
PAID ADV.: Prepared by Don P. Ehmann for Commission Committee, Jay A. Stlrneman, Sec'y., 565 Cunv
mlngs St., Winona, and inserted it the regular general advertising rale.
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New York Id
Decide on
Lottery Plan

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) _ New
York voters will decide Tuesday
whether the state should operate a lottery to raise money for
the schools, as New Hampshire
does.
The question will appear on
the general election ballot as a
proposed amendment to the
state constitution Many election
observers believe the voters will
say "Yes" —- despite opposition
to the proposal in high councils
of government, education and
religion.
Such legalized gambling as
pari-mutuel horse racing and
bingo enjoy widespread popularity in New York and, say law
enforcement officers , do such
illegal ventures as bookmaking
and the "numbers" game.
The lottery amendment is so
broadly worded that the 1967
legislature would have complete
discretion in deciding exactly
what kind of lottery to establish.
Democratic state legislators,
who fostered the idea, envision
a system similar to that of New
Hampshire, which sells $3 tickets based on selected horse
races. Advocates of this plan
say it could raise $400 million in
revenue annually.
Under the terms of the
amendment, all proceeds would
have to be used for public
schools. The state now channels
more than $1.3 billion a year
into school aid.
Opponents of the lottery include 'Republican Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller, his Democratic
opponent in the gubernatorial
race, Frank D. O'Connor, and
U.S. Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, DN.Y., although none of them is
campaigning against it.
But both O'Connor and Rockefeller have said they would sign
legislation setting up a lottery if
the voters approve the amendment.
Very few high-ranking officeholders, are supporting the lottery plan. One prominent exception is Anthony J Trnvia, Democratic speaker of the State Assembly. New York's Republican mayor, John V. Lindsay,
also says he likes the idea.
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The DailyiRecord
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hoon: Medical and surgical
aatlenli: i to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
Children -undet 11,1
Malernlly patlentj : Ito 3:30 end 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

TUESDAY

• ADMISSIONS
Albert "Stampka , Fountain
City Rt. 2, Wis.
Mrs.
Joseph
Kiedrowicz ,
1050 E. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Henry Scharmach ST.,
¦
707 E. 2nd St.
Mrs. Orphie Knopp , Gilmore
Rood.
Mrs. Arnold Majerus , 366 E.
Howard St.
.
Michael Runhion , 412 Zumbro
St.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Jardiene Overland and
baby, Rushford, Minn.
BIRTHS
Mr. anl Mrs. Arthur Ukkestad, Hushford, Minh., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Johnsgaard, Horner Ridge , Winona
Rt. 3, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Schmidt,
1734 Kraemer Dr., a son.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Sp. 4;
and Mrs. Tilman S. leque Jr.,
a daughter Sunday at Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whitehall; Leque is serving in Viet
Nam. His wife resides here.
Grandparents are Mr; and Mrs.
Tilman Leque arid Mr. and Mrs .
Roy Kelly, Blair .
TODAY'S BIBTHDAY
Timothy Donald Brang, 525
Laird St. , 8.
Rick Joe Dejno , Minneapolis ,

Weather
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red Wing .. . . . . . 14 2.3 —
Lake City . . . . / . ,/ . .;; 6.1 —
Wabasha .. . . . .
12 6.7 — .1
Alma Dam, T.W. , . 4.3 +.1
Whitman Dam ... .. 1.9 A. —.5
Winona Dam, T.W. .. 3;2 —J
. . . ; 13 5.2 -.1
WINONA
Trempealeau Pool .. 9.8 —
Trempealeau Dam - .-.. 4.1 —.1
Dakota . . , . . . . . . ; . 7.5 —.1
Dresbach Pool ... .. 9.5 +;3
Dresbach Dam . ;. .. 1.7 —.1
La Crosse . . . . . . . 12 4.5 —,1
Tributary Slreams
Chippewa at Durand 3.1 +.7
Trempealeau at Dodge 1.6 — .1
Zumbro at Theilman . 27.9 ./.+.1
Black at Galesville %6 + .4
'
La Crosse at W. S. 3.7 '— '
Root at, Houston . . . . . 5.6 ^~
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Guttenberg)
A stage of 5.1 is predicted for
Winona Thursday, 5.0 Friday
and 4,9 Saturday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy . . . . . 66 46 . ...
Albuquerque, clear .'49 30 .,.
Atlanta, rain . . . . . .. 70 43 .92
Bismarck, cloudy ,. 30 8 .' .
Boise; cloudy . . . . . .. 67 35
Boston, cloudy . . . . . 67 52 ..
Chicago, snow . . . . . . 44 30 .01
Cincinnati, snow ... 51 36 .22
Cleveland, snow .. .. 52 33 .17
Denver, clear . . . .. 42 22
Des Moines, clear . 3 5 14 ..
Detroit, snow . . . . . . $6 35 .06
Fairbanks , clear . . . 32 3
Fort Worth, clear .. 58 30
Helena, cloudy . . . . . 52 29
Honolulu, clear . . . . . 84 70 .08
Indianapolis, snow . , 48 32 .01
Jacksonville , rain .. 81 64 T
Kansas City , clear . 45 22 ..
Los Angeles, clear 100 65
Louisville, snow . . . 4fl 35 .39
Memphis, cloudy . . , 46 32
Miami , cloudy . , . . . 83 73 . ;.
Milwaukee , snow . . 38 20 T
New Orleans , cloudy 66 34 .19
New York , clear . . . 68 58
Okla. City, clear . . . 50 22
35 17
Omaha, clear
Phoenix , clear . .; ' . . , 90 49
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 50 38 .24
Ptlnd , Me , rain . . . 55 50 .06
Rapid City, cloudy . 3 5 16 ..
St. Louis, clear .. ., 46 26 ..
Salt Lk. City, clear 61 34 ..
San Fran., cloudy ,. 86 66 .' .
Seattle, cloudy . .. , 57 46 ..
Washington , cloudy fifl 56 ..
Winnipeg, cloudy ... 22 0 ..
T-Trnce.

qw Wo-State Deaths
Paul J. Fix

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) 7— Funeral services for
Paul James Fix, 48, Hopkins,
formerly of 'St. Charles, were
held Oct. 24 at Zion Lutheran
Church, Hopkins, the Rev. H. E.
Sieving officiating. Burial was
in Glenn Firven Memorial Gardens, Hopkins. „.
He died Oct.-22 at 1:30 p.m.
at Methodist Hospital, St. Louis
Park, following ari illness of
about one year.
He was born May 11, 1918,
at St. Charles and lived here
until 1945, when he moved to
Hopkins.
Survivors are: His wife, Evelyn; three sons, Paul , Ronald
and Kenneth; four grandchildren; his stepmother, Mrs. Gilma Fix, Minneapolis; four
brothers, Pete, La Mesa, Calif. ;
Joe, St. Paul; William, St.
Louis Park, and John, St.
Charles; five sisters, Mrs. Harry (Christine) Spitzer, Mrs.
William ( Elizabeth) Schafer
and Mrs. Elmer (Ann) Nederhoff , all of St. Charles; Mrs.
Jake (Mary) Weber, Altura,
and Mrs. John (Amanda) Holzer, Winona, and two half-sisters, Joan and Helen ;

Buffalo County
Board Considers Kennedy Death Pictures
Building Shop Given NationalI Archives
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Winona Funerals
Miss Alice Mabel Dudley

Funeral services for Miss
Alice Mabel Dudley, 84, who
died Monday at the Paul Watkins Home, will be Thursday at
2 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral
Home, the Rev. Harold Rekstad, F i r s t Congregational
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Miss Dudley was born here
Oct. 20, 1882, to John and Clara
Gallien Dudley. She was a lifelong city resident and was a
bookkeeper at Watkins Products, Inc., until her retirement
in December 1958.
She Was the oldest living
member of First Congregational
Church and held memberships
in Business and Professional
Women's Club, Winona County
Historical Society and the Winona County Ofd Settlers Association.
Survivors are: One sister,
Mrs. Florence Schroer, Watkins
Home; one niece ,' Mrs. Mabel
Lozier, Rocky River , Ohio, and
one grand-nephew, John Lozier,
Bethany, W. Va.
Friends may call this evening
from 7 to 9 at the funeral home.
A memorial is being arranged.

William M. Christensen

W.M. Christensen
Succumbs at 83

William M. Christensen, 83,
303 Winona St.; chairman of
WMC, Inc., general contractors,
died at -6 a>hn. today at his
home following a long illness.
He was born March 16, 1883,
to Martinus and Anna Christensen in Westerhassingi Denmark.
He served two years in the
Danish Royal Artillery , then
Mrs. Anna Wolsion
came to the United States in
Funeral services for Mrs. An- 1906 and settled at Racine,
na Wolszon , Mattesbn Rest Wis., where he married ChrisAugust Nelson
Home,
Eyota , were held today tina Jensen in 1907.
(Special)
—
OSSEO, Wis!
August Nelson, 75, rural Osseo, at St. Stanislaus Catholic
IN RACINE he operated a
died Monday on his farm in the Church, the Rey. Dennis Schi- construction firm with projects
Burial
was
in
officiating.
mek
Town of Hale.
in southern Wisconsin and IlHe was born March 20, 1891, St. Mary's Cemetery.
linois. He came to Winona from
Pallbearers were: Roman Zoin the Town of Hale to August
Racine in 1933 and bought and
Kropidlowski,
and Helena Nelson. A farmer londek, Frank
remodeled a house at the interall; his life , he was a bachelor. Kenneth Poblocki and James, section of Kansas and Wabasha
Survivors are : Three broth- Leon and Thomas Stoltman.
streets, which was the beginning
ers, Olaf , Morris and Orville ,
of WMC, Inc. He had lived in
F red E. Fakler
all of rural Osseo, and one sisFuneral Services for Fred E. Winona since that time, interter, Anna, Osseo.
Funeral services will be Fakler, Sugar Loaf , were held rupted only by several trips
Thursday at 2 p.m, at King's today at . BreitloW Funeral back to Denmark.
During World War II he was
Valley Lutheran Church , the Home, the Rev. A. U- Deye, St.
Rev , Ray Nichols officiating. Martin 's Lutheran Church, of- in Newfoundland to build Army
Burial will be in the King 's ficiating. Burial was in Wood- bases. While there he was a
member of the Fort Pepperell
Valley Cemetery.
lawn Cemetery.
Volunteers, a group of construeFriends may call at Oftedahl
Pallbearers were:, Clarence
Funeral Home until noon Thurs- Becker, Alfred and Otto Hanke , tion men Who served as an official auxiliary Army defense
day, then, at the church.
Bernard Meyer,, Fred Konkel corps.
and Donald Volkman.
Archie Guidinger
He was active in all phases
'
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Sp*
of, '¦. •¦the construction business
rial) — Archie Guidinger, 66,
until suffering a stroke in 1957.
Municipal Court
died of a heart attack at his
Since that time he had been
'
¦
hortie here Monday. He had
confined to a wheelchair but
. - WINONA : ;¦;. ;
been ill one week.
still
retained an interest in the
Forfeitures :
He was born here pec. 26,
company. His son, William' . -S iSpring
Gulbranson,
Wayne H.
1899, to Mr . and Mrs. John
L, Christensen, became comGuidinger Sr. A lifetime resi- Grove, Minn., $10 on a charge pany president.
dent of the area, he was a re- of parking too close to a fire,
WMC built many buildings: In
tired livestock dealer. He mar- hydrant , Tuesday at 10:10 a .m.
ried Regina Schmitt Sept. '15, at West King and Johnson Wisconsin and( Iowa as well as
Minnesota; including Commun1926, in St. Charles and he was
ity Memorial Hospital, Breita member of St. Charles v Cath- streets.
Planet ;-L? Conway ,»122, . Chat* low Funeral Home, Paul Watolic Church.
Survivors are: His Wife , two field ,-- Minn., $10 on a charge kins Memorial Methodist Home,
sons, Donald J. , Fox Point, of parking too close to a fire College of Saint Teresa science
Wis. , and John S., Rochester; hydrant Monday at 10:35 a.m. hall, residence hall, library
and juniorate, Cathedral conand six grandchildren. His parat West Howard and Washington vent, Phelps School addition,
ents have died.
Arthur C. Thurley Homes, LinFuneral services will be Fri- streets.
day at 10 a.m. at St. Charles Dorothy K. Rolbiecki , Minne- coln School, St. Stanislaus
Catholic Church, the Rev. sota City, $25 on a charge of Catholic School , Warner & SwaJames Fasnacht officiating. speeding 43 in a 30 zone Tues- sey plant and office building,
Burial will be in Calvary Cem- day at 10:42 a.m. at Gilmore Peerless Chain Co. office , Nelson Tire Go, plant , Winona
etery.
Avenue and Cummings Street.
'
Friends may call at Sellner Duane R. Evans, 19, 722 Gil- State s Memorial Hall, all in
)
(
Funeral Home after 2 p.m. more Ave., $10 on a charge of Winona; Piatteville Wis. University
science
engineering
and
Thursday. Prayer services will failing to yield right of way to
be held Thursday at 3 and 8 a pedestrian Tuesday at 12:55 building; Clarke science building and residence hall, Dup.m.
a.m. at West Broadway and
buque , Iowa; Faribault Senior
Washington Street.
High School , Plainview High
Ambrose A. Mager, WashingSchool, Carieton College Liton, DC, $25 on a charge of
brary and Northfield High
speeding 44 in a 30 zone TuesSchool.
day at 6:35 p.m. at Gilmore
Avenue and Sunset Drive.
HE WAS a member of CenRoger R. Stuhr, Minneapols, tral Lutheran Church, the Dancharge of speeding 40 ish Brotherhood , and of the
WABASHA , Minn . (SpeciaD- $25 on a
in a 30 zone Tuesday at 10:30 following Masonic groups: WiFrom two applicants , the Wab:
a.m. at Gilmore Avenue and nona Lodge 18, AF and AM;
asha City Council Tuesday night
Sunset Drive.
Winona Chapter 5 , Royal Arch
hired Charles Todd, 27, Winona,
Joseph Votruba, 1625 W. King
as policeman here replacing St., $25 on a charge of speeding Masons ; Coeur de Lion Commandery 3, Knights Templar ,
Richard Wallerich, resigned .
43 in a 30 zone Tuesday at 1:25 and Winona Scottish Rite bodTodd currently is night bar a.m, at West Sth and Lee
ies, 32nd degree, and Tripoli
manager of the Golden Frog streets.
Temple of the Shrine, MilwauSupper Club, Fountain City . He
Roger A. Thompson, 673 Sioux kee . He was past president of
served in the U.S. Army seven St. ( $10 on a charge of parking the Winona Contracting Conyears. He was in West . Berlin too close to a fire hydrant struction Employers AssocialVa years as special policeman Tuesday at 1:25 a.m. at East tion and a past member of the
as a detachment of the military Front and Walnut streets.
bricklayers apprenticeship comDavid F. Harwood, 21, Chat- mittee.
police. He is married and has
Minn,,
$10
on
a
charge
of
field,
three children. His salary will
Survivors are: One son , Wilparking too close to a fire
be $400 a month.
liam S. L. Christensen, WinoThe other applicant was Clem hydrant Tuesday at 8:55 a.m. at
West Howard and "Washington na; one daughter , Mrs. John
Kreye , 54 , Wabasha.
(Eleanor) Vandervelde , MuskeA resolution was passed au- streets.
gon, Mich.; five grandchil1516
W.
Stevens,
Robert
L,
thorizing Hodne & Associates to
dren; three brothers, and two
proceed with reviewing and King St., $10 on a charge of fail- sisters. His wife died in 1955.
ing
to
yield
the
right
of
way
to
making recommendations on
a pedestrian Tuesday at 12:05 One brother and one daughter ,
proposed Highway 61 improvep.m. at West Broadway and Margaret , also have died .
ments. The highway will run Washington Street.
Funeral arrangements are
west of the railroad tracks .
Robert E. Stanislowski , 20, 207 being completed. Burial will be
The resolution was proposed E. Howard St., $10 on a charge in West Lawn Memorial Park ,
by Edward Malone , chairman of operating an unrepistered Racine , Wis , A memorial is
of the planning commission, two-wheel trailer Saturday at being arranged.
whose other members are Mrs. 7:50 p.m. at Mark and Sioux
Edward Drury, Clem Noll and streets. He had pleaded not
George O'Brien, the latter rep- guilty Monday and asked for a
resenting the council.
trial but later reversed his
Beer and soft drink licenses pica.
¦
were issued to Mrs. Arthur
Reck.

Wabasha Hires
New Policeman

WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 16 ,900 cubic feet per
second af fl a.m. today.
Tuesday
11:50 a.m. —Kertztnan , dredge ,
1 barge , up.
1 :40 p.m. — Badger, 13 barges, down.
11:10 p.m. — Celeste , 3 barges , down.
11:50 p.m. — Colonel Davenport, B barges, down.
Today
4:45 a.m. — Martin , 2 barges, up.
7:30 a.m.—Nita Dean, 3 barges, up.
PHOENIX , Ariz. MB - Two
10:30 a.m.—Kertzman dredge,
infant boys died in an automodown.
bile fire Tuesday , but a passing
FIRE CALLS
teen-ager pulled three other
Tuesday
children to safety.
12:06 p.m. — Whetstone AuFiremen recovered the bodies
to Wrecking, 256 Jefferson St., of Frnnkle Lee Ubedn Jr., 11
cutting torch Ignited a car , months old, and Tyrone Caldbooster line used.
well , 15 months.
¦
The fi re broke out after the
mothers had loft the five chilMUSIC GUILD
Tho board of the Winona dren in the car while they
Guild will shopped at a nearby department
Women 's Music
meet at 12:30 p.m. Thursday in store. Dave Hoffman, 16 , spotKryzsko Commons, Final plans ted the fire and rescued three
will be. made at this time for children.
Investigators said the youngtho first general meeting of the
guild to bo held on Nov. 7/and sters may have been playing
the program will be anmjjmced. with the auto's cigarette lighter.

Two Boys Die
In Auto Fire

Fund for Firemen
Rises to $278,000

NEW YORK (AP ) - The fund
for the families of 12 firemen
who died in a Madison Square
fire Oct. 17 has risen to $278 ,000,
including the monthly pension
check of a retired Bronx fireman.
PANCAKE SUPPER
A pancake supper will be
served Thursday evening by the
Methodist Men of Centra l Methodist Church, Serving will be in
the Guild Hall from 0:30 to 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available at
the church office.
PUBLIC CARD PARTY*WILSON Minn. - St. Pius
Circle of the Immaculate Conception Church is sponsoring a
public card party at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday. Free lunch will be
served and prizes will be awarded in achafskopf and 500.

Short Answers
Goetz Charges

ROCHEffTER, Minn. (AP)Robert Short , DFL candidate for
lieutenant governor, Tuesday
night answered charges by
James Goetz , his COP opponent , that Short used the Discover America , Inc., office and
Its personnel in his political
campaign.
Short told a news conference
that Jack Kerr , administrative
assistant to Short in the travel
promotion organization
also
"wants to help mo in my campaign. I see nothing wrong with
his use of the telephone at the
Discover America office If someone calls and requests information about me. "
The Minneapolis businessman
also said. "The Allied Insurance
issue will have no effect on the
political campaign this year. Tho
issue hasn't , of course, helped
Gov. Rolvaag, but neither has It
cost him any votes. "

ALMA, Wis. (Special)/ -. The
Buffalo" County Board, meeting
Monday, discussed a resolution
presented oh a new county
highway shop.
It Was requested that Bergie
Ritscher, highway department
bookkeeper, serve with the
highway committee on investigating the purchase of land for
a new shop and costs involved.
A report is to be presented at
the next meeting.
The board was told that present facilities are inadequate
and parking is congested and
hazardous in relation to highway traffic.
Several sites were suggested: The Alma city dump area,
Mueller addition, on the hillside
of Highways 37 and 35, or at
Reidt's ball park!
The county doesn't have
proper salt storage. Highway
Commissioner Delbert Stelmach pointed out that much of
the equipment has to stand
outside for lack of room, making it difficult to start it and
causing deterioration.
Mrs. Wilma Austin, president
of the Buffalo County Teachers
College here, presented her report and thanked the board
for a resolution it passed to
continue operating the school .
She extended ari invitation to
the board to attend a dinner at
the college at its next meeting,

' '

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
family of President John F.
Kennedy has turned over to the
National Archives pictures taker} in connection with the autopsy performed after his assassination — pictures that doctors
say add nothing to evidence already on record.
The 65 pictures and X-rays.
Which Were not examined by the

¦

''
.

Warren Commission during its
investigation , were presented to
the archives under conditions
which virtually preclude public
viewing of them for many
;•; ';. . ,
years. ' ;

A Justice Department spokesman said Tuesday night the department had asked for the 14
X-rays, 25 black-and-white neg-

Rolvaag Train
Crossing State

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) Gov. Karl F*. Rolvaag and his
DFL running mates set out on
their whistle - stop train tour
across Minnesota today, and
Rolvaag continued to use the
sales tax as his chief weapon in
the closing days of the campaign.
Rolvaag and most of the other
DFL candidates boarded the
five - car "Victory Express": at
the St. Paul Union Depot early
this morning for the two-day
trip to Moorhead and back.
A baggage car in the middle

¦¦¦

of the train was equipped with a
public address system over
which Rolvaag and other candidates spoke to railway station
gatherings at each stop,

*

a

- '

•

¦'

'

.

'

¦

¦ '
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atives and 26 color transparencies to complete the government's collection of assassination material for the historical record.
The two Navy pathologists
who performed the autopsy tha
night after Kennedy was shot
said in interviews Tuesday night
the X-rays and pictures merely
back up testimony they gave the
commission. And one of them
said the photographs were intended for use in the trial of Lee
Harvey Oswald , named by the
commission as Kennedy 's assassin.. " '
"These photos are nothing
more than supportive evidence
for information we presented to
the Warren Commission,'' said
Ctndr. J. Thornton Boswell, who
assisted Cmdr. J ames J . Humes
in the autopsy. "All they would
do would be to document What
we discussed. I am sure the
photographs would corroborate
our testimony."
Boswell added: ''They were
medical-legal photographs taken for presentation in court at
the Oswald trial; Oswald was
still alive at¦ the time of the , aiitopsy ."

. The first stop on the trip was
at Anoka [ where DFL candidates usually get good majorities, but where there also has
been considerable party infighting since the Rolvaag battle
with Lt. Gov. A. M. Keith earlier this year. :
A crowd ot about 50 DFL
faithful was on band at Anoka Kennedy wag assassinated In
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 22, 1963.;Two
in chilly weather.
Rolvaag started out by ripping days later ,\Qswald was. shot and
into Republican candidate Har- killed by Jack Ruby in a corriold LeVander on the sales tax dor of -the Dauas jail.
said .commission
issue, much as he has been do- Humes
members had asked whether
ing for the past -week.
NOV; 14. "
"It is perfectly clear that the the pictures were needed in conRepublican candidate for gover- nection with the pathologists'
nor favors a sales tax," Rolvaag testimony. "We felt they were
not," he said.
Said..
"If you want to add three Asked whether the pictures
cents
onto every dollar you disclosed anything not covered
A tap-tap-tap on the plate I
spend for groceries, clothing and in ttie testimony^ Humes said,
glass window , some red hot farm equipment, then vote . Re: "I would not have testified becoals, sizzling steaks, and a publican," Rolvaag said. .
fore the commission the way I
did if I felt there was anything
come-dn-in motion set the pace
Rolvaag has apparently de- different about them." . ¦. ' . '. . .
for today's ''Something to Live
cided to make his opposition to
By '' column.
a sales tax his major campaign Some recent criticism of the
While attending a convention in the remaining days before the commission focused on the fact
in LovHsville, Kentucky, our at- Nov. 8 election. He has repeat- that the commission did not see
By JACK BELL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Re- ; tention Was drawn to a sharp edly said he Would veto any autopsy pictures.
publicans are staking most of commanding tapping oh a plate- sales tax bill. LeVander has said One commission member,
their hopes for widening the glass window . Looking up, ;we he does not favor , a general Allen. W. Dulles, said he didn't
base of their 1968 challenge to saw a gentleman in his white sales tax in the 1967 legislature , recall' the circumstances surPresident Johnson primarily on garb, including a high chef's but has stopped short of saying rounding the commission's decision not to examine the picthe outcome of governor's races hat , standing over a grill heated he will veto such a proposal.
¦'
The train also stopped briefly tures." •
in next Tuesday 's balloting. - by hot charcoal. He was turning
It
was
sizzling
steaks.
Juicy,
at
Elk
River
before
reaching
St.
It is in these contests for conThe J u s . t' i c e . Department
trol of statehouses that Demo- j lunch time and we responded Cloud. After leaving the Stearns spokesman said he did not know
cratic strategists privately con- to his beckoning call by going county commupity, DFL hope- how the X-rays and pictures
steaks for din- fuls planned to woo voters at
cede' they are considerably in and• ' ordering
came into the possession of the
' ¦
Albany, Melrose, Sauk Centre, Kennedy family.
more vulnerable than they be- ner. - lieve they are in the 435 House That window - tapping, ^fork- Osakis, Alexandria, Ashby, FerThe spokesman said the picand 35 Senate contests to be swinging chef came up in our gus Falls and Barnesville before tures, authenticated by Humes
times
even
conversation
several
arriving in Moorhead at 6 p.m. and Boswell
decided at the same time.
, are the only opes
left that steak house. tonight.
From the current low point of after we
of the autopsy known to exist.
enthusiasHe had a magnetic,
The group planned to spend A letter dated Oct. 29 and
17 governors , Republicans hope
tic manner that demanded not
for a substantial gain that will
the night at Moorhead and leave signed by Burke Marshall
, reponly one 's attention, but appregive them a chance to build ciation. Somehow for the mo- for St. Paul at 8 a.m. Thursday, resenting the Kennedy family,
state organizations geared to- ment he managed to be in your With several stops scheduled gave the government possession
ward capturing 1968 electoral spotlight, V and then he made over a different return route.
of the pictures. Marshall, for¦
votes in an' ' ; uphill contest you feel wanted.
mer head of the Justice Departagainst Johnson's expected rement's civil rights division, now
FUNNY HOW we can feel the
election bid.
lives in New York City and has
presence of others. Let a happy,
handled other matters for the
Although Democrats don't captivating personality come inKennedy family.
believe it will turn out that way, to the room and the atmosphere
some GOP strategists envision takes on a happy, Captivating
The letter also gave the their party's occupancy of the air. Let Mr. Gloom step into
government possession of the
governor 's office in such key the presence of others and we
clothes Kennedy was wearing
states as New York , California , feel negativism. Seems we all
when he was shot. Restrictions
Michigan , Ohio, Pennsylvania , do well to check ourselves out
on viewing these are somewhat
Minnesota , Wisconsin, Mary- from time to time to see what
less stringent than for the picland and Massachusetts in 1987. we contribute to the surroundtures.
To do this, the GOP would ings about us.
SAIGON , South Viet Nam Earlier Tuesday , the governhave to hold its seats in six of . I'm not a psychologist , and (AP) — Clearing skies let ment took legal title to the great
these states and add California, I'm sure that if I were I American war planes increase mass of evidence considered by
Minnesota and Maryland. Dem- might better understand why their punches against North the commission. Tbe evidence,
ocrats are not giving up on any some people have the kind of Viet Nam Tuesday and ground including the rifle designated by
of these nine big states , but they personalities t h a t captivate action in the south also picked the commission as the death
cannot be classed as overly op- their contemporaries, and why up steam.^ Two major opera- weapon, was ordered preserved
timistic about their chances in some folks are so impulsive. tions killed 56 enemy soldiers , in the archives.
But even from a layman 's view , some of them within eight miles
them.
Under conditions laid down by
In the smaller electoral vote I'm confident that to a degree of Saigon ;
the Kennedy family, there will
we
can
do
much
to
develop
perstates , the Republicans are gunU.S. pilots flew 122 missions be no nonofficial access to the
ning for Democratic governors sonalities that are pleasant, against targets near Hanoi, Hai- autopsy pictures without the
in Arizona , Arkansas, Nebras- personable and vibrant. The phong and in the southern pan- consent of the family for the
handle of the Communist north first five
ka , Nevada , Iowa , New Hamp- question is , how?
years. This does not
shire and Vermont. They have
PERHAPS THAT fork-swing- as clouds rolled back for the apply to official government
some hopes in Alabama and ing chef I mentioned at the be- first time in several days.
investigating
groups ,
which
Georgia.
ginning possessed the key to an
The bombs fell on rail lines, may see the pictures at any
outgoing personality . I'd say in antiaircraft sites, storage and time.
The Democrats, who now conobserving him he had, to say staging areas, and a surface-totrol 36 statehouses , have a
the least, confidence. He had air missile site. The attacks After, the first five years, acsmaller target to shoot at. But
no reservations about whether wer e almost double the number cess is limited to recognized
they are talking about ousting
he should boldly solicit our at- flown during the recent days of experts In pathology or related
Republicans in Idaho , Kansas , tention. HLs steaks were deliservices, again with the consent
bad weather.
Oregon and Wyoming.
cious, and he knew it. Even the
of the Kennedy family.
In
tbe
south
the
U.S.
1st
Cav,
The Republicans have taken sight of them was rewarding to
alry, Airmobile, Division suf- These restrictions, which apheart at public opinion polls the glance, and he knew that.
fered moderate casualties — ply for the lifetime of Kennedy s
which indicate their best show- The interior of this place of busmeaning it was hard hit—as it widow , his parents, brothers
ing may be made in the gover- iness was comfortable and plea- took the lead in ground fighting. and sisters, and his two chilnor's races. They are more or sant , and he knew that . Confi- The helicopter-borne
troops re- dren, apparentl y preclude any
less resigned to polls showing dence, seasoned with good judg- ported 37 confirmed enemy critics of the Warren Commisthem lagging in Senate and ment, a pleasant manner, and dead in almost 24 hours of hard sion report from viewing the
House contests , although they a concern for others is a win- mountain fighting.
pictures.
have been able to extract some ning combination.
The rest of the evidence
The 1st Cavalry battle was
solace even from these.
So the next question should
turned over to the archives may
about
295
miles
northeast
, of Sai- possibly be shown to scholars
For example, the Harris Sur- be: How does one acquire convey, a copyright private poll fidence on which to build an gon. Much closer to the capital and investigators officials said.
,
published by the Washington outgoing personality? A general —sometimes within 8 or 10 But Dr. James B. Rhoads , depuPost , estimated the Democrats' answer would be through exper- miles—troops of the U.S. 1st ty archivist , said "we don't plan
total vote in races for 435 Rouse ience . Yet , while experience is Infantry Division claimed 19 to place them on exhibit any
seats — including those in sec- an excellent teacher , it is often Communlils killed In a series of time in the foreseeable future."
tions of Ihe South uncontested or a lengthy tedious course. I actions.
The Air Force sent its giant
recommend gaining confidence
virtually so-nt 56 per cent.
through knowledge, and know- B52s over South Viet Nam for ranged from 27 to 45. One
two raids early today, The high- American was killed and four
That sounds more discourag- ledge through reading.
flying bombers.irom Guam hit a were wounded.
ing than it is to the Republican
A HOST OF understanding, suspected troop assembly area One U.S. Navy plane, an A4
strategists . They point out that
this percentage of tho vote Is thus self-assurance Is to be had in Kontum Province , in the cen- Skyhawk from the carrier
one point higher than It was by looking to the library shelf. tral highlands bordering Cam- Franklin D. Roosevelt, was shot
when they captured 175 House Once you have laid hold on a bodia. Tho other mission was down during the attacks on the
course of learning through against a suspected enemy north and the pilot was listed as
seats in 1960, Any such outcome
reading, take the next step troop concentration in War Zone missing. It waa the 414th Amerinext Tufsday would mean a
which Is applied knowledge. C near the Cambodian border can plane reported lost in the
gain of 35 over the 140 GOP Start using the information
air war in the north.
members elected in 1964 , when gained, and before you know east of Saigon.
the party got 42,4 per cent of tho it you will begin to excel ln
The South Vietnamese army
Pilots from the Franklin D.
total vote cast .
your field of interest, Confi- headquarters reported no suc- Roosevelt dropped 500-pound
In tho previous off-year elec- dence will be forthcoming nnd cess today in Its search for Viet bombs on a missile site only
tion In 1962, the Republicans you will find lt easier to ex- Cong gunners who lobbed 28 five miles north of Haiphong
elected 177 members when they tend yourself to others.
rounds of 75mm recoilless rifle awl reported destroying two
got 47.7 per cent of the vote .
To feel inferior is often to fire into the heart of Saigon missiles and their launchers and
' Percentage figures are not be inferior, To be inferior Is Tuesday morning,
damaging the radar control
comparable in Senate contest* often directly related to tho
The latest casualty figures vane. A large orange fireball
since different states are in- lack of effort to excel. Think listed eight deaths from the at- leaped Into the sky as one misvolved each two yeara.
tack , but reports of the Injured sile exploded on the ground.
about it,
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GOP Pinning
Hopes on Races
For Governor

War Tempo
Stepped Up
In Viet Nam

MX WALKER 'PLAYER Of WEEK'

Durand Voted No. 1 in Wisconsin
Cochrane-Fountain
City 6th; GaleEttrick Is 8th

SMALL COLLEGE TITLE GAME?

San W
SAN DD3G0, Calif. (AP) •^
The explosive San Diego State
Aztecs are polishing their Iformation attack for the most
Important football game in the
college's 69-year Mstory.
The national small-college title
could be at stake Saturday night
when the second-ranted Aztecs,
IX), host the N6. l North Dakota
State Bison, 8-0.
A crowd of 35,000 is expected
to jam Balboa Stadium, home of
the American Football League
Chargers who drew 25,819 in a
game Sunday against the Denver Broncos.
The game was shifted from
13,500-seat Aztec Bowl on campus to the stadium and more
than 31,000 tickets were sold by
Tuesday. . . '¦:
Aztec coach Don Coryell's big
job has been to ready his rushing defense for the bird-running
Bison offensebuilt around Little
All-America halfback Ken Rota.
But the Bison have a balanced

offense, too, with the passing of
Terry Hansoi He has completed 83 of 161 for 1,226 yards
and 12 touchdowns.
The Axtect depend on speed
up front, with only two defensive linemen over 200 pounds.
"We will just have to see if
they can stand up under that
North Dakota charge, " said
Coryell/::''
The Aztecs depend on speed,
with Nate Johns, Don Shy and
Teddy Washington the top running backs. Johns, who averaged 8.1 yards a carry in 1965,
has been bothered by an injured leg nearly all season but
is healthy how and could start
at tailback.
Shy, whose :13.4 time In the
120-yard high hurdles is the second fastest in the world, has
scored seven touchdowns while
gaining 356 yards in 76 carries.
Washington; a tough blocker,
has 404 yards in 70 trips.
Fleet receivers complement

the accurate and hard - thrown
aerials of Aztec quarterback
Don Horn, who has 13 touchdown passes while completing
86 of 170 for 1,411 yards
Split end Craig Scoggins, who
does the place kicking, has
caught: 39 passes for 547 yards
and five touchdowns. Flanker
Haven Moses has 32 receptions
for 694 yards and five scores.
Coryell, whose she-year record
at San Diego State is 44-10-1,
has coached his team to impressive victories recently over
San Jose State, 25-0, and Fresno
State, 34-13;
Other Aztec victories were
over Mexico Poly, 45-0; Weber
State, 38-34; Cal Poly of San
Luis Obispo, 14-13, and Long
Beach State, 21-18.
The victory oyer Fresno State
Saturday night gave the Aztecs
a firm hold on the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
title, which they haven't won
since 1951.

HOPE FOR DOMED STADIUM

ft

Afdme i0 Be Picked

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The ty,. '
go into an investigation of the
name and owner haven't been However, city officials were financial responsibility of those
decided but New Orleans will hoping to construct a domed all- who have applied, their backhave a team in the National weather sports stadium which ground their character and this
^
football League^ when play would be home to the football might take
a couple of weeks,"
opensnext season.
club and available for other he added.
The NFL franchise Was an- events.
It was learned that Louis J.
nounced here Tuesday by Pete Construction depends ' on Roussel,
New Orleans oilmanRozelle, the NFL commissioner. whether voters in the state ap- financier,a has
lined up enough
"New Orleans has the popula- prove a constitutional amendsolid
support
from NFL club
g
(about
tion
1,053,000), it has the ment Nov.
authorizing the owners to block any other applisports interest, it has the weath- project, which would be paid for
¦
er," said Rozelle. "Geograph- by a tax on hotel and motel cant.
The new club will be given
ically, it fits into our plans and roomshereabouts.
more important at this time it Rozelle said no one has the special concessions enabling it
has the very attractive stadium inside track in the bidding for to draft men from the college
available for the 1967 season." ownership of the New Orleans ranks and also from other NFL
clubs to stock Its roster. Howclub;
The stadium U the 82-500-seat
ever, details have not been setSugar Bowl at Tulase Universi- "We are going to Immediately tled-
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BULLFIGHTER HURT
LISBON (AP) - In the first
bullfight held in Portugal since
the fatal goring of Jaoquin Jose
Correia Oct. 16, Jose Manuel
Lupi suffered a broken leg
Tuesday. The bull upended
Lupi's horse and slammed the
fallen bullfighter into the barriers.

Hockey Meeting
Set for Monday
Hockey players 16 and
older are asked to attend
an organizational meeting
Monday at 7 p.m. at the
west end athletic recreation
center. This is especially for
those interested in playing
in the men's senior city
league,
Edward Ratajczyk asked
that all Hornet prospects be
on hand for the Monday
meeting. He also expressed
appreciation to team sponsors for their help.

NHL
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TUESDAY'S RESULT
Boston J, Chicago 1.
TODAY'S GAME
Montrtal al Toronto.
THURSDAY'S GAMES
Toronto at Detroit,
New York at Boiton.

MOBIL
HEATING OIL
Bums CUaner
and Holtar

MI east Sudani St.
Phone KW

Where you get more heat
at lower cost.

ANNOUNCES NEW ORLEANS FRANCHISE . . . National Football League Commissioner Pete Rozelle (left)
announced that New Orleans has been awarded the league 's
16th franchise during a press conference Tuesday in New
Orleans. Next to Rozelle is Louisiana Congressman Hale
Boggs who helped push the pro-merger bill through the
House and at far right is Louisiana Gov. John McKeithen.
(AP Photofax)

two Weeks. Checked aboard their flight by
Pan Am stewardess are from left: Stan
Musial, Joe Torres, Henry Aaron, Harmon
KillebreW, and¦ Brooks Robinson. (AP Photo-
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Koufax;|^jj£$$ Hawk Junior
Varsity Closes
Young Award WinningSeason
A Third Time

LOS ANGELES (AP)—- It is
true that Sandy Koufax was not
exactly thunderstruck When advised he had Won the Cy Young
Award for the third time.
Reached at his bachelor's villa Tuesday in suburban Studio
City, the superb southpaw was,
however, delighted. The vote
was unanimous, just as in the
previous years, by the Baseball
Writers of America.
The award as baseball's best
pitcher to the Los Angeles Dodgers' hero amounts to an unprecedented event. No hurler
bad ever won it twice, as did
Sandy in 1963 and 1965, much
less three times.
"I'm thrilled," said Koufax,
who may have been groping for
words different from bis reactions on the previous award occasions.
"It's a great honor . to be selected more than once, and it's
an even bigger thrill to win it
two years in a row.
"Especially," he continued,
"since we have some . great
pitchers in the league—in both
leagues, that is."

Koufax paused, as if reflecting on the innocent momentary omission of the ^American
League, and quickly added with
a chuckle:
"The way Baltimore pitched
against us, maybe they should
split the award up between their
pitchers."
The Baltimore pitchers, you'll
recall, slew the Dodgers four

The Winhawk junior varsity
rounded out a winning season
Monday by slipping past Rochester John Marshall 7-6. Jim
! Beeman fired a first-quarter
pass to Bill Miller good for 19
yards and pay dirt. Sam Nottleman ran the conversion point
and the Winona boys held a
7-0 lead until the third stanza.
John Marshall blocked a punt
to set up the scoring drive,
but the extra-point kick went
•wide, giving the little Winhawks
the one-point victory margin.
They ended the season with a
5-3 record, losing to La Crosse
Central twice and Eau ^ Claire
once, They defeated John Marshall and Mayo twice and La
Crosse Logan for..their, five wins.
Leading ground gainer Monday was Dave Behling, with 85
yards in II carries. Bill Miller
had 42 yards, plus a pass reception and a touchdown.
Winona picked up il first
downs, holding Rochester to six .
The Winhawks had 134 yards
rushing and 94 passing for a
total of 228. Rochester had 52
SANDY KOUFAX
yards rushing, 18 passing for
Wins Cy Young Award
a total of 70.
Coaching the junior varsity
straight in the recent 'World Se- this season were Dave Mertes
ries.
and Ed Spencer. .
Queried about rumors that he Players, by position, were:
may retire from baseball be- Backs — Jim Beeman, Dave
cause of his famous, and infa- Behling, Duane Koehler, Nick
mous, ailing left elbow, Koufax Edstrom, Sam Nottleman, Kurt
merely said he has given .no Kiekbusch, Steve Ford .
thought one way or another Ends — Dennis Austin, Bill
Miller , Steven Bergeron , Don
about his future plans.
The 30-year-old Koufax, who Burton.
had a 27-9 record , may be the Tackles —¦ Don Bergler, Mike
last Cy Young Award winner as Steinocher, Pete Huggenvik ,
it is now designed, covering Mike Lowther, Frank Allen and
John Boettcher.
both leagues.
Guards — Dale Hoenk, Mike
Baseball writers are voting on
whether the award should be Rolbeicki, Carl Mahlke, Mike
given to the best pitcher in each Klagge , Wes Streater. Centers — Mike Herzberg and
league.
Mike Brown.

Big Ten Race
Whackiest Yet

CHICAGO (AP) - Except for
the consistency of Michigan
State, the current Big Ten football race has to go down as one
of whackiest in history. It could
get whackier.
Bogged down by an 11-16 record against nonconference foes
and with Michigan State ineligible for the bowl bid because of
the no-repeat clause , the Rose
Bowl picture remains muddled
as ever so far as the Big Ten
is concerned.
Purdue and Minnesota, currently running one-two for the
bowl bid, "can't afford to look
ahead" to their Nov. 12 meeting
in their coaches' words.
Jack Mollenkopf of Purdue
and Murray Warmoth of Minnesota made this clear to the
Chicago Football Writers via
telephone Tuesday,
Both teams hit the road
against improving opponents
this week and if both lose , the
run for the roses could turn into
a seven-team race with two
weeks remaining.
Purdue is at Wisconsin and
Minnesota at Northwestern.

JMgbllJ

JOSWICK'S FUEL
& OIL

BASEBALL STARS LEAVE FOR VIET
NAM . . . A group of baseball stars left San
Francisco International Airport Tuesday to
visit American troops in South Viet Nam.
They will tour American camps for' about

teams tied each other 3-3.
If both Minnesota and Purdue
win Saturday, they'll get their
showdown battle the following
week . If both lose, West Coast
scouts will have to spread themselves all over the Midwest ln
the final two games of the season.

Bruins Take
Loop-Leading
Black Hawks

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Great things have been forecast for the young and hustling
Boston Bruins, who gave the
National Hockey League-leading
Chicago Black Hawks a swipe
of the claw Tuesday night .
The Bruins tossed a stonewall
defense and the sharp goal
tending of Bernie Parent
Aside from Michigan State, against the Hawks to walk off
only Ohio State and Iowa have with a 3-2 victory.
been mathematically eliminated. Purdue holds the upper hand The I ONS was the first In five
, who
with a 3-1 record to Minnesota 's gomes for the Hawkssix-day
effects
of
showed
the
a
2-1-1 . The other five teams all
layoff. Tho triumph enabled the
have two losses.
Bruins to bounce out of a lastPurdue and Minnesota have place tie into third place, one
won two of their last three point behind Montreal nnd three
games.
behind the Hawks.
By contrast, Wisconsin and Only one game is scheduled
Northwestern have split even in, Wednesday in tho NHL, and
their last three games. Tho two | that finds Montreal at Toronto.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Durand, : a mighty independent that outscored its opponents
420-25 while sweeping to eight
straight victories was voted the
No. 1 small high school football team hi Wisconsin today
in the final Associated Press
"Little Ten" poll of the season.
Neenah remained in first
place with another week of balloting to go in the "Big ten,"
the division for Wisconsin's
larger schools.
Durand averaged 52.5 points
in whipping Ellsworth, Neillsville, Owen - Withee, Nekoosa,
Mondovi, Flambeau, Stanley Boyd and Clear Lake.
The Panthers proved their
prowess with a 42-7 thumping
of Stanley-Boyd, a team that
defeated Greenwood — Durand's nearest rival in the ratings before this week—12-0.
The loss spilled Greenwood to
seventh in the final standings.
Durand combined a defense
that allowed only 9.5 yards rushing per game with an offense
featuring the outside speed of
Rick Walker an AP "Player
of the Week."
"I would have to say that
Walker was our most valuable
player because he kept our outside game going," said Pete Adler the Panthers' coach.

Walker scored 23 touchdowns
and fellow halfback Dan Langlois 11. Sophomore Tom Bauer
kept defenses guessing with a
passing game good for nine
touchdowns.
Adler said blocking in the line
was led by Bill Hartung, a 5foot-4 guard. Linebacker Rex
Hoover and guard Randy Bauer
was cited as the leading defensive players.
Mondovi came the closest to
beating Durand and Mondovi
lost 33-6. Flambeau took the
worst pasting, 85-t>.
"We really haven't tried to
lay it on any of those teams,"
said Adler* "We carry 34 boys
on our varsity and we start 21
of them with 11 on offense and
10 playing "just defense. That
leaves just 13 substitutes and
four of those are designated as
strictly defensive players and
about five or six strictly as offensive players. So Whom are
we going to put in to keep the
score down?"
Behind Durand In the ranking were second-place Denmark
(7-0), third-place Grafton (7-0) ,
and fourth - place Weyauwega
(94) . Fifth was Marshall (9-0)
and sixth Cochrane - Fountain
City (8-0).
After Greenwood in eighth
place was Gale-Ettrick (8-0).
Colby, an early poll leader, finished ninth with an 8-1 record
and Beloit , Catholic (6-1) closed

in 10th place despite a loss to
Marengo, III., Friday night.
Neenah ended its season with
an 8-t) record and a 42-0 win
over Two Rivers. Behind tha
Rockets was Schofield (8-0) , a
team that overpowered Wisconsin Rapids 26-0 Friday to win
the Wisconsin Valley Conference championship and chasa
Rapids from the ratings. Rapids had been eighth.
Manitowoc (7-1) clinched the
Fox River Valley Conference
crown with a 13-2 win over
Green Bay Preble and moved
ahead of Madison Edgewood (80) into third place.
Edgewood ended its season
with a 39-13 win over Hartland
Arrowhead and fell to fourth.
West : DePere (9-0) was fifth
and Wausau king of the Big
Rivers Conference with a 7rl-l
record was sixth.
Milwaukee Don Bosco '\(8-0)
took seventh with a 13-0 win
over Milwaukee Messmer and
Milwaukee Boys Tech (6-1) , 2420 conqueror of Milwaukee PiuS,
was eighth.
Racine Horlick (6-1) crashed
the ratings with a 12-7 win
over Beloit that broke a threeway tie for first place in the
Big Eight conference and gave
the Rebels ninth place in th«
poll., "-' :
Tied for the 10th «pot
were Central Wisconsin Catholic Conference rivals La Cross*
Aquinas (7-1 ) and Wisconsin
Rapids Assumption (7-1).
Assumption Was surprised by
Marshfield Columbus Saturday
and fell from fifth place.
Aquinas scored an eye-catching
70-0 win over Stevens Point Pacelli.
The top-ranked" Wisconsin
high school football teams in
the weekly Associated Press
"Big Ten" and "Little Ten"
polls:
Little Ten
. . . . . . . . . , ...8-0
1. Durand
2. Denmark ................8-0
'
.,.-,.,.
3. Grafton ..... ;
7-0
4. Weyauwega . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 9-0
5. Marshall . .. ..
. . . . . .9-0
6. Cochrane-Fountain City 8-0
7. Greenwood . . . . . . . . . . ...8-1
8. Gale-Ettrick ............8-0
9. Colby
...8-1
10. Beloit Catholic . . . . . . . . . 6-1
Other teams receiving votes:
Amery, Belleville, Deerfield,
Elcho, Fall River, Howards
Grove, Lomira, Milton Union,
Mishicot, Mount Horeb, St.
Croix Central. Stanley-Boyd,
Suring, and Wabeno.
'¦
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Fight Results
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. - Willie BMnnnofl, 301, Melbourne, Fla., outpointed
Mike Lannum, \HYt , Houiton, Tex., It.

Maggi McNeillsNewhouse
slays MickeySpillane
at her shot-in-ir.e-darkparty.
^______________________

m

MAGGI ABOUT TO START HEtSHOMN-THE-DARK PARTY"

A mEr

vvAY TO MAKE |T .

'Yousay this is90 proof
HI
FleischmannsReferred Whislay? And
r**H
$4.59a fifth? Wow,Maggi,youslay me.
kzmsA
How anyone can come upwith
a^^PV^,
such a value is a mystery to me"
.^¦^f
l
Where wouldyou be
without a little mystery Mick?*

MAGGI

(Society Commentotofl
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Gophers Shiver
Through Coldest
Practice Day'
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Tht
Minnesota Gophers put in a
shivering two hour workoul
Tuesday ; attention in what
Coach Murray "Warmath de
scribed as "the coldest practice
day I can remember. "
But it had its brighter side ,
Warmath apparently has come
up with his long-sought starting
offensive lineup and the injury
list of regulars has dwindled to
one. ¦ ¦ .
No lineup changes on the first
offense team have been made
from the one that belted Ohio
State 17-7 last Saturday at Minneapolis.
Wilson, a junior , carried the
ball 22 times for 138 yards and
one touchdown against Ohio and
passed only four times for a
three yard total.
For the last couple of weeks,
sophomore Ray Stephens had
led the offensive unit during
practice with Wilson and Larry

AGGRESSIVENESSBY AM'NAM

Fierce Pride Drives
Tough Viking Defense

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
(AP ) — The San Francisco 49ers
called them dirty players.
Baltimore said they took cheap

Carlson handling the second and
third teams.
Tuesday, Wilson led the first
unit through a freezing workout
outdoors as the temperature
never climbed above 32 degrees.
The Gophers also concentrated
on defense against Northwestem's attacks expected this Saturday at Evanston , 111,
Both Northwestern and Minnesota are 2-1-1 in Big Ten football this year. Their series has
been marked by close games.
Last year Minnesota edged the
Wildcats 27-22 at Minneapolis.
Meanwhile, the Gophers' injury situation also straightened
out with only defensive end Bob
Stein still in a marginal playing
category. Stein hurt a knee
against Iowa and missed the
last two games .
Associated Press sports writer
Jerry Liska picks the . Gophers
to beat Northwestern 18-13.

Wopk*2te-b4\
fops Tuesday s
BowlingAction

Shots.- . ' •

' ' :.

' ¦

Dallas players called them a
bunch of head hunters.

And Coach Norm Van Brocklin proudly terms them aggressive.
All are describing the Minnesota Vikings' defensive platoon ,
a hungry, hearty little fraternity
which is basking in its new found
glory after years of embarrassment . ¦
There is fierce pride in the
Vikings ' defensive unit this year,
and it manifests itself in the
most aggressive play seen in the
National Football League.
It means an opposing player

Seek AFL

SUPER GATOR ' . '.¦• ..¦' ..• .'Florida 's Ail-American quarterback Steve Spurrier looks at crossbar he toed a field goal
over in the final minutes to beat Auburn, and wonders what
feats of magic it will take to win the remaining three games.
(AP Photofax)

Paclcers Sour
Sweeta n; Take
Oh Tarkentbn

Team for
Cincinnati

is going to be hit after the
whistle , occasionally, because
one of the Vikings isn't going to
be able to stop in his tracks .
It means somebody is going to
get clobbered out of bounds. It
means tempers are going to
flare , And it means penaltieslike the 165 yards worth stepped
off against Minnesota in Sunday 's 28-3 victory over the 49ers.

years when Minnesota's defense
was being built bit-by-bit know
the intensity of the pride felt now
when the defense can hold up
its head after each game—win
or lose.
Only a player like Ed Sharockman can know that pride. Nobody else. You had to be there.
"I guess you'd call it esprit de
corps," Sharockman said. "We
took our lumps for a long time,
now the shoe is on fhe other foot.
"It's a combination of playing
together for a long period of
time. We're working together
much better. We're a team.

But Norm Van Brocklin appreciates aggressiveness, and it
will continue. He is convinced it
was the aggressiveness of the
Chicago defense wjiich won the
1963 NFL championship for the
Bears and he is convinced it "It seems like everybody hag
takes aggressiveness to win like improved , and "we've got desire.
Green Bay does.
And; we've got a lot more conOnly those Viking players who fidence in what we can do.
suffered through those tedious "Yes, our personnel has got-

ten better.
"We started coming late last
year , and we've just kept it up.
We're to a point now where *•
know what each other can do,
and what each other will do is
a given situation,
"The coaches have done a
great job, especially Marion
Campbell.- '
Minnesota's defensive unit has
given up only 43 points In thf
last four games — an average
of 10.8. It held a team without ,
a touchdown for the first tana,
in Minnesota's six-year history
last Sunday.
"We set but this year to show
improvement in bur defensive
unit ," Van Brocklin said."I
don 't think there's any doubt this
has been accomplished. The defense has just been great."

GRI ES E; CON^

Big Ten Reac//es

CINCINNATI, Ohio (fl With awarding of the National
Football League's l6th franr
chise to New Orleans, former
CHICAGO M - Midwest
pro coach Paul Brown set out Football Briefs:
today to g e t an American
Purdue ¦— Quarterback Bob
League team for Cincinnati.
Griese . and linebacker Pat
And Pete Rozelle, the NFL Conley were named co-caphead boss who will become tains for the Wisconsin game.
commissioner of the merged The Boilermakers w e n t
National and American leagues through a defensive drill
in 1970, indicated Cincinnati has against Badger plays;
the inside track for the new
Wisconsin — Dick SchuAFL team , scheduled to begin mitsch was at first string
j halfback Tuesday. Schumitsch,
play in 1968. '. ' '
Brown , ex-coach of the NFL ! who returned a kickoff 83
Cleveland B r o w n s , said in ! yards last season, got a chance
Cleveland Tuesday ; night that | on offense last week and was
"I believe we can have the i impressive enough to win a
franchise for 1968 if assurance regular sfot.
is given that a new stadium
Minnesota — Curt Wilson
(in Cincinnati) will be ready in will be at quarterback against
time," he added.
-

Northwestern. For the first
time this season Coach Murray Warmath failed to make
changes on offense.
Northwestern — Reserve
linebacker Don Clawson , injured in Monday's workout, is
out for the season with a battered knee; The Wildcats concentrated on halting Minnesota's newly-installed I-formation .
Michigan State — Fullback
Bob Apisa is not expected to
play against Iowa because of
a knee injury. Halfback
Dwight Lee ran. in Apisa 's
place while Dick Berlinski
moved into Lee's position.
Iowa — Linebacker Dan Hilsabeck joined the growing in-;
jured list when he turned up
with a bad shoulder, Coach
Ray Nagel said it is difficult
to come up with a defense for
Michigan State.

Reynolds worked at fullback ;
in place of injured Dave Fisher . Fisher underwent further
X-rays to determine the extent
of his injured left shoulder,
niinois — Defensive guard
At Waters will miss the Michigan game. Waters tested his
knee and found it too weak
to play. However, halfback
Ron Bess-worked out^and will
be ready for the Wolverines.
Ohio State — Will Thomas,
who returned the season opening kickoff 91 yards only to ;
fumble, was running at half- -'
back behind Bo Rein Tuesday. *
Thomas, who hasn't even been '
on the traveling squad since '
the error, might see action
*
against Indiana.

Silent Five's Ed Mrozek was front over Blue " Tuesday, talanything but Tuesday night as lied 846—2,475.
he bombed 243—641 in the Ath- In the Hiawatha League, Bill
Ahrens popped 202 for Pepsi
letic j plub's Classic League to
Cola and Ray Bentdohl led
top area bowling. In the same Gambles with 543 as Gambles
league, Linahan 's picked up top gathered 985—2,858.
team total , 2,966. Top team single went to Westgate's Home
GREEN BAY Wi - The Green pass . Sweetan managed to comFurniture in the N a t i . o n a 1
Bay Packers made things sour plete 21 out of 45 passes for 271
League, 1,067. .
for Karl Sweetan. Now they can yards. ' .
WAC; Em it's Menswear rackstart all over again next Sun- Tarkenton , against San Franed top team single with a fine
day with the Minnesota Vikings- cisco completed 17 of 31 for 278
1,038 and Linahan 's Restaurant
Francis . Tarkenton.;
yards and two touchdowns.
C o a c h Jack Christiansen, What makes him a special
& Lounge finished high with
Brown had sought the NFL
whose San Francisco 49ers were threat is that he doesn't stand
2,966. Other, top sets were hit
franchise for Cincinnati;
in
a
28-3
Tarkenton
dazzled
by
still: He carried 10 times for 71
by Bill Vogel 626, and Jerry
Indiana — Plagued with miMinnesota" victory, said' that if yards and two more ' 'touch- Another group that had been
Dureske 604.
nor
injuries, the Hooaierg wilL
the
team
indicated
seeking
NFL
HAL-ROD: In 4-City action FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) the elusive quarterback "stays downs.-' ¦/• -' ..
see little contact work this .
would be interested in an
it
also
and
the
rest
of
the
team
hot
,
Ken Donahue paced Central
Y. A- Tittle, currently a backweek . Indiana is worried about ,v
team. T h a t group is
Motors with 232-^593 as his — Marline Bercher , a 180- stays healthy, they can beat field coach for the 49ers, said AFL
the running of Ohio State full- ;
headed
by
John
Wiethe,
a
pounder with exceptional quick- Green Bay."
aquad tallied 1,046—2,899.
Michigan — Senior Tim Ra- back Paul Hudson and the .
with discouragement :
University
of
Cincinnati
former
Audrey Sieracki whipped 224 ness, has eighth-ranked Arkandigan and sophomore John pass catching of Billy Anders.
Sweetan said something along
"You spend all week trying to
—518 for Home Furniture , j sas vying again for the nation al the same lines last week before work on a defense that will stop basketball coach.
Announcement of awarding of
which picked up top team sinleading the Detroit Lions into his scrambling, but you saw the new AFL team is expected
gle with 919 and Grace Burley j punt return championship, but the arena with Green Bay.
what he did to us. ;It's just
of Mankato Bar rapped 527 to it's other qualities that .make The Packers were victorious about impossible to stop him. " soon, Rozelle said Tuesday by
many
! telephone from New Orleans.
regard
him
the
finest
By ' THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
lead the Ladies City League
31-7 with Tom Brown , Ray "He. ruined our defense with - The only city in real competisafety
in
recent
Razorback
'
The Chicago Bulls are pacing
Pozanc
Trucking
finishing
with
Nitschke and Lee Roy Caffey the scrambling," Christiansen : tion with Cincinnati is Seattle , 1 off for their rapid start which
history.
high with 2,589.
each intercepting a Sweetan added
"and Seattle voters turned i hoisted them into a short-lived ;
Other top scores included Bet- "If he can continue to perdown
a stadium two months lead in the Westewi Division of;
form
as
he
has
in
the
first
seven
j
ty Englerth 202—515, Irene
ago ," Rozelle said, i
the National Basketball Associa- i
Gostomski 510; Betty Schoop- games, " says Coach Frank
:
tion.
over 504, Janice Tropple 503, Broyles, "He would have to '
The Bulls , who opened the
Helen Englerth 503, Ruth Hop! draw strong consideration on
(AP) - Anybody the first period and the Bears
season two weeks ago with a I NEW YORK
j
502, and Irlene Trimmer 201- the All-America teams. "
who
watched
the
St. Louis-Chi- were trying to get back into the
victory over the San Francisco i
602.-7 . '
Bercher has scored on returns .
cago
game
Monday
night knows game when Wilson picked off a
Warriors , were handed their ]
The Lucky Ladies League of 64 yards against Tulsa and
fourth straight setback, 137-121, the Defensive Player of the pass at the Chicago 18 and reMary Williams of Coca Cola hit 59 yards against Texas A&M. ]
Tuesday night by the same War- J Week in the National Football turned it 17 yards. Johnny Ro175 and Bonnie Myers toted 463 He had
League has to be Larry Wilson , land scored five plays later.
a 49-yard return to set NEW YORK l*i — Defense league, and five touchdowns ,
riors.
tor top tallies. Clark & Clark
one
short
of
the
NFL
record.
up
the
game-winning
touchdown
dominate
the
Nacontinues
to
San
Francisco
nlimbed
into
a
In the fourth quarter with ths
knocked off high team game
| the Cards ' free safety .
in a 12-7 triumph over Texas and tional Football League with both "All the fellows in our secfirst-place tie witli Detroit on the | The ball-hawking veteran in- ! Cards leading 17-10, Wilson
with. 877.
have good speed and
strength of the triumph , while ! tercepted three passes at criti- snatched another Bukich pass
WESTGATE: A m e r i c a n darted 18 yards to the Oklahoma Green Bay and St, Louis hold- 1 ondary
know
how
to run the ball ," said
State
ao
in
the
final
three
minj
the Bulls slumped into fourth ! cal points in the Cards ' 24-17 and ran 29 yards for a touchLeague — Nord Overland overing (he conference leads be- Coach Vince Lombardi. "Our
place, IVi games ahead of last ! victory,
down.
powered 228 for Carl's Tree utes of the season opener as cause of their ability to throttle fine
pass rush is putting pres- MADISON , Wis WI — Steve place Los Angeles.
I It was the sixth straight game After the Bears narrowed the
Service and Orval Hilke of Mer- Arkansas went on to a 14-10 ; the enemy offense.
.
sur e on the passer. When he Borchert , Sun Prairie High I Chicago started fast again ; in which the seven-year veteri
chants Bank foreclosed on a comeback victory
gap to 24-17 with 2:50 to go, WiL
The Cardinals .showed how it,
577 set. Carl's gained the high Against Texas he forced four I is done Monday night when they has to throw over people he School junior center , was re- ! and held a 34-32 lead at the ; an from Utah had intercepted son stepped in again, leaping
't see as well. "
ported in fair condition in a quarter. But the Warriors | at least one pass. The NFL recteam game with 993 and Mer. incomplete passes by cracking j turned back the Chicago Bears j) can
Herb Adderley, all-pro de- Madison hospital today after i poured in 38 points in the sec- ord is seven set by Paul high to grab another Bukich
chants hit high team totals with a receiver as he took the pass with the help of three intercep- i fensive
,
pass on the Cards ' 14.
halfback , said "All sev- undergoing surgery Saturday i ond quarter to take a 70-56 half- Krause of Washington
and he added two others against i
in 1964.
2,826.
Larry
Wilson.
I
tions by
en
of
our
four
backs
and
three
A&M.
Bercher
has
intercepted
j time lead and led by as many Larry tied the lifetime record "He's an inspirational playnight for a brain clot.
In National League action
Green Bay also intercepted i
Jack Richter Jr, ripped a 230 two passes in Arkansas ' zone three passes in beating Detroit ! linebackers played on offense Borchert's coach , Fran Shee- ; as 30 points in the second half. of five touchdowns on intercept er," said Card Coach Charley
Three games are scheduled in tions when he scored for the ! Winner. "I don 't think he's caman , said the clot apparently
single as teammate Joe Al- defense, both when the oppon- Sunday and maintained their in high school , college or both.
brecht whipped a 596 set . With ent had gotten behind the de- position as the top defensive Ray. Nitschke and Lee Roy Caf- resulted from a head bump in the NBA Wednesday night with |second time this season in the pable of playing a bad game.
fey were fullbacks and Dave a game at Monroe Oct. 21, but Baltimore at Chicago, Los An-]
You can tell how much he
that Home Furniture tallied the fensive halfbacks.
Bear game.
in
the
league
The
Packers
club
,
.
means to the team — the playtop team totals with 1,067— In the last six years Arkansas have allowed an average of Robinson , the other linebacker the youth missed only one day j geles at Boston and New York
was an end at Penn State. The of school and played in his at Cincinn ati.
I St. Louis had scored early In ers elected him their captain."
has led the nation in punt re- 234.5 yards in eight games.
2,931.
deep backs Willie "Wood , Bob Je- team 's final game Friday in
turns
tour
times—Lance
AlJudy Plait paced Albert In
and Adderley Middfeton.
,
tenors past (he W e n o n a ii worth twice and Kenny HatThe Packer defense has made ler, Tom Brown
¦
League with H1B—505 as Al- field twice—and finished second 17 inlerceptions and returned i were runnin g backs. ' '
, Detroit receivbert's, now one point out in once.
them for 415 yards , tops in the ! Pat StudstiilWeiss,
NFL direcer , told Don
tor of information , "Those linebackers are all 10 feet tall and
have arms 10 feetvlong. "

Bercher After
National Punt
Return Title

Bulls Pay
For Fast
NBA Start

Defense Continues
To Dominate NFL

HOW COULD YOU MISS?
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Crystal Ball Picks
Ir ish and Spartans

NEW ¦ YORK ( \P) - Here 's i Trimble give Alabama double
hoping for • a quick recovery protection at quarterback and
from the worst weekend of the should keep the Tide on the
reason with 18 losses among the right track against a team suffifi games that reached a deci- fering from injuries.
sion for n paltry .67!) average,
Georgia Tech over Virginia:
The forecast for this Satur- Could turn into a romp.
day 's top c o l l e g e "football
Nebraska over Kansas: Tho
games :
Huskers not only are big but
Ni tre Damp over Pittshiirgh: (hey also are fast , agile , talThe li'i.sh< arc awesomely .strong, ented , determined ami very,
very good,
the Panthers woefully weak .
Florida over Georgia: Steve
Michigan State over Iowa:
The Broadway betting gentry Spurrier continues Florida 's
says Michigan State will win by last-quarter magic at the ex
the once-beaten
28 points. The Spartans are (lint pense of
Bulldogs , whose (inly defeat was
good, too,
UCLA over Washington: Gary a 7-6 setback in (he mud at MiBohan of the Bruins rates as ami.
one of the three fop quarter- Arkansas over Rice : This is*
backs of the season nnd the Jess Neely 's final year as coach
Huskies have «o one who can at Rice and the season becomes
more sari every Saturday,
match him.
Louisiana
Southern California over CaliAlabama
over
Slate: Ken Stabler and Wayne fornia: Everybody mentions the

Trojan offense but their defense ]
has allowed only 40 points in ;
seven games. California has
allowed 14,1,
Tennessee over Chattanooga :
Not in (he same league.
Harvard over Princeton; Bobby Leo and Vic Gatto provide
tho Crimson with tho best running attack in the Ivy League.
Miami over Tulane : A rare
trip away from home for the
Miami team and the boys will
show their appreciation with a
10-point triumph ,
Purdue over Wisconsin: Tlie
Bollermarkers , beaten only by
Notre Dame and Michigan
Slate, want that trip lo the Rose
Bowl, Rob Grie.se to show them
the way.
Syracuse over Penn State:
Floyd Little will break loose for
at least one touchdown run .

' '¦ '
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Prep Gridder

Wilson Defensive
Player of Week'

'Fair' After
Brain Surgery

Spurrier's
Arm
Valuable
Irish-Spartan

Game Must Be
Regional ly

NEW YORK (AP) - Steve
Spurrier , Florida's brilliant
quarterback , has taken over the
passing offense lead among the
nation's major - college football
players , statistics compiled by
the NCAA Service B u r e a u
showed today .
Spurrier advanced from third
place by completing 27 of 40
against Auburn last Saturday.
He is No. 1 in pa.ss completions
with 117, passing percentage
,f>(i l , and fewest interceptions ,
two ,
The Florida star is ruhner-up
to Hank Washington of West
Texas State in total offense .
Washington has gained J ,526
yards and Spurrier 1,461.

KANSAS CITY (AP ) - An
NCAA s p o k e s m a n says the
Michigan State - Notre Dame
game Nov, 19 must be a regional television j- ame under NCAA
rules , which cannot be changed
without going against the reasons why the rules are in existence
"The NCAA football television
plan specifics no member school
may appear more than once nationally in any one year , nor JUNIOR HIGH FOOTBALL
(Final ttandlngi)
more than three times in the EIGHTH BRADK
LiAGUt 1
,
W. L. T.
two-year period of the plan '
Wuhlngton
I
I
1
the spokesman said.
a
Jalltrs on
1
A
"The appearance rule Is the
Ct ntrnl
1
A
I
gist of the NCAA plan. It is de- SEVENTH ORAM LBAQIJEsigned to reduce ns far ns posW , t. T.
Jtllonon
t
I
*
sible adverse effects of live teleCtntral
»
I
•
vision on gale attendance of
1
Wat hlnolon
1
*
A total of 144 boys part iciother college games being
played,
pated In . the football program.
The winter sports program ,
"If the NCAA altered the rule ,
the whole reason for the plan basketball , swimming, wrestwould be negated,' 1
ling, will begin next week.

tmmwmmmmeemeeeamw'

COACH IS A FAN , TOO . . . Rookie
halfback Mike Garrett of tho Kansas City
Chiefs signs a football for one of his biggest rooters , Chiefs coach Hank Sh am. Gar-

rett , last year 's Heisman Trophy winner, Is
a top candidate for Rookie of the Year In
the American Football League despite his
height. He ' s only 5-9. (AP Photofax)

Stock Prices
State Harriers
V PM. New York
Allied Ch 35% Honeywl 58y«
Allis Chal 23 V* I B Mach 344
Defeat La Crosse Amerada
76 Intl Harv 36 i
Am Can 50% Intl Paper 26 v«
48v«
Mtr
8^ Jns & h
Here Wednesday Am
ll *
AT&T
56V4 Jostens
3

John Rahman's near - record
performance sparked Winona
State tb a 20-38 triumph over La
Crosse State University in a
dual cross country meet held
at Lake Park Wednesday afternoon. Running in 29 degree temperatures, Rahman still managed to come within seven sec-:
onds of the school record for the
8.9 mile course with a time of
19:48. It was the fina 1 home race
for the senior from Elgin,
Verdon Hasleiet, senior from
Peterson, placed second in the
meet with 20:06. The time was a
persona] record for Hasleiet ,
who also was competing in the
last home meet for Winona.
Paul Dale was the first finisher for La Crosse, taking
third. Winona's Mike Anderson
was right behind in 4th, with
Pete Smith of La Crosse in 5th,
Stan Danukos, Winona, in 6th ,
Don Rahman of Winona in 7th,
Rod ; Phipps, Winona, 9th, and
Larry Olson, another senior for
the Warriors, finished 11th.
John Rahman set the pace for
the entire race and needed to
run a 60-second quarter mile
for the final stretch to break
the record. But the sprint into
the cold wind cost the determined runner valuable time, and
the school record of 19:41 set
by Larry Pontinen survived.
Next on the schedule for Gary
Grob's harriers, now 3-4 in dual
meets, will be a dual contest
with Luther College at Decorah,
Iowa, Saturday morning.
Tom Gale, who ran unattached for Winona, was clocked in 20
minutes flat, which was also a
personal low time for the junior from Roseville.

Spurrier Takes
Over Passing
Offense Lead

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Steve Spurrier's right arm
still is Florida's most valuable
football property, but the Gators
are cashing in on his right foot
too.
The Florida quarterback, who
completed 37 passes against
Auburn last Saturday before
kicking a 40-yard field goal that
gave pie unbeatenGators a 3027 victory, was named Tbe Associated Press' Back of the
Week today for the second time
this season.
Spurrier passed for 259 yards
and a touchdown, ran for another score, punted five times for a
46-yard average and booted the
winning field goal with two
minutes to play.
In leading the Gators to seven
straight victories, the versatile
senior has hit on 117 of 177 pass
attempts — a 66 per cent completion percentage — for 1,397
yards arid 14 touchdowns
"I can't award Steven the
Reisman Trophy," says Florida
Coach Ray Graves, "but if I
could I'd give him two of them.
He is absolutely the greatest
clutch athlete I've ever seen."
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22% Texas Ins 101%
Gt No Ry 51% Union Oil 12%
Greyhnd 17 Un pac
22
Gulf Oil eo% U S Steel.-: 38%
Haniia M 54 Wesg El
49%
Homestk 37 Wlworth
19YA

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

West Highway 41
Buying hours ara from 8 a.m,, to .3:39
p.m. Monday throi/eft Friday.
There will be no calf market! oh Frl.
t*»ys>, ¦ •
These quotetlons epply to hogs delivered to the Wlnone
station by noon to
¦ ".
.
day, • ' . . ' - ¦
HOOS
Hop market: Steady.
Butchers grading 3« 4 31 20.50-20.75
Butchers SOO to 230 lbs. :.r:~7 JITJS "
Sows 270-300 . lbs. ..
18.50
:.-CATT .L!
Cattle market: Steady.
High choice; end prime . ; . . . . . . 23.71
Choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.75-23.75
Good
21.00-22.50
Stahderd
........ 20.00-21.50
¦
Utility cowe ¦ .. ... - .•
14.50-15.50
Cenner and cutter ...... 12.00-1450
V KAL Veal market: Steady.
Top choice . ..
.:. 35.00

Good end choice
Commercial
Boners

-.., . . , . .' . . ,

25.00-32.00

20.00-24:00
19.00-down

Winona Egg Marke t

(Winona Produce, Ziebell Produce)
These quotations apply at of
Orade A
Grade A
Grade A
Grade A
Grade B
Grade C

10:30 a.m. today.

lumbo
41
large
...;
...,.:.. .36
medium ................ .25
small ............./
.15
......;........;..,....... .30
.
, . ., . . . . . , . . ., . . . . . . . ill

Froedtcrt Malt Corporntloii

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) closed Satur
days. Submit sample belore loading.
(New crop barley)
NO. I barley ...............|l.i8
No. 2 barley ............. ... 1.18
No. 3 barley .... ........... 1.02
No. 4 barley ............... .93

Bay State Milling Cnni|iany

Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred bushels of grain will ba
Ihe minimum loads accepted it the elevotors.
No, 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.88
¦No, 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.84
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.82
No, 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.78
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.74
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.74
No. 3, hard winter wheat ...... 1.70
No. 4 hard winter wheat ....... IM
No. 1 rya . : . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.19
1.17
No. 2 rye>

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP ) - Butter ; 93
score AA 67% ; 92 A"67%; 90 B
66%; 89 C 64V4J cars 90 B 67Vi;
89C6 5 3i
Eggs: Grade A whites 43%;
mixed 42%; mediums 33%; standards 40; checks 34%.

CHICAGO (AP) - (USDSA) WINONA STATE COLLEGE Live poultry: Wholesale buying
Intramural Flag Football I prices % lower to 2 higher;
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
i roasters 23%-25%; special fed
Phi Delta Roe 7, Sigma Tau Gamma
7 IPhl Delta wins en downs, 4-3).
White Rock fryers 18%-20;
Ole Miss 30, Green lei 7.
young hen turkeys 27.
Morey Meuler* 11, Lechers 7.
Sigma PM Nothings u, Hirleyi Raid.

ers 0.

Standings
Morey Maulers
Hirley i Raiders
Ole Miss
Sigma Phi Nothings

Phi Delta Roe

Sigma Tau Gamma
Lechers ,
Creenies

'

W.
5
....4
4
A

L.
1
1
J
i

3
1
1

4
I
I

.......... I

¦

j

NBA

•y THE ASSOCIATED PRESS .

.

TUESDAY'S RESULTS
tan Francisco 137. Chicago 131,
TODAY'S GAMES
Los Angeles el Boiton.
New York at Cincinnati .
Baltimore al Chicago .
THURSDAY'S GAMES
Chicago vs . Boston al New YOrtt,
San Francisco at New York .
It. Louis vs. Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.

¦

BOWLERS OPEN TOURNEY
GARDEN CITY , N.Y. (AP)The Professional Bowlers Association $65,000 National Championship opens today at the
Garden City Bowl. It ends Sunday.
TIGER

NEW YORK (AP) - ( USDA)
— Butter offerings adequate, demand fair to good, prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings adequate, demand fair.
Spot quotations : Standards
39%-40%, checks 35-36.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
41%-43% , fancy medium 36 37%, fancy heavy 40-42, medium 35-36, smalls 31-32% ,
peewees 26-27.
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 55; on track
149 ; total U.S shipments 218;
supplies moderate; demand for
Russets slow , market dull; demand for round reds moderate;
market slightly weaker; carlot
track sales : Minnesot a North
Dakota Red River Valley round
reds 2.75-2.90.

Slock Market Want Ads
Rally Fades in Start Here
Heavy Trading
BLIND ADJ UNCALLED FOR-i
C— liS, 43, 47, 50, *». 70, 72, 71.

Card of Thank*

WHEN IT'S PARTY TIME or anytime, ' MAN WANTED for general farmwort, by
It'l time fa stop at RUTH'S RESTAUthe day or month. George Rothering,
RANT, 126 E. 3rd, downtown winona.
Waumandee-, Wis. Tel. 626-2347.
Open 24 hours every day except Mon.

To a first-rate salesman making secondrate money.

GENERAL FARMWORK — married man
WHERE, oh where, has the summer
wanted. Modern house, gas heat, elec.
.
' flone,' tricity, milk, 1 beef • year furnished. 1
Wa wonder as snowflakes dot the lawn,
Top wages. Pattison ' Farms, Durand, '
Why didn't we play more golf during
Wis. Tel. 672-8610 collect.
the season,
'r
i
.
Co fishing and boating, wa must of
EXPERIENCED BODY man wanted, paid
had a reason!
vacations and paid holidays, Insurance
Now It's too lata so bowling wt'll go
benefits, commission or regular wages.
Until springtime's sunshine gets rid
Koehler Body Shop, 2nd & Walnut.
of the snow.
Ray Meyer, Innkeeper, .
WILLIAMS HOTEL.
MARRIED MAN tor farm, experienced In
milking and general farmwork. ReferTRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
ences requHred. Donald Behnken, Rt. 1,
SACROILIAC SUPPORTSEyota. Tel. Rochester 2(2-5911'..

We will pay you $150.
CASH to let us show
you how to MAKE TOP
M O N E Y STARTING

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET .
A real good auction market for yew
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all wask,
hogs bought every day. Trucks avail,
able. Sale Thurs. 8:00 p.m. Tel. 3467.

Farm Implement*

AS

CHOICE OF 2 saw mills, 1 with transporting axle. Eldon Sampson, Blair,
Wis. ..Tel. Pigeon Falls 983-5845.
OLIVER No. .4 picker, with mounts for
Farmall M or Oliver 77 S, 88. William

-:
NOW
. " .;, - " . v. . . .
Sendelbach, Waumandee, Wis. Tel. 624NEW YORK (AP)-The stock .DUFFI wish to thank my friends and nalghbora
' 2261.
me
during
my
stty
remembering
lor
market rally foundered at mid- . at Community Memorial Hospital. SpeIf you REALLY want to get WANTED—steel farrowing . crates, must
to the nurses.
day with trading heavy early cial thanks
be adjustable for large sows. Cyril
. . .
- Mrs, Elizabeth Duff
into the BIG money, this job
Kronebusch, Minneiska, Minn. Tel. Althis afternoon.
GOLTZ
PHARMACY
tura 7788.
should
"stick
out
Eke
a
srire
COUPLE TO WORK In large dog kenSCHLINK Tal. 2S4T
nel, house furnished, no small childthumb." No blue sky, no FORD COMBINE 7', Oliver corn picker.
In early dealings it looked as We wish to thenk everyone who helped 174 i. Jrd
ren, only ambitious herd-worklnfl peous celebrate our Golden Wedding AnniRosenveldt corn shredder, Harry Kowavague promises. Instead,
Kennels,
Inc
,
.
pie
apply.
Pine
Cresf
was
mounting
a
if the market
versary and for all Ihe gifts and cards Auto Service, Repairing
lewskl, St. Charles, Minn.
10 Rt. l, Byron, Minn. Tel. Rochester
this proof: We will pay you
¦¦ ¦ ¦ • 2(2-5117.
7
genuine assault on the Sept: 15 received..
. Mrs. Andrew Sdillnk
, •. Mr. I
$150 CASH to let us show MORIDGE CIRCULATING grain dryer,
excellent condition, $1350 or trade far
recovery high.
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE
you how we do it. FREE
MILLENdairy cows. Wendell Draper, Whalav
FREE
INSTA
LLATION
Systems
I
,
sales
8,
service.
CHEMICAL
.
sincere and grateful thanks are
LEADS,
all
you
can
handle,
By noon, however, the gains Our
Minn. Tel; Peterson 875-5948.
products fer hotel, motel, tavern, res¦ ¦¦¦„ ' . ;
extended to air our friends and neigh:
man
with
route
or
from $1,000,000 ad campaign. DISC SHARPENING by rolling doeadf
of your .
* taurant. Ideal for
of sympathy
were erased for the over-all bors for their messages
direct sales experience. This county
and various acts of kindness shown
You're seeing them how
cost, It pays in better field.perfornv
Show Tires
open for man with permanent growth
market even though c e r t ain us during our recent bereavement,
ance and extended disc life. For on-ttiain LIFE, LOOK, POST,
future in wind. Inquire Chemical Serv'• 'With ' . - .
the death of James Millen. we espefarm service anywhere, call or writ*
ice Corp., 145 W.. Wis. Ave., Neenah,
areas of strength remained.
B. H. & G., Sunday newscially thank Rev. Martin for his
¦
' ¦ Wis. V ,
Fred Krani/ St. Charles, Mtnv Til.
s of comfort and the American
WHEEL BALANCE
paper supplements. If you
. 932-4308. . ; .
Among these were aerospace word
Legfon Firing Squad.
:'
are
bondable
drive
good
,
Mrs. Clan Millen i Family
Now.
;
Darl-Kool Bulk: Tanks,
equipments
electrical
issues,
Sales . — Servica
car. hard worker, and
I
d
's
Refrigeration
& Dairy Senile*
and a wide range of selected Lost and Found
4
MONEY - C O N S C I O U S
555 E. 4th
Tel. 3332
stocks.
"FROM
WORD
GO
," you
Lost—dark brown Pekingese, Alma, Wis.,
¦
¦
HOMELITE
CHAIN
SAWS
¦
'
m
m
m
m
I w o a t i a m • **¦ .'
to Tootle. Reward. Gerald
can be bur man.
The trend was lower among answers
See the famous XL Models
Neltzel, Alma. Tel. 685-3556.
;
HOMELITE
ZIP
$129:50
St up
autos, steels, rails and chemiWrite:
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
AUTO
SERVICE
CENTER
Personals
7
»nd 8. Johnson
Tal. 54S
cals.;;.
United Building Center will
Lowell Hovren
lyHRACLE MALL
employ a person who is ca706
Fanners
&
Mechanics
carpet
pile,
freetrom
soil
la
the
LOFTY
The Associated Pres« average cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
pable oi becoming a lumber
Bank Bldg.
LARGE CORN CRIB venof 60 stocks at noon was. un- ahampooer, II. R. 0. Cone Co.
yard manager in a reasonMinneapolis 2, Minn:
tilator for use in granary
changed at 296.8 with industri- SEE OUR complete line of Golden end TEMPO DRIVE-IN
ably short time. Must be
or corn , piled outside; i$
Please
give
a
full
work
reals up .7, rails off .3 and utili- Silver wedding anniversary gifts. Twin
high school graduate. Prebottom tractor plows on rubGift Shop, Lamoille,
Bluffs Motel
and
sume. We'll get in touch with
¦
ties off ;3.
SPECIAL
vious business experience is
¦Minn.
ber, cheap; 1000 gal . presyou. '
The Dow Jones industrial avnecessary;
not
Applicant
sure tank; 38 ft. extension
; REPAIRED — Compare the
COMPLETE MOTOR
erage at noon was down 2,29 at POCKETS
must be willing to relocate.
cost with what you might have lost.
ladder.
Opening is at Claremont, Business Opportunities 37
807.34. Earlier it showed a gain W. BETSINGER, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
TUNE UP
Minn. Excellent ; insurance
of 2;56.
LADIES: If you want lo drink that's
PAIiL l
klEPFER
and fringe benefit program: GOOD ELECTRICIAN needed for aggresBoeing, up a couple of points, YOUR business; If you : DON'T want to -& Replace Spark Plugs,
drink, that's our business. Contact
sive small town, tremendous opportunity
Fine
opportunity
for
the
AC
or
Champion
Altura,
Minn.
Tel. 6721
continued to pace tbe aerospace Women's AA for private, confidential
¦nd futvrt. Contact Mabel Business
right man.
(Sorry, No Resistor Plugs!)
Ass'n., Mabel,. Minn.
group. General Dynamics Unit- help with your drinking problem. Call
evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
¦jir Replace Points
ed Aircraft and Douglas^ Air- 8-4410
BAR AND CAFE In Arcadia. Good going,
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener", It's
Contact—Harvey Jensen
¦& Replace Condensor
FREE! FREE! FREE!
well-established business, building In
craft were fractional gainers. . free. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
United
Building
Center
very good condition. Has 3-bedroom
¦
f
r
Replace
Rotor
Free Finance On
General Electric maintained ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? living quarter!. Owner alllhg. For de' P.O.. Box-125" ' ."; '¦ . '¦
ALL-NEW HOLLAND
tails contact Jerry Scanlon, Tel. 782a gain of about 2 points. West- Man. or Woman, your drinking creates •fr Check Generating System
. 0473 or Schams Realty, B3J S. 19th,
problems. If you need end
•k Check Radiator
HAY TOOLS
Claremont, Minn. 55924
inghouse Electric (ex dividend ) numerous
Le Crosse, Wli, Tel: 782-9641.
want help. Contact' Alcoholics Anonyuntil
June 1, 1967
and Du Pont were up about a mous, Pioneer Group c/o General De'
or « cylinder
$9.88
, livery, Winona, Minn., or Tel. 8-4410
SEE
US NOW
Dogs,
Pets,
Supplies
point.
42
evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of our
-S..-E. Knudsen
for
your
next
season's
newspaper; "The Eye Opener." It's
8 cylinder
weeks, old, Mexican Chi$10.88
Xerox was off nearly a point. "'. free. Box 642, Winona, Minn. .
United Building Centers, Inc. PUPPIES—6
requirements.
huahua and Scottle cross, S10 females,
Raytheon and Control Data CALL SINGER Sewing Center for dry
S15 males. West End Trailer Court
125 West Fifth St.
Lots of additional
This is NOT just a check
No. 33J
were fractional losers. IBM cleaning pick-up by Joe/the Cleaner of up!
benefits for
Minn.
55987
Winona,
but COMPLETE Re, Wabasha Cleaning Works. Tel. 2W3.
held a 2-point gain. Polaroid
BLACK MALE POODLE, pedigreed, good
EARLY
BUYERS
placement of above parts.
with children. Tel. nn. See at 363 Elm
and Sperry Rand were up fracanytime this week.
A,
F.
KRAUSE
CO.
tionally,
' . ¦ ¦ ¦ • ¦. ' -. '.¦' Breezy Acres
Have
DOG FREE —8-montfts-oid mile, part
Will
We
Anaconda slid more than a
black Labrador, good hunting dog, good
Winona, Minn.
MIRACLE MALL
with children. Tel. 70M.
An Opening
point. TexacO was down about MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
)
1%. Standard Oil (New Jersey receipts Tuesday 298; year ago
HUNTERS SPECIAL-raduced prices on
;Welmaraners, Golden Retrievers, Irish !
within the next two or threo
RENT A
fell nearly a point;
.:
363; trading basis unchanged; Business Servient
14
Setters, Brittany
Spaniels; Springer
weeks for a clean-cut man
Spaniels, Pointers. 7
Rails- reacted from —recent prices 2Vg lower; cash s p r i n g
STALK
CHOPPER
of
¦& Chopped stalks plow
gains. Pennsylvania Railroad wheat basis, No 1 dark northern DOZINO WORK and timber dozing want- between 23 and 40 years
Plus
30
other
breeds
available
for
pets.
ed. Tel. 8-1372.
age who wants an oppor' •. ¦ ¦¦. easier. .. ¦• -. ". ¦
Pine Crest Kennels, Inc., S miles W. of
slid about 1%. New York Centunity to increase his income . Rochester en Old Hwy. 14.
11
to
17
protein
1.87%-2.00%.
loser.
a
fractional
tral was
£; Stalks for bedding
21 and position continuously
Montana winter Plumbing, Roofing
Prices . rose in active trading No 1 hard
43
Horsss, Cattle, Stock
FEITEN IMPL. GO.
¦' . "'
over the coming years,
on the iAmerican Stock Ex- i.83%-1.92%. . -.
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Downtown
Winona
Reshelnh,
FEEDER
CALVES—il.
Byron
For dogged sewers and drains.
.. •
Minn. - S. D. No 1 hard winter
change.
We are an established servWhalan, Minn. Tel, Lanesboro 467-2123,
'
'
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
I.78%-1.85%..:
ice business, haying been in
Hay, Grain, F«eil
SO
PIGS—48. average SO-40 lbs.
No 1 hard amber durum, Tel. 95W or 6434 1 year guarantee
Winona for over 45 years. FEEDER
Mike Meleruj Sr. , Rt. 1, Altura, Minn.
LIVESTOGK
choice 2.10-2.15; discounts, .am- DUO-CLOZ AUTOMATIC washer valve We service only businesses . Tel. 6502..
GOOD STANDING corn, by the acre or
from picker. Theodore Dorn, Lewiston,
shuts water off completely with one
and professional offices
ber 2-3 ; durum 4-7.
¦Minn.,Ttl. 5727.
SOUTH ST. PAUL
vacciYorkshire,
lever. A must if you have ever had
PUREBRED
within an approximate radi- YOUNG
Corn No 2 yellow 1.31-1.32.
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (*-(USDAV
a hose break and a good Idea anytime!
nated, J75. Herb Krelnbrlnt, Lewie—Cattle 4,000: calves 1,100; fairly acton, Minn.
us of* 50 miles from Winona.
Oats No 2 white 673/4-73V4; No
Article* for Sal*
57
SANITARY
tive; slaughter steers and heifers steady;
cows strong tb 50 cents higher; other 3 white 64%-7lV4; No 2 heavy
PLUMBING & HEATINO
PUREBRED CHESTER White boars. Paul
The
man
we
hire
must:
SET
OF
4
steel
collapsible
saw
harse
classes steady; bulk of feeders being, white 71V4-74%; No 3 heavy
1»8 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737
Woodward, Utica, Minn. Tel. Lewiston
legs; 18.93. Kendall O'Brien Lumber*
held for Thursday's auction; load mostly
4847.
3
• Have at least a high
high choice 1,100 lb slaughter sleers white 69y4-72 /4.
. 115 Franklin.
school
education.
Septic
Tank
&
Cesspool
25.00; most choice 1,025-1,200 lbs 24-.OJ.
7,
due
Nov.
end
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS,
Barley, cars 256; year ago
24.75; mixed high good and choice 23.50Dec; Holstein cow due Nov, 10th; 11 MOUTON FUR COAT, dark brown, very
'
• Be in the age bracket of
Cleaning Service
good condition, size 16-18. Very reison24.00; few loads 925-1,000 lb mostly high 148; good to choice 1.18 -. 1.48;
Hereford feeder calves, approximately
23
to
40
with
mature
apable. See at 1377 W. 3rd tr Tal. 5098
choice slaughter heifers 23.85; most low to intermediate 1.17 - 1.40;
Special Truck. Sanitary & Odorless.
4jo lbs. Arnold Quarne , Blair , Wit. Tel.
pearance and judgment.
alter 5:30 p.m.
choice 875-1,000 lbs 23.25-23.75; mlxad
G. S. W0XLAND CO.
989-4153.
¦•
feed
1.02-1.12.
high good : and choice 22.75-23.25; utility
Rushford, Minn. ;
Tel. M4-9245
• Be exceptionally neat, HEREFORD CROSS heifers, 4. Paul Petl- SNOW FENCE, 50' roll, til aluminum
ana' commercial slaughter cows 15.50Rye No 2 1.15%-i.22Vi i
clean and well dressed.
roofing and siding, 4'x!6\ 17.50; Wirt
K.50; canner and cutter 13.50^15.50;
ler. Independence. Wis. Tel. 985-3684.
Jerry 's Plumbing Service
Flax No 1 3.18 nom.
fencing, chicken wire, fiberglass, etutility, commercial end good slaughter
After
a
short
training
pe•
Tel. 9394
dar posts. Bargain Center, 253 E. Srd.
Soybeans No i yellow 2.81V4. 827 E. 4th
bulls 19.00-22.00; few lean commercial
LONG Duroe bom', 'No. 1
riod, be able to confer PUREBRED
22.50; cutter 17.00-19.00; choice vaalera
•carcass. Kaehler Bros., St. Charles,
OPEN UP the laundry door and let In
LEOTARDS, 27c end 67e; rebts, sleeks,
with
business
and
profes30.00-35.00; few high choice and prime
Minn.
the sunshine of a ServaSInk laundry
snowboots ; boy's and men's Insulated
(First Pub. Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1964)
MOO; good 23.00-30.00; choice slaughter
sional persons.
unit. This, fresh, cheerful fixture reboots. Many olher Items. Lowest prlcat
11
bull,
HOLSTEIN
calves 21.00-24.00; good 18.00-21.00; load
REGISTERED
.
BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE
places old-fashlpned laundry tubs or can
In town. .Bargain Center, 253 E, 3rd.
months old. dam's last lactation 706
choice near 700 lb feeder steers 25.00;
COMMISSIONERS
,
• Want a permanent conserve
In
101
other
capacities.
It's
moldlbs. butterfat In 330 days. Bernard
good 550-1.000 lbs 22.00-23.50.
Winona, Minnesota
(not just for 3 or
nection
ed-stone
construction
Is
strong,
virtually
FOR
RENT-Vard power vacuum cleaner,
626Cochrane,
Wli.
Tel.
Schmidtknecht,
Hogs 5,500; fairly active; barrows
stalnproof, easy to clean. It Is wa llpick up leaves the easy way. Robs
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
4 years).
2500.
and gills steady fo 25 cents higher.; uphung to preserve unobstructed floor
Bros. Store, 576 E. 4th .
'
turn on weights 240 lbs and lighter; sows One New 1*67 Modal, Four-Door Sedan
• Be able to schedule his REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boari, Rlparea.
fully steady; feeder pigs and boars
Type Passenger Automobile for the time and duties properly.
pler bloodline, hog cholera vaccinated. ZENITH TV, color, black and whlta.
steady,- 1-2 200-240 lb barrows and gilts
Winona Police Department
Frank O'Laughlin
Many to choose from. FRANK LILLA
Halbakken Bros., Utica, Minn.
recHa-ve
credit
21:25-21.50 ; mixed , 1-3 190-240 lbs 21.00a
good
•
& SONS, 761 E. 8th: Open evenlngi.
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
Sealed proposals marked "Passenger
21.25; 240-270 lbs 20.25-21.00; 1-3 370-400
ord
and
general
reputa207
E.
3rd
7
Tel.
370J
DUROC SOW—dua to farrow soon, coming
lb sows 18.00-19.00; few around 300 lbs Automobile Bid," will be received at the
with third litter. Norbert Litscher, Foun- THE emazlng Blue Lustre will leave your
tion.
and lighter. . 19.2f.rf.507 2-3 400-500 Ills OJfice of the City Recorder of Winon a,
upholstery beautifully soft and clean.
,
until
4:00
p.m.
November
23,
Minnesota
tain City. Tel. 687-7503.
Fomale—Jobs
of
lnt«r«»t—26
17.50-18.50; 1-2 120-160 lb feeder pigs
Be
in
good
health.
Rent electric ahampooer, $1. H. Cheat*
•
1966, and publicly opened and read ln
largely 20.00 .
Have a record of being SPRINGING HOLSTEIN heifers, 15 years 8. Co. ¦
Sheep 1,800; fairly active; ail classes the Council Chambers, City Hall, at Am CAREER-MINDED WOMAN wanted, ln•
of Tri-State breeding. Darral J, Lund,
generally steady; choice arid prime 85- p.m. the same day, for furnishing one . forested In permanent lob. Rapid Adtruly trustworthy in every
REGARDLESS of what you may hava
Whalan, Minn. Tel. 467-2264.
105 lb wooled slaughter lambs 22.00- (1) new four-door sedan type, 1P&7
vancement. Secretarial experience reheard,
we've
got
what
It
takes
respect.
,
In
accorpassenger
automobile
model,
23 00; 105-110 lbs 21.50-22.50; 110-115 lbs
quired. Shorthand, electric typewriter,
(MONEY) to get you what you want!
SPOTTED POLAND China boar, proven
21 00-22.00; utility and good wooled dance with the specifications prepared
Be
interested
in
more
bookkeeping background. Pleasant workMoney
Is
available
for
any
worthwhile
•
Winj
na,
Minnesire,
weight
350
lbs.
Wesley
W.
Randall.
slaughter ewes 5.50-4.50; choice and by the city Engineer,
ing conditions. Salary will depend on
purpose and there has been no Increase
than an 8 to 5 job with
Lewiston, Minn, Tel. 3B43.
fancy 60-80 lb feeder lambs 22.0O-23.0O; sota .
experience and ability. 40-hour week,
in the Interest charged on these loans.
A IMS Ford tour-door sedan now beX number of dollars TWO 2-year-old Shetland marei, will sell Today
80-90 lbs 21.00-22 00
health and life Insurance program. Insee one of the friendly, helpful
ing
used
by
the
Wtnona
Police
DepartCHICAGO
quiries confidential. Reply to McLoone
people
In our Installment Loan Dept.
salary
each
month
.
or trade for beet or mare riding horse
CHICAGO Ml -(USDA)— Hogs 5,000; ment shall be eccepted as trade-in.
Silk Screen Mfg., Co., Inc.; Causeway
MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK ef WiTel, Fountain City 687-6241.
Specifications
and
proposal
forms
Have no other afterBlvd. «. Sumner St.; La Crosse, Wis.
butchers opened steady to 50 cents low•
nona.
Tel. 608-784-7421.
er; mostly 1-2 200-225 lb butchers ' 22.25- may be obtained at the Office of the
"on
the
side"
hours,
or
FEEDER PIGS—50. Orval Loven, Peter22.75; mixed 1-3 200-230 lbs 21 .50-22.25; Chief of Police, Winona , Minnesota . All
HOTPOINT ELECTRIC stove, Crosley
son,' Minn. Tel. 875-5153.
jobs.
230-250 lbs 20 .75-21.50; 2-3 210-230 lbs bids must be submitted on the, proposal Malt — Jobi of Interest—27
Shelvador refrigerator. Tel. Rollingforms
furnished.
21.00-21.75; .230-260 lbs 50.25-21.00; mixed
Live
within
the
greater
stone 689-3245.
•
PUREBRED SPOTTED Polind China
'
A
certified
.
check
or
bidder
bond
's
1-3 330-400 lb sows 17.00-19.50; 400-500 lbs
WLnona area.
boars weighing from "225 lbs. to 450 lbs.
shall accompany each bid In an amount BARTENDER WANTED - full time, for
18.00-19.00.
AIR
CONDITIONER
covers, fits all
¦;

IWARDS I

GRAIN

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

TEMPO

..

Cattle 8,000; slaughter steers 2550
cents lower,- , two loads prime 1,300-1.160
lb sleers 25 .75-26.00; ' high choice «nd
prime 1,050-1.400 lbs 25.00-25.50; choice
900-1,400 lbs 24.50-25,00; mixed good
and choice 24.00-24.50 ; high choice *nd
prime »0-1,050 lb slaughter helferi 24,35
to 24 .50; mixed good and choice 22.5023.25; good 21 50-22.50; utility and commercial cow s 15.50-16.75.
Sheep 400; not enough sales at 11
a.m. to establish a market.
(lit Pub. Date, Wed., Oct, If, 1966)

State of Minnesota ) sa .
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 16,387
In Re Estate Of
Austin P. Shlra , Decadent,
Order for Hearing on Petition fer
Probate of Will, Limiting Time lo
Pile Claims and for Hearing Thireon
Lewis F. Shlra having filed a petition
lor the probate of the Will of said de.
cedent and for the appointment ol The
First National Bank of Winona as executor, which Will Is on file In Ihls
Court ind open to Inspection;
IT 15 - ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 17, 1»66.
at 10.30 o 'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, /Minnesota , and that
ob|ectlons to the allowance of said will ,
If any, be tiled before said time ot
hearing ; that the time within wtilch
creditors of said Decedent may file
their claims be limited to tour months
from thp date hereof , nnd that the
claims so filed be heard on February
24, I9«, at I 0 W o'clock A M ., belore
Ihls Court In the probate court room
In the court house In Winona, Minne.
sola, and that notice hereof be given
by publication of this order In the
Winona Dally News and by mailed
notice as provided by Inw.
Dated October 18, 1966.
E . D. L I B E R A ,
Probate judge ,
(Probale Court Seal)
William A. Llndaulst,
Attorney tor Petitioner.

equal to ot least five percent (5%) of
the bid made payable to the Board of
Fire and Police Commissioners, which
shall be forfeited to the Board In the
event that the successful bidder falls to
enter Into a contract with the Board.
The Board of Fire and Police Commissioners reserves the right to . reject
any and ell bids and fo waive Informalities.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
October 31, 1966.
John S. Carter , Secretary,
Board of Fire and Police
Commissioner!.
(1st

Pub. Date, Wed., Oct. If, m i )

Stale ot Minnesota ) si.
Counly ol Wlnons
j In Probata Court
No . 16.384
In Re Estate Ol
Edward Melius Braa , Decedent.
Order for Heirirtg on Petlllon lor
Administration,
Limiting Time to
File Claims and fer Heerlng Thereon
flernlece Doerlng having tiled herein
a petition lor general administration
stating that said decedent died Intestate
and praying that The Merchants National Bank ot Winon a be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
(hereof be had on November \6, int, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., belore Ihls Court In
the probate court room In Ihe court
house In Winona , Minnesota; that the
time within which creditor! ot said
decedent may tile their claims be limited to tour monlhs trom the date hereof ,
and thai Ihe claims so filed be heard
on Feburary 24, 1)67, at 10:30 o'clock
A.M., belore this Court In the probata
court room In the,court house In Winona, Minnesota, nnd that notice hereof
be given by publication ot this order
In the Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated October 17, 1W,
E/J3 . L I B E R A ,
probate Judge,
(Probate Court Seal)
Goldberg U Torgerson ,
Attorneys tor Petitioner.

By Bud Blak»

local Suppe r Club, top
C-61 Daily News.

wages, Write

PART TIME help wanted, day and night
shift, . central location. Write C-73 Dally
News.

EXCELLENT
COMPENSATION
for Lubricant Salesman to present
top quality line of specialized products
to contractors, truckers, farmers, end
ranchers In local protected territory.
This connection will furnish five-figure
Income to energetic producer. Knowledge ot equipment and/or previous
sales experience des irable. Sincere desire for high Income and ability to
manage your own time essential. Company training, national advertising
and technical assistance . Commission
and bonus Life and hospitalization
Insurance programs. For personal Interview, write In complete confidence

"

VERN STEWART
Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
3B51 Riverside Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas 76111

WE NEED ...
• TV REPAfR MAN —
. FULL TIME
To assist with TV and
radio repair. Must have
some electronic knowledge.
• DRAPERY INSTALLATION - FULL TIME
To assist with hardware
installation for draperies ,
curtains and shades.
• APPLIANCE SERVICE
DEPARTMENT - FULL
TIME
To assist with delivery of
major appliances and do
minor appliance repair .
Some mechanical ability .
40 HOUR WEEK
PAID INSURANCE AND
VACATIONS , EMPLOYEE
FRINGE BENEFITS
Contact Mr. A. H. Kreifier
Main Office —
H. CHOATE & CO.

Contact Gary or Arnold Smlkrud, Galesville, Wis. or Tal. 582-2655,

The above qualifications
were listed first so that
only those who can qualify
will continue reading this
ad.

REGISTERED HEREFORD heifers for
sale. Ruth Arbor, Ruihford, Minn. Tel.
W4-9I22.
PUREBRED DUROC boars and gilts. Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn.. (Pilot
Mound),

Basic duties and requisites
of the position:
• Execute our public relations and safes program,
• Increase our volume and
maintain our present customers.
• Cover our trade area regularly (with own light
car or use our company
car) but be home evenings at least 95% of the
time.
• Be willing to learn and
grow with our business.
• Attend certain short trade
schools, conferences and
meetings as directed by
the company's president .
• Work directly with and
under our president .
• G-o through a 30 to 60 day
period of training to learn
our business operations
prior to calling or our
customers nnd prospects.
The Only reason this is a
blind ad is to eliminate a
flood of unqualified applicants in our office , At this
time all we need from those
qualified is name, address,
age , marital status, names
of present nnd previous employment connection s and
duties performed, along with
any other supplemental information you care t« submit . We definitely need your
employment information but
will keep it strictly confidential nnd we will not contact your present employer
without your permission.
This could be a wonderful
opportunity for n mature
mnni who has completed his
military service.
W rite C-74 Daily News.

HOLSTEIN and Guernsey cowt, 6; springing up close, these are good ones. E. F.
Krieger, Elba , Minn.
AT OUR REGULAR Frl. Auction, Nov.
4th, we will have 100 heed of choice
Angus steers, 700 to BOO lbi,; 250 beef
calves, 300 to 500 lbs.; several yearling
and 2-year-old halters and ileersi plus
our usual run of livestock. We have our
feeder entile auctions scheduled for
W«d„ Nov. Uth, Nov . 30th and Dec.
14th.
Lanesboro
Sales
Commission,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. Collect 447-2192.
PUREBRED DUROC boars. Henry Glenzlnskl, Latsch Valley, Arcadia, Wis. Tel.
Cenlervllle 539-2507,

NF- 180 for
Boby Pig Scours
450 CC

Animal Health Canter
Downlown & Miracle Mall

44

LIVE CAPONS—36c lb. Donald Pothering, Cochrane , Wis . Tel. 248-1452.
KlmberCHIKS are well balanced In
all major (actors that allect Income
such AS llvablllty, production, egg
site , Iced conversion, body size , albumen quality and shell thickness. Order KlmberCHIKS from Ari Scheflner
or HyPoInt Hatchery, New Prague,
Minn.
DEKALB 20 we«k pullets, delivered right
lo your hen house door In clean , dls
Infected crates . Raised at Speltz Chick
HatcUny In our own new pul/af growing build Ino v Available year around,
SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY , Rollingstone , Minn. Tel, BAB9-33H,

Sulmet Solution
For Poultry
12.5s
1A.il

TED MAIER DRUGS
,

Animal Health Cenler
Downtown J, Mlracla Mail

Wanttd—Livestock

See Us For Special Prices

Heel plates, Ac per lb.; I-Beamn Pipe*. .
Many Other Items.
M 8. W IRON 8, METAL CO,
307 W , 2nd SI.

DAILY NEWS •
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
ELLIOTT LEADS them all 1 For the first
time yog may buy a SEMI-GLOSS
PAINT that allows brushes, rollers, etc.
to be cleaned with water. Elliott' s SemiGloss is odorless* quick drying, completely washable and you have a choice
of over 1000 colors. Ask us about III
167 Center St.

TED MAIER DRUGS

Pints
Quarts

MEET
19c Can
BAMBENEK'S, 9th 8. Mankato

PAINT DEPOT

$11,95

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

makes and models, 14.95. SCHNEIDER
SALES, 3?30 6th St., Gdvw,

46

REMODELING?
For Sale
At Good Price
Used 24 inch G.E. Electric
Wall Oven and 4 Burner
Surface Unit . Turquoise.
Looks like new.
Both for ONLY

$95
H. CHOATE & CO.
Tel. 2871

Used PRE-WAY
Automatic
Space Heater
user! only one season.
Used WestinghouBe
Stereo

HfiREFORD BULL - 3 vein or older.
Coleman McNallan, Kellogg, Minn ,

Works Rood.
$35

HOLSTEIN HEIFER CALVE^ wanted,
prater artificial breeding. Cvrll Kron*
busch, Mlnneieka, Minn, Te|. Altura
7711.

MIRACLE MALL

TEMPO

Article* far Salt

57 Rooms Without Meals

OE ELECTRIC range, 54 In., excellent
condition. Tel. 8-2123 or »1» W. 10th.

86

ROOMS FOR MEN - with or without
housekeeping accommodations. No day
steepen. Tel. 4859. 7

USED 11 cu. ft, chest freezer, good condition. 480 E. Mark.
ROOM FOR RENT-prefar middle-aged
parson, night worker. Cooking privileBEAUTIFUL ALMOST NEW grey kkjsklr)
ges. 611 W. 4th. Tel. 6264.
fur. coat, size 14-16, S150) also blade
alt wool satin-limed full «4 length coat,
Apartmantt, Flats ' ¦
90
120. Tel. 4581 after 5.p.m.

Houses for Safe

99 HOUMS for Safe

99 Used Can

"EXCITING^

.. .

is the only way to
describe this

i

Frank West Agency

SoU or Rant; Exchange 101

Biesanz Ready-Mix

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full service. - complete burner
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
Order today Irom JOSWICK'S FUEL «,
OIL CO., 901 E; (th. Tel. 3389.

Fum., Rugs, Linoleum

64

DELUXE GE all electric 1-bedroom apt.
Carpeted, air conditioned. Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR, 2349.

Apartments, Furnished

91

NICELY FURNISHED 3 rooms and bath,
264 W. 7th.

NEW! HOST deans carpets without water. Use your rooms Instantly. It's so SAVE
MONEY on food, graduate stueasy with the HOST electric Up Brush.
dent will share deluxe apt., excellent
True colors' and texture are revived
cooking faclllllei. refrigerator; $50 a
without risk, rust marks or shrinkmonth.; Call at 459 Center.
age. SHUMSKI'S, Tel. 8-3369 for details.

Boats,

COMPACT TWO-BEDROOM house, west
location, like new, carpeted. Ideal for
retired couple or newlyweds. Tel.: 4324

ONE ROOM efficiency, completely furLARGE 3-bedroom, 1 full bath, 2 half
SPECIAL ORDER SPECIAL!) High back
nished, Including stove, refrigerator ,
baths, carpeting and drapes, double
Mr. chair with thatching Mrs. chair
and private barn and entrance. Tel.
garage; large lot, dwnsr transferred,
and ottoman, In floral or plain fabric. 73004 or 48*3,
3 pc group $8? w.t. BURKE'S FURmust sell. 616 Clark's Line.
NITURE MART, 3rd 8. Franklin. Open FOURTH E. 170%-deluxa small 2-room
Wed. and Frl. evenings.
LOVELY
NEW 3-bedroom home, attach,
apt. with bath and kitchenette. For sined garage, large lot, 1724 W. Mark
gle person or married couple. Newly
S-pc.
Includbedroom grouping
Financing available. Tel. -8-1059.
SPECIAL
decorated and.carpeted. Heated and air
ing 6-drawer 55" double dresser, 34"
conditioned. With furniture, $100, Tel.:
chest, bookcase bed, night stand, Seal/
THREE-BEDROOM house In Lewiston,
3762 or 3705 for appointment.
boxspring and: mattress, 2 boudoir
Minn. Newly redecorated. 1'A baths. Oil
lamps. $185.75 complete, S25.75 down
heat. Address Inquiries to: Mrs. Donald
Business
Places
for
Rent
92
and $14.75 a month. BORZYSKOWSKI
Sommers, Lewiston, Winn, or Trust
FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open
Dept., Merchants National Bank; Wi' eveningsnona, Minn.
OFFICE HOO/l/tA 1st floor, US W. Sth St.
Tel. 4171 for appointment.

Good things to Eat

65

SPECIAL! — Lazy-A Burbank Russets,
20 lbs., 65; 10 lbs. onions 59c. WINONA
POTATO MARKET. 118 Market. .

EAT OUT OFTEN

OFFICE SPACE, center of downtown.
Sttrheman-Selover Co., SJ'A.E. 3rd. Tel,
6066 or 4347, 7
NICE DOWNTOW N office, carpeted, Professional Building. Present tenant must
vacate and will spilt, modest rent for
balance of least. Tel. 8-4489, ask for
. Jim.

Houses for Rent

Ammmm% YOUR

95

EAST LOCATION—small house, modern
except heat. Inquire 612 E. 6th St . .
MODERN FARMHOME, 7 miles E. of
Cochrane, Wis., on all weather road.
Furnace In house. Donald Rothering,
Cochrane; Wis. Tel. 248-2452.
.

ENJOY THE CHANGE

McDONALD'S
Guns, Sporting Goods

66

BASKETBALL BANG BOARDS—complete
with rim and net. $14.95. Kende 'l
O'Brien Lumber Co., 115 Franklin St.
DEER HUNTERSI-tthaca Deer Slayers,
.12 and .20 gauge. We trade, buy and
sell, Out-Dor Store, 163 E. 3rd. Tel .
4?«.

GUNS
TRAPS

:

Trad* In your present gun on a new
one, liberal allowances.
.
NEUMANN, BARGAIN STORE
¦m-' E.;jnd ' • '- . .;" • "¦'
Tel, 8-2131
?.

Musical Merchandise)

70

AMAZING

Is the word
to describe the
TONE QUALITY
you get with
FM RADIO
• No Station Fading
• Static-Free Signal
(even in stormy weather )

COMPLETELY MODERN 1 - bedroom
home, Ideal for couple, 10 miles ' S. of
Winona on Hwy. 61. Frank Nottleman,
Tel. W2 .
ALMOST
bus by
. 8-1478.

NEW ^bedroom home, school
the door, all weather road. Tel.
"
. '

Farms, Land for Sale

98

NEAR HOUSTON, small farm, good
buildings, new gas Installation; cafe
near La Crescent, other . Real Estate.
Carl Olson, Mabel, Minn..
130-ACRE farm, good soil and good buildDean,
ings, a rear bargain.: Thomas
¦
.' .' ' .¦ . ,
Eleva, Wis.

FREE

130-ACRE FARM/ 314 miles from Wlnona In a valley, 30 acres tillable . 4bedroom comfortable home with a
new bath, may also be bought with
personal property If desired; 120-acre
farm for rent, with 3-bedroom home,
not modern, In Pickwick Valley, vacant; 120-acre farm, eait ot Ridgeway, 50 acres tillable with 4-bedroom
modern home, $12,500. Cornforth Realty, La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106.
FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
We buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Tel. Office 597-365*
Res. 695-3157

FM Antenna with the
Eurchase of any
eautifully-styled
PANASONIC AM-FM
Table Model Radio
starting at

160 ACRES, IIS tillable, workland lays
very well. 3-bedroom modern home. 32
stanchion barn with barn cleaner and
300-gal. bulk tank, alto unlcader.. Good
terms by owner.

$34..95

Hurry! Get yours
while they last.

Also other farms, Including small acre,
age with good home, clo«e to town.

Hal Leonard Music
Tel. 8-2921

Radios, Television

MODERN HOUSE, 1 mile north of St.
Charles, school bus., $40 a month or
1 hour a day chores. Kaehler Bras., St.
Charles, Minn; Tel. 932-3175.
:

FARM of 120 acres located 9 miles east
of Lanesboro and 15 miles west ol
Rushford. 45 acres tillable, 75 acres of
fine pasture with creek flowing through
It. No buildings. Contact W. A. Larson,
655 41st Ave., Winona, Minn. Tel. B-318J.

We Service "Al! Record Players
: Complete Stock of Needles
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

64 E. 2nd

DUPLEX HOUSE—living room, dining
room combination carpeted, 3 bedrooms, bath, kitchen, private back and
front entryway, private basement and
garage. Adults only. Tel. 8-2091.

.BOYUM AGENCY
864-9381

Rushford, Minn,

Tel.

Houses for Sale

99

71

THREE-BEDROOM house, $9,000 bracket,
west location. L. W. Moody, 1510 W,
Mark, (Behind Sotspra)

WB OFFER prompt, courteous servlcs on
al1 makes. We specialize In color TV
repair. WINONA FIRE * POWER
EQUIP. CO.. 54 E. 2nd SI, Tel. 5045.

OWNER WILL FINANCE wllh small
down payment. Newly remodeled, attached garage and breeieway, carpeted
$11,600. Tel, 69(1.

Television Service

Sawing Machines

73

OOOD USED SEWINO machines, portable
and console, JJ5-I75. Excellent condlllon.
WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Hull, Tel.
9)48.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

PAYS FOR ITSELF wllh Ihe fuel saved
Slegler, Duo.Therm, Quaker, Empire.
Clean, economical gas or oil hasten,
complete Installations, pnrts and servlc«.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E, 5lh.
Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchnlowskl.

Typawriteri

COLOR and DESIGN nre featured In ALL
NEW underwood 21. A substantial
portable of durable design, handsomely
afyled In tu-toned blue and gray. Underwood 21 Ii designed lor the itudent,
the professional or buslneis man who
requires a sturdy, reliable, portable
typewriter, May be easily carried, Call
and ask for a demonstration In your
home or ofllce. WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE, HI E. 3rd. Tel. 8-330O.

7ft

PARTS, REPAIRS and paper disposable
begs for all make vacuum claanars,
free delivery. Tal. HAS.

Wanted to Buy

ONE BLOCK from WSC, JVi rooms Including balh, private entrance, heal
and hot water furnished. 53 W. King.
E, LARGE 2-CAR garage plui storage
area , 5-room home. Large lot. It's a
real buy. Call us now , for complete
Information . ABTS AGENCY, INC,
159 Walnul St. Tel. 8-4365.
THREE-BEDROOM, excellent condition,
. large kltchun and living room, drapei,
carpeting and ceramic tile both, attached garage , available now. Tel. 3478.

77

TYPEWR ITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, Iree
delivery. See us for nil your of'lce supplies, desks, tiles or office chain. Lund
Typewriter Co. Tel, 5222.

Vacuum Claanars

SIXTH E. 557—5 room ept., private entrance, available Dec, 1st. Tel. 8-1837,

81

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON a\ METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, and raw fur.
Clos ed Saturdays
Tel. VAT
222 W. Jnd
SQUIRREL TAILS WANTED
Unlimited Market
Write for prlcis and Instruction!.

SHELDON'S, INC.
Box 501, Antlgo, Wil, 54409

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metali, ragi, hldia,
raw furs and wool I

So Very Livable

Ii this home situated en well-landsenpad lot, 7J'xl«0' . The living room
and dining room are newly carpeted.
Two bedrooms and bath on second
floor. Oil heat. Two-car oarage, large
screened patio, All freshly painted.,
Modnrately priced.

Two-Story Brick

Well-lmulated home In E. central location, Five bodrooms , 3 nice balhi.
Full basement , new gas furnace , Jcar garagt , Has been Used ni duplex , A good buy as one-lamlly
homt or 2-tamD r Income properly .

Spacious

deicrlbes thle almost new home.
Carpeted living room, 3 bedrooms, 3
ol them carpeted. Large kitchen, 3
additional bedroomi, a nice recreeHon room and lull bath on lower
level, Gee heat. Large garage,

Buy on Contract

This one slory home, located on nice
wooded lot , 2 blocks trom Lincoln
School, Living room, with lire place,

sun-room, dining room, 21 bedroomi.

New roof, oil heal, garage. Now
available al a vary reasonable price,
RESIDENCE PHONESi
B. J, HJrtert . . , 397J
Mary Leuer . , . 4373
BUI Ziebell . , , 4814

I

BeWm
f REAITOR

120 CENTER - m.2%49

Hera Is-your opportunity to buy »
large house with plenty of room for
from two to' four apartments , part of
the work already done,. In a top west
location, good appearance, priced to
sell now !

View of the Lake
Beautiful Garden

This two-bedroom, all on one floor,
home near the: lake ' park : has . electric fireplace, electric refrigerator
and stove, air conditioner, screened
porch plus completely: fenced yard
and many more extras.

Assume Mortgage

with low rate on this three-bedroom
rambler with ceramic bath with vanity, large living room, gas furnace,
big lof. For responsible buyer, seller
will take back a second mortgage fo
assure low down paymmt.

First Floor
Bedroom

and full bath, two bedrooms and half
bath up. New nylon carpeting In living room, dining room and hall, a
basement play room and a big, bio
yardl
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Leo Ko» 45Sl — Laura Flak 2118
W. L. "Wlb" Helje r 8-2181

BOB

mBdmk,
T REALTO
J^

601 Main It.

Tal. 2841

8-2530. 127 E. 8lh:
¦
¦
: '¦
USED BICYCLES
.
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
400 Mankato Ave.
Tel. 5665

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
DODGE—1960 %-ton truck.
: Bakery, W, Sth . St..

Wahlke's

CHEVROLET — 1962 V4-ton panel, new
' tires, 6-ply mud and snow, radio and
SteWart'Warner gauges, nice shape. Tel.
8-1530; days, 4348 nights.
CHEVROLET—1945 2-ton truck , with 18'
combination grain and stock body, lust
like new. Robert Pronschlnske, Cochrane, Wis, Tal. Waumandee 624-2324,

A HANDY
ANDY
1961 Internatidnal
' ' ' - 'ScOUt ;¦'

4 wheel drive pickup with
front : wheel locking hubs,
less than 10,000 miles, Very
clean. A real buy.

:
.;¦' >;:_ -$895 - ' ; f

Cbntractpr,
Handyrilaii,
Home-Seekerj

R

iaO ciNTER-TeL.2349

Gordon Agency, Inc.
REALTORS

A LOT OF HOUSE
FOR THE MONEY!

Check these features! 3 spacious bedrooms, carpeted
living room and dining
room. 2 full baths, excellent
closets, b r i g h t cheerful
kitchen, corner Tot, full basement, oil burning furnace.
Now check the price
$13,900! See it now !

..

GRACIOUS 2 STORY
Centrally located. 4 huge
bedrooms with 3 of them
carpeted. Spacious living
room and dining room , Vh
baths. New gas furnace and
water heater. You can move
right in!

WINONA
TRUCK SERVICE

65 Laird St.

Cute 2 bedroom home, west,
with large modern kitchen
and lovely carpeted and
paneled living room. Extra
large yard, garage . Only
$7,300. Available now !
NICE BUILDING LOT
Somebody is going to get a
bargain on this good sized
lot, with all assessments
paid . . . let It be you!
BEAUTIFUL
YARD WEST
,
,
Surrounds this excellent buy
in a 3-bedroom home with
4-car garage. Only $10,900
. . . You'll like It!

AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . , . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . . . 2551
THK

Tel. 4738

Used Cars

109

RAMBLER-tlWI Station Wagon; A-l condition, automatic shift, radio, 163 E.
. Slh. . .
PLYMOUTH, 1955 44oor Sedan, automatic transmission, radloi 2-wheel trailer.
Tel. 6727 after 6 p.m.
CADILLAC—H62 Sedan DeVllle,
factory air conditioning. Tel.
Merchants National Bank.

with
2837.

SEVERAL USED cars and trucks, farm
machinery, building materials, articles
too numerous to mention must be sohT,
Alvin Grulkowski, Trempealeau, Wis.,
(on Hwy, 35-54 the West Prairie School
House), .
VOLKSWAGEN—1961, hew rebuilt engine,
¦ new tires," luggage Carrier, red. Tel.
4038.: ¦ ; .
VOLKSWAGEN BUS — 1962. Tel. 8-1174.
722 W. King. 7
DODGE—1961, an exceptionally clean 1owner car , light blue, V-B, straight:
stick, 44,000 miles. May be seen at
1670 Kraemer Dr., Apt. E. Tel. 4006.
COMPLETELY WINTERIZED 1960 Rambler Classic 4-door, radio, heater, 6-cylInder wllh automatic transmission. Nice
1-owner car . Only S395.

409

1963¦ OLDSMOBILE
Dynamic 88

-$ 1595VENABLES

75 W. Jnd
Te l. 8-2711
Ooen Mbn. & Frl. Evenings.

WALKING IS GOOD
EXERCISE, BUT

Double-Ghecked
Used Cars "

1962 Olds

DON'T BB ZEROED
IN THIS WINTER: .,:
.
Drive one of these

WINTER READY
SPECIALS
1964 PLYMOUTH Sport
Fury 2 door hardtop has 318
cu. in. V-8 engine, auto-mav
tic transmission, IS FULLY
EQUIPPED. Beautiful j-ed
finish with red interior including the bucket seats.
1963 DODGE Coronet 330.
This car has the economical
6 cylinder engine, standard
transmission, radio, it's tan
in color with matching interior. Has been driven ONLY
15,000 ACTUAL miles, leaving 35,000 miles remaining
oh-.. - , the FAMOUS Chrysler
5 year-50,000 mile warranty.
PRICED TO SELL.
THESE ARE TWO OF
THE BEST CARS YOU'LL
FIND ON ANY LOT
, IN. TOWN. 7 ,
Both local, one owner cars
with former owner's name
. on request.
"WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL" V

Dynamic 88 2 door hardtop,
power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, black in
color, ready to go to the
coast.

Only $1395
1962 Chevrolet

Bel Air, light beige in '. color with matching beige interior, : automatic , transmission, 6 cylinder enpine,
radio and heater. OWNER'S
NAME ON REQUEST.

1966 Ford Fairlane GTA 2door hardtop, all red, new
car warranty.
1965 Ford Galaxie 500 Convertible, V-8, Cruisomatic,
power steering, all red
and sharp.
1963 Ford Galaxie 500 4door, V-8, Cruisomatic,
vinyl trim. Clean.
1961 Rambler 4-door, 6 cylinder, automatic .
1961 Ford Gafaxie Starliner,
V-8, Cruisomatic, power
steering.
20 Others To Choose From

O & J

MOTOR CO.
St. Charles, Minn.

1966 Ford V-8

Galaxie 500 2 door hardtop, Sahara Beige , T-Bird
engine, vinyl trim, whitewalls, ' chrome side mouldings , radio, deluxe seat
belts, power steering. Driven only a few thousand
miles, Big saving at. , .

$2995

Full new car warranty.

1961 Ford V-8

Country Squire 8 Passenger
Wagon, overhauled motor,
Ford-o-matic, power steering, radio , Clean and ready
to go . , .

$995

Liberal allowance for
your old car .
*» Advertise Our Pflcw
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42 Years In Winona
Ford-Mercury-Llncoln
Open Mon., Frl., Eve.
ana Saturday afternoons

',
V M UsJm
A

$1195
1961 CHEVROLET

RAMBLER

.

P0D&6

-' ¦

3rd & Huff
Tel 8-3647
OPEN 5 MITES A WEEK

Evaratt J. Kehnar
158 Walnul. Tal. 8-3710, after hours). 7114

CARS

1965 & 1966
Fords & Chevrolets
V-8, power steering, automatic transmission, radio,
all have low mileage use as
lease cars.

HERTZ
RENT A CAR
6th & Center St.
Winona , Minn.

T

Mobil* Homes, Trailer* 111

NOV. »r-Thuri. 10 a.m. II
Ruahford on Hwy. 43, fhen
EWrad Rostvokf, . enmeri
Fann, auctioneers) Thorp

¦¦ clerk.

;. . .. ' . .

, "

miles S, of
Vx mlla W.
Boyum &
Sales Co.,

¦ - .¦ ¦. . ' ¦;
.

NOV. ' 5—Sat. 1 p.m. RMtaurant EflUlpment Sail, In Fall Creek »t Ihe Chicken
• Chaser 'i Parking Lot. Harvey Boetzer,
owner; Johnson (. Murray, auctioneers)
Gateway Credit Inc., clerk.
NOV. 5f=S«!. 10:30 a.m. Culpitl Roofing
Co. AuMlon, located at Mobil Station,
N. Leoiurd St., West Salem, Wit. Miller * Wehrwbero, auctioneers; North,
ern Inv, Co., dark.
NOV. 5—Sat. 10 a.m. Poppa Impl. Co.
Sale, on Hwy. 74, N. edge ef Houston,
Minn, packman Bros., auctioneers)
Thorp Ilia* Corp., clerk. ;
NOV. S-Sar. 12 noon CST. Williams
Hilltop Hereford Farm 5th Annual Reg.
Polled Hereford Production S»le, J
miles S.E. of Rochester. Donald Bowman, auctioneer.
NOV. 5-^-Saf. 1 p.m. 4Vi miles S.E or
Preston on Hwy. 52. Palmer Klnneberg,
owner; Howard Knudsen, auctioneer;
Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.

RICHARDSOM-1944 mobile homa, 10x55', NOV. 5—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 7 miles S. of
Whitehall on Hwy. 53. Ed Olson, ewrv
built on porch. Orlle:A. Moger, Lewlier; Rueben «. Truman Olson, auctionton, "Minn; Tel. 2813 or 5758 after t.
eers; Thorp Sales Corp.,dark .
RENT OR SALE—Trailers and campera.
Tour-A^Homa pickup campers for ''A* NOV. 5—Sat. 12 noon. 11J 4th St., In tha
City of Galesville, Wis. Mr*. Frank
ton picliups> from $795 lo $1150. 4, «,
Smith, owner; Ray E. Arneson, aucand B sleepers. LEAHY'S, Bulfalo City.
tioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
Wis. Tel. Cochrane 248-2532 or 248-J476.
MOBILE HOME MOVING. Call Dale Bublitz, Coulee Mobile Homos, Tel. AIH.
SEE OUR FINE selection ol new mobile
honies, 10' and 12' wide. Now - selling
at largi discounts. COULEE MOBILE
HOME SALES, Hwy. 14 4 61 East, Winona, Minn. Tel. 4276.

La Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

7 ROLLQHOME

Wt miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy . 14.
Lyle Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Auction Sales
CARL FANN. JR .
AUCTIONEER, Bonded end Licensed
Rushfo rd, Minn. .
tei. 844-7811
F"REODY FRICKSON . .
Auctioneer ¦:'
Will handle . all .sizes and kinds ef
: . . auctions. Tel. Dakota 643-2943.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and stale licensed
and bonded, 252 Liberty St. : (Corner
E. 5th and : Liberty). Tel, 4980. ,
.

NOV. 5—Sat . 1:30 p.m . 3 miles W, of
Galesville, J. Robert Hammond, owner;
Alvjn kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv .
Co., clerk ,
NOV-. S— SaC 11 a.m. J '-miles , W. ol Mondovi , . Wis., on Cointy . A, Ed a Lyle
Christophersnn. . owners;
Werlein . !<
, Noel, auctioneers; Gateway Credit, Inc.,
clerk.
NOV. 5^-Sit. 12 noon, 2 miles S. ol Caledonia oh Hwy. 44. Saylor Wheaton. own. .;
- er;
Schroeder . Brcs.. ' .. ' auctioneers;
Sprague State Bank, clerk.
NOV . 5-Sat. 1:30 p.m. ' S'A miles S W.
of Weaver, Minn. District No. 2403
known «s the Rollins School: Maas
& Maas, auctioneers; Peoples State
Bank of Plainview, clerk.
NOV. 7—Mors;. l p.m. 9 miles S. of Eau
Claire on Kwy. 93. LeRoy Wefts , ownerr.
.Zeck t, He.ike, auctioneers; Northern
. Inv. 'Co,, clerk;
NOV. 8-Tues . ll a.m. t miles S. ot ¦
Eleva w Hwy. 93, (hen 4. miles S;W,7
on County Trunk "V" and 1 mile V/..
on town road. Walter Pass'on", "owner; ¦
Werleln 8. Noel, auctioneers; Gat».
way Credit, Inc., clerk .
NOV . s-Tues. 12 noon. 3- ml|8» ,W , of
Arcadls, . Wis. James Boland, owner;
K . Kohner,.
. English
auctioneers;
Northern .Inv. Co., clerk. •

Bel Air 4 door sedan* 6
cylinder engine, automatic
transmissionj color is copper-":
' " radio and heater, white sidewall tires. A¦ LOT OF MILES
¦ ¦ ¦¦¦ ¦ "¦ ¦
, i
. ¦ LEFT. - ' ¦ '" :¦
7- .
,
..
M ."• ¦
:
i":
Located
5%
miles
Southwest
of
WEAVER
and
8% miles I
$895
\Jr : -[
Northeast of PLAINVIEW, Minnesota. (On the Plainview- 1
|
Weaver Road).
. ;
|
Stop in and look them
|
over, soon.

0 sMs @ W A L Z
'

Jfinnesota
Land & Auction Sales

(Buy - Sell-Trade)
210 W: 2nd
Tel. 8-3211

$1095
1961 Buick

Electra 4 door sedan, black
in color, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater ,
tinted glass, white sidewaTl
tires. A DREAM TO DRIVE
for ONLY :

Auction Sales

109

Nice selection of
GOOD USED CARS
and PICKUPS at

OLDS & BUICK

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Friday Nights

T^uck Headquarters
IN WINONA

QUALITY GHEVRbLET
WHERE YOU'LL FIND A COMPLETE STOCK OF

NEW AND USED TRUCKS

¦
Novej
mbet;
Satiirdlay
5 I
¦
A
¦
I ¦
y - '¦ '¦
•' ¦ ¦
¦I. - - . " - ¦. ' ¦ '.'
>

•
A ::
A
. . "
.
: .
Starting at 1:30 P;M. .;•. :
|
1 District Number 2403 --KNOWN kS THE ROLLINS
SCHOOL . . . School Building, 22x45 ft., and approximate|
I fy One-half Acre of Ground, equipped with Fuel Oil FurM iace, and underground fuel oil tank . ..School EquipI ment. '-. . . . 28 Modem Individual School Desks . . . 3
I School Desks . . . Wooden Teachers Desk ". ' . ' , Wooden
J| Sw:ive} Office Chair . . . Wooden Work Table . . , Gerhard Piano and Bench . . . Hotpoint 4-burner Electric
|
i Range.- i . . Water Cooler . . . Six Sections of Slate BfackI boards . . . Wall Maps .• . . World .Globe . . , AssortBooks . . . 2 Sets of World Book EucycloP ment of. School
I pedias . ; . 2 Outdoor Toilets . . . Metal* Flag Pole , . .
:
| | Playground Set, consisting of 2 Swings, Slide and Teeter
i Totter . . . Other Items. ;
|; Chairman — WelsiStaudacher ; . . Clerk — Leonard
i Rollins . . . Treasurer — Notley Bennett. Maag 4 Maas ,
Auctioneers . . >*People State Bank , Plainview, Clerk,
|
^

I
p

%
|
|
§..
|
$¦
|
I
|?
'
$¦
1
I
|
I
I
§
|

I I am quitting dairying because of other fufl time employ- |
I ment, so will sell the folowing personal property at
. i

Tel. 3004 or 6817

O & J MOTOR CO.
Ford Dealer With
The Big Deals
ALL THE TIME!!

Used Cart

It's a shame to tire yourself, when you couH be driving one of these clean, dependable genuine

DON'S AUTO SALES

119 Washington

NEWLYWED SPECIAL

Xtroiy Exchange Bldg.
^
^
Wlnoo»

Sam Weisman & Son

INCORPORATED
Tel, 3447
450 W. Srd

eoB

2 door hardtop. It has a
beautiful black finish with
contrasting red interior, giving it a rich sporty look. A
locally owned automobile
having low mileage, V-8
engine, automatic transmission with power steering.
Excite yourself . . . see this
exceptionally fine used car
today !
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FOUR-BEDROOM, 2 bath home, at 472
WANT TO BUY boat trailer for 17' boat.
W. 6lh. $15,000. Tel. 7173.
Tel. 6345 after 5. ¦ ¦'
TWO-BEDROOM HOME on large lot,
close to schools, ownir moving. 1715 W. Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
5th. Tel. 8-4196.
,
•
HONDA PAINT In spray cans. ROBB
BY OWNER. Will help finance. 2-story,
BROS. MOTORCYCLES, 573 E. 4th.
gas heat, carpeted living . and dining
room. West end, Tel. 7517.
HONDA—1945 90 Trail, 2,700 miles. Tel.
BY BUILDER—2 new, 3-tedroom homes,
attached garages, small down payment. : ¦
Tel. 9745 or 8-2592.

1962 FORD
Galaxie 500

i

-Frank West Agency

NEAR ST. TERESA COLLEGERS blocks
. to public or parochial school. 3 bedrooms, main floor. Tel. 7191.

U«d Cart

THREE NEW stucco homes hy Goodview, OALAXIE TOO 4-door, automatic, radio.
CORVETTE—1961, metal flaka maroon
1864 w. 4th. Tel. 5241 after 5.
attached garage, gas heat, IVi baths,
paint, dual AFBs, '66 cam and solids,
spacious closets. Excellent locations.
beautiful condition throughout. Highest
Tal. 6059.
offer. Tel. 5583.
_
;
;
. '/ r
BY OWNER—7-room house, sail location,
combination windows and door, bath
and half, ready for occupancy. 726 . E.
Sth. Tal. IBM. .
LARGE 3-bedroom home In area of
' ¦ Trempealeau Dam on Hwy. 61, with FOR BARGAINS, If
4-door, automatic transmission, pow¦ ¦ ¦ you want to buy. sell
er steering, power brakes, radio, heatfinished recreation room in basement,
•
or trade. ¦ ;
er,
solid bronre finish with matching
fireplace, attached double- garage, 40
C Shank, Homemaker's Exchange
Interior, whitewall tires.
•eras ot land. $17,500. Also good se:
. '552 E. 3rd.
*¦
' ¦
•
' ¦
¦
lection of homes In or near La Cres- 'm¦
.
i — .
.„
' ' ¦¦ n i
,
cent. Cornforth Realty; La Crescent, Minn. Tal. 895-2106.
EL. JEFFERSON SCHOOL area. Beautlful new style home, 3 bedrooms,
living room with picture window;
Large kitchen with dining area. Let
us. show you this very good buy.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., .159 Walnul St.
Tel. 8-4365.

TWO TUBELESS fires, 820x15; bathroom 15 MINUTE drive, southeast on Hwy. 61,
scale; mirrors; child's play cabinet !
all modern . 2-bedroom duplex, furnishknife sharpener; kitchen stool; picings optional, available Dec 1st. Tel.
table, lamps, misc. 1114
tures; step
Dakota 643-3070.
- am. ' ' ¦ ' ¦ ¦ • ; : -7 7 '
.
.
. .
_ W.
CENTRAL LOCATION-3 rooms, private
UPRIGHT PIANO, Roper gas atove,
entrance, available Jan. 1st. For apWhirlpool dishwasher, 2-compartmenf
pointment Tel. Stlrneman-Selover Co. OWNER TRANSFERRED — i-bedroom MILL W. 125 — Now only %MM0 for
ranch, carpeted living room and bedlink with disposal and cabinet, several
quick sale. Control location near Lake
or 4347.,
rooms, drapes, bullt-lns, disposal, cenchairs, table lamps, hospital beds,
Park, Lincoln School and WSC. 3 bedtral
air-conditioning,
80x150"
lot,
excelPaul Watkins Home, 175 E. 7th.
rooms, carpeted living room and dining
VERY NICE upstairs 3 rooms and bath,
lent
location,
priced
fo
tell.
Tel.
8-1120
area,
fireplace, tile bath. ONLY .81,000
(tillable for 1 or 2 adults. Tel. 8-3216.
down with payments ol 889 per month.
DOUBLE BED, Ivory and geld flecked
. for appointment;
quilted vinyl headboard, King Col l FOUR
MODERN
rooms) . carpeting,
mattress, 2 feather pillows and chenille
drapes, stove and refrigerator.¦ • Tel. D. LOW HEAT COST, about $100 par
winter season. All automatic. Lovely
spread, all In excellent, condition. »M.
¦6-1128. .
basement. 2-bedroom .home In BelTel. 5253 mornings or evenings.
17J Lafayette St.
mont Addition. Well-Insulated. ABTS
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished apt., with bath.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 alter hours.
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
Tel. 4641 or 7381, .
Building Materials
B-4M5.
61
ONE-BEDROOM, small, Immediate ocMODERN
2-bedrobm heft-ie, Jefferson
cupancy. Married couple preferred. Simarea, baiement, oil furnace, bath with FOUR-BEDROOM home at 314 E. Sth St,
nyslda Manor, Tel. 8-4203.
ready,
first quality sand and gravel,
shower, garage. Tal, 3633.
for sale or rent, Tel. 7897.
mix concrete. Delivery of ready-mix
CENTER 500V*-3 rooms with private
concrete up fo 20 road miles from
both. Carpeting, draperies, stove and By. OWNER-Beautiful modern Colonial FOR SALE OR RENT, J-bedroom execudwelling, suitable for 1 or 2 families,
tive type home. Tel. Rollingstone 689
plans at no increase in price; Plant
refrigerator furnished.
Adults. 190.
6 blocks west of the Post Office. A real
2W9.
east of Airport.
Also smaller apt., same features, $?5.
¦
bargain. Let the Income buy It for you.
Tel. 3303
By appointment only, Tel. 6790.'
Tel. 5020 for appointment.
Motors, Etc.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
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Ve have a number of
Pickup Trucks, an exampTe

^ae«u»n.

irfik '
l

N0RT Tl
l cS i |
^N JNVESTMENT

.
% - ton Fleetside, 292 cu. in. —«^a«HBKB»»aSB^^»iSii^»i
^
U
Located
9
miles
south
of
Eau
Claire
or
93
—OR—
Hwy.
6 cylinder engine, heavy mB
_ _&
_\_\
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _^£
I 7 miles north of Eleva on Hwy . 93, then Ve mile southeast.
duty springs, front and rear, ^
_mjE£Ss
Am_ _ _ _ A
_f '
rating plus many more ex^ew
tras.
Ladies will serve lunch.
I Sale starLs at 1 p.m. Promptly.
VANS — for example;
TWS
108
"
whe€lbaSe
CHEV
1
32 HI QUALITY CATTLE
"| |
nimJLLM^ I .I JV
I
20 HOLSTEIN AND GUERNSEY COWS - Outstanding
I herd of Tri-State breeding. 3 Holstein cows, just fresh ,
|||each wilh calf nt side; 3 Holstein cows, close springers;
|
|2 Holstein cows, due in Feb.; fi Guernsey cows , close
I springers; l Guernsey cow , fresh 2 weeks; 4 Guernsey
|
cows, due to freshen Dec . through Feb.; 1 'Guernsey
% cow , fresh April and bred back ,
OWNERS SAMPLER DHIA RECORDS
|
Name
Test
Days . Lbs. MilH Lbs. B.F.
§j
305
12,408
4%
»
E. C. Trunx 4 .0
Shirl
4.0
305
11,
64!>
464
1965 CHEVROLET 1 ton with stake racks, 6 cylinder with
f
324
12,401
503
Judv
4. 1
a 4-specd transmission, local ONE OWNER truck . Excellent I
]2 ,B50
305
I Lindn
3.5
410
condition, ready to go to work for you.
4.1
321
12,087
493
|! Jane.
1963 CHEVROLET 1V4 ton, has BIG "6" engine, 4-speed • 2- |3
45(1
Macgift
4 .1
305
11 ,151
speed, new paint job. This truck Is compretely reconditioned ,
' 4 .3
(1,006
317
Stripes
4.10
fi
ready to go. Optional stake rake if you so desire.
4.R
239
R .444
404
| Rtanch
1,1,707
itt
R, S.' Truax . 4 4
306
150,1
1950 CHEVROLET Van, 2 ton with BIG "6" engine and 2- !
Julin
3R
324
10,043
381
speed. Motor recently overhauled. A LOT OF TRUCK at an q
Slimy
5.0
331
fi ,90fi
440
ij
economical price.
40
303
fi.fi.1R
3?V
t\ Luc
() ,R15
.lean
4.0
20A
M
1949 CHEVROLET 1% ton. This truck is so clean , it has to \i
4.0
320
7,774
314
be seen to be appreciated. Grain box with a hoist , BIG "6" !.| ' Sandy
47
7,73
fi , 70Ti
vi
Di'B
31*
engine with 4 speed.
33,1
7,304
40
207
U
Ruth
Bl
Mvi t
4.7
23S
11 ,007
281
When repairs are needed
070
!
Fran
4
5
203
fi
276
,
.
REMEMBER QUALITY'S COMPLETELY STOCKED
7,312
2S4
3.7
273
| Sail
PARTS DEP'T
305
7.3RS
m
Trudy
30
^j
i] I Guernsey hellers , 2M> years , c.Ia^e springers , 3 Guern;1 sey heifers , 2 years , springing, due .Ian. and Feb.; 1
See: One of these FRIENDLY Salesmen on the New
: Holstein heifers, 2 years , springing, due Jan. and Fen,
or Used truck of your choice:
|
This Is a hlRh producing home raised herd of young
i cows, Several of the above cows ' records are Incomplet e
• "HAPPY DAN" PETKE
• GARY KOLLOFSK1
'¦ to date. The Holstein cows arp originally from the Harris
• RAY LITERSKI
• BERNIE WAGNILD
herd of the Trunx Farms.
• JOHN EKELUND
• BOB OLSON
!
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Farm Master milking ma• BOB WEBSTER
chine, 3 or 4 unit rotary pump ; 2 Surge seamless buckets ;
1 Surge seamed bucket; Sunbeam cow clipper with sev.
era ] teia blades; 2 strainers ; double wa.<;h basin.
FEED - 1,000 bales 1st cutting alfalfa hay ; 400 bales
2nd cutting alfalfa hay ; 500 bu. outs ; 400 bales straw;
" 600 bu. ear corn ,
SEVERAL SMALL ITEMS ' TERMS: Under $10 . 00 cash , over that amount cash
or V* down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added
LOCAL BANK FINANCING
to bafance fpr 6 months. Your credit is always good with
the Northern Investment Co.
I.K ROY WF.ISS, OWNER
121 Huff
The "Quality " Block 1/S *1 2396
Walt Zeck and .Jim Moikci Auctioneer«
Northern Investment Co,, lister Senty , Clerk
Rep, by l.yinan Ditttor , .Strum, Wisconsin
OPEN EVERY WEEK NITE 'TIL 9
)
".;
L -\'.. >*. r "-:KJr '\£??£!^£&'S!l8£^
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® USED TRUCKS
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He Can "Ta ke
Care of Self

____ ^\7*
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Will you 'please give me your opinion of
a 21-year-old girl who drives 60 miles to see a boy instead
of waiting for him to go to see her? She is supposed to be a
smart girl, and I understand she holds a good job. She lives
60 miles from here, and she's in town every time lie turns
arpund. The boy is my son. "
He is 26, and I can't see what he sees
In her; She is loud and forward and he
is quiet and shy. I am so afraid that poor
kid will get talked into marrying her I
don't know where to turn. He has his service behind him so there is nothing stopping
him, What should a mother do? WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: Nothing, And ;
don't waste your sympathy on a poor
26-year-old "kid" who has a girl drag- ¦':.
ging her coals to Newcastle. Maybe he
likes it that way.
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Woke oi inf amy
Cited by Hoover
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• INTERCOM SYSTEMS
• PAGING SYSTEMS
• BACKGROUND MUSIC
By Muzak

HAL LEONARD
MUSIC
Phone 8-2922
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gans, denying the free exercise
of constitutional rights of other
citizens, and turning whole communities into nightmarish jungles of looting, rioting and assault?" he asked.
"Can we seriously consider,
even for a moment, that this is
the precious right our forefathers referred to as a peaceable
assembly to petition the government for a redress of grievances?"
Hoover said alio that too
many well-meaning "but misguided Americans not only support the doctrine of lawbreaking
for a worthy end but also oppose
penalties for violators. " «.
In many instances, he *said,
the question of guilt "is obscured and lost in a maze of
procrastinating
technicalities
and legal jousting. Many times,
truth, which often exposes guilt,
is only a secondary objective;
the main search is for error or a
technical loophole for the murderer or hoodlum."
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How has the world been treating you? Unload your
problems on Dear Abby, Box 69700 Los Angeles, Calif.
90059. For a personal, unpublished reply, enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO BOB : If your wife no longer cares
how late you come home, it's later than you think.
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DEAR ON: Under the circumstances, write these
"friends" a note, telling them you are sure they would
want to be reminded of the long distance calls they made
at your home, and include a copy of the bill.

"

2nd St.
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Abby

DEAR SOCIABLE P. U. : One of the first things a
mother teaches a little girl who is old enough to walk
down the street alone is, "Don't talk to strangers, or
ever get into a car with one!" Whether the girl is 6 or
16, the advice is still good. To ignore invitations from
strangers in automobiles to socialize is not snobbish,
It's sensible.
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DEAR ABBY: I know you must get billions of letters
every day so my letter will probably go unread and unanswered. It is really important though, as I know lots of
teen-age girls my age with this problem, and it might even
help some of the boys who read it, too.
Whenever I walk down the street, boys in cars stop
and honk, etc. Some of them are very nice and quite cute,
but if a girl stops and talks to them, or goes for a ride with
them, she gains a reputation as a pickup.
On the other hand, if she doesn't, the boys consider her
a stuck-up snob. Which would be better, to stop and be soSOCIABLE PICK-UP
ciable or to act like a snob?

WASHINGTON (AP ) - FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover said
Tuesday the United States
"wears a yoke of infamy — a
yoke made of greed, hate, violence, apathy and lawlessness."
In a message in the FBI's
monthly Law Enforcement Bulletin, Hoover assailed demonstrators, the courts and the apathy of many citizens for what he
called a "criminalistic burden"
that grows
heavier from year to
¦
year. . '
"How is the cause of equal
Justice under law favored by
noisy, defiant mobs yelling slo-
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DEAR ABBY: My problem may seem petty to others,
but it is big to me. My husband is at home recovering from
a serious operation which he had three months ago. Two
out-of-town friends have come to visit my husband; They
asked to use our telephone, and I OK'd it, not realizing
they were going to makelong distance calls .
One made two calls which totaled $20 and the other made
one long distance call amounting to $16. Both men can well
afford to payifor their calls.
My husband is self-employed there is no sick pay coming
in and his illness has been very costly, The $36 would definitely put a strain on our budget. Please advise.
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votes but most independent political analysts will be surprised
if he gets half that many. His
candidacy could affect the outcome of a close race between
the major party candidates and
the Democrats think he will
hurt Shafer more (Jian Shapp.
Virginia — there are conservative party candidates > ¦ for
both the Senate seats to be filled
this year. This party appeared
on the scene last year and -got
about 80,000 votes in the election

By WILLIAM T. PEACOCK . Agnew. 47, Baltimore County Democratic - nominee, Milton
WASHINGTON (AP) -It will executive — the county admin- Shapp, both support open
istrative officer.
housing.
be a major surprise if an inde- Penssylvania — E d w a r d
Swartz, 56, a businessman in
pendent or minor party candi- S. Swartz , an outspoken con- Hummelstown, has served in
date is elected to high office .this servative, is running for gover- the legislature and was one of
fall , but it won't be for lack of nor as the Constitutional party four Pennsylvania delegates to
effort. There are 71 running for candidate. One of his planks: the 1964 Republican convention
who supported Barry Goldwater
the House, 15 for the Senate and Opposition to open housing.
The Republican nominee, for the presidential nomination.
16 for governor.
The figures cover only those Raymond P, Shafer . and the He predicts he will get 500,000
who got their names on the ballot. In addition, there-are writein efforts on behalf of others.
Best-known nationally ot the
minor party candidates is
' - ¦¦
Franklin D. Rooservelt Jr;, who
' a *¦
¦¦ ¦
a>ao
A
A
took the Liberal party's nomination for governor of New York
when his efforts to obtain the
54841
54284
55648
Democratic nomination failed.
54656
54730
55145
The 52-year-old son of the late
54463
54089
55271
president charged that party
54S60
55459
5*185
bosses had made a "deal" to
. 54914
54
55340 ¦
' ¦¦ '
give the Democratic nomination
¦ ''' ¦ ¦ ¦'
''
"' ' • ' .
to Frank D7 O'Connor.
THIS
SA^^
The Conservative party also
has a candidate for governor in
New York—Dr. Paul L. Adams,
51, academic dean and history
professor at Roberts Wesleyan
College, Rochester,

41^

for governor, enough so that
Democratic Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr., although elected, collected less than 50 per cent of
the total vote.
Its strength is chiefly in a
southern tier of counties where
civil rights legislation has generated strong opposition. Most
of its support comes from former Democrats. The party's Senate candidates are John W.
Carter, 45, a Danville attorney;
and F. Lee Hawthorne, 44V, an

auditor in Chesterfield County
adjacent to Richmond.
Texas — A Conservative candidate—Bard Logan—is running
for governor.
The Constitution party has
Tommye Gillespie as its nominee for governor ; and James
Barker Holland as its choice for
the Senate;
The views of Holland, a Houston insurance man, shed light
oh the attitudes of those/attracted to this party.
7
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w injuria* were reported.
A
Defense
Department
spokesman described datoaga
T
as ^slighL"
,
The cause of the fire has Aot
yet been determined, /tha
; '
.
WASHINGTON (AP ) - A spokesman said.
'
' . ¦.' ¦
smoky fire flared for more
than three hours Monday In a Letter Just a
storage area of a data processing building at the Defense De- Little Bit Late
partment's Arlington Hall In- SAOTA FE, N.M. (AP)
>stallation in Arlington, Va.
JWaurice-Trimmerpress aide to
Thirteen pjeces of equipment Gov. Jack M. Campbell, said his
from the Arlington, Falls office received a letter recently
Church, and Fairfax County fire addressed to Lew Wallace, govdepartments responded to the ernor of New Mexico.
alarm at 4:15 a.m. in Building Wallace, author of the novel
B at the installation. The fire "Ben-Hur," was territorial gov1878
did not spread beyond the stor- ernor of New Mexico from
¦
¦ ¦¦
" - 7. :.,. ' . ,", . '¦. - . ¦: .
age area, authorities said, and to 1881.
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Backers of Adams are mainly
dissident Republicans who regard the GOP leadership of
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller and
¦ '
Sen. Jacob K. Kavits as too lib¦- ¦' •^ ¦; -^' ' — ' — ' :A ¦: ' ¦ ' —^ Ay : w ¦¦¦.:.' ¦ . _ . - .^ -_ 1— A:' ;Y ^i^*A !£*jL m
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eral. The Conservative party
platform calls for sharp cutbacks in state spending, repeal
of the state sales tax and the
New York City income tax, and
prayer in the public schools.
CHICKEN
There are two other minor
,
': 'T "™
party candidates for governor . TOH SHPUIDB. :.,. , ¦/ . .y ^y ^ .y ^^H^iMcw y
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in New York — Milton Herder,
nominee of the Socialist Labor
party ; and Judith White, 28, a
teacher, running under the SoFRESH 3-lEGGED,TRIPLE-BREASTED
FRiSH CUT
cialist Worker banner.
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Here is a rundown of some of
the states with considerable minor party, independent or writein action :
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^ ^^ ^
^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
Iowa —: A newly formed poliCOUNTRY SmE ^ ^ ^^ ^- ^ V^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^
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Iowa party has the Rev.
|% L
^^
Charles Sloca as its candidate
for governor. He is an English
teacher at Parsons College, also
¦' ¦T
¦ .- " ¦#
a Methodist minister; a native
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of Rabway, N.J., with degrees
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from Rutgers and Cornell.
The Rev. M; Sloca is refusing
to pay his 1965 Iowa income
;
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¦ 'tax, contending the state is il*~mmm'mmmm'— ¦¦ • ¦ ¦ A :
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withholding system, Idwans
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now are paying on 1966 taxes
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by withholding while also pay\ *» ' ¦ - • ¦ MI
ing taxes on 1955 income. .
As Senate candidate, the
Iowa party has put up Herbert
F. Hoover , who described himself as "a fourth cousin, twice
removed" of the late president.
Earlier this year , Hoover
sought the Republican Senate
nomination and got 29,225 votes
in the primary to Sen. Jack MilSEIECI QUAUTY
SUCEO OK PIECE
A Hllla, Ik . .. 4»C ) Pit 'MIX " " ' 3 C«n.' $1
ler's 139,088.
The American Constitution
party is running candidates for
governor , the Senate arid four
House seats in Iowa.
VVILSON CERTIFIED
It's Senate candidate is RobWILSON CERTIFIED COTTO
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^
ert D. Dilley, 39, owner of a
Des Moines plant that binds
books and makes looseleaf binders. He wants to ''impeach a
CHEAPER
few of those Supreme Court
justices down there who refuse
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them. "
. It' s candidate for governor is
David P . Quiner, 38, a farm
manager.
The national Prohibition party also has a Senate candidate
SWANSDOWN
REGULAR it'
MAGIC GARDEN
ln Iowa , Verne Higens.
"Peace
inFinally, there is a
dependents" Senate candidate,
Charles 0. Day, a high school
science teacher, who wants to
de-escalate the war ln Viet
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Kansas — The Prohibition
^
party has candidates for both
the Senate and governor Rol land E. Fisher is the nominee
for governor and Earl F. Dodge
for senator.
Running for governor as the
Conservative , party choice is
Carson Crawford , 55, a farmer
campaigning for repeal of recent state income tax increases.
The party 's Senate nominee Is
is George W. Snell, 55, a Wichita aircraft company employe,
Michigan — Here there also
are Prohibition candidates for
governor and senator, Rollin
Severance and E. Harold Munn,
respectively. Their bids are oh a
write-in basis,
(Georgia — Many moderate
Democrats don't like their party 's nominee for governor, segregationist Lester G. Maddox,
and don 't want to vote for Republican Howard Callaway.
There is a write-in campaign for
Ellis Arnall , former Democratic
governor .
Maryland — An independent expected to make a strong
showing for governor—some
give him an outside chance of
winning—is Hyman A. Pressman , 52, Baltimore comptroller
nnd nominally a Democrat.,
Tho Democratic nominee Is
George P. O'Mahoney, 64, a
Baltimore contractor , whose
nomination as nn opponent of
open housing In I ho primary left
the party fragmented. Tho Republican nominee is Spiro T.'
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all the state races not being covand other special correspondents
by NES, from lieuteaant
ered
will covermost Minnesotacoungovernor on down. This wire sertfcs for NES*
vice function also will be carried
to the threebiggest conntfes, out in the temporary Armoryofhowever, the vote will be exped- fice.'
ited by direct
count from pre- George Moses, Associated
¦
cincts. . .
bureau chief in MinneapoMINNEAPOLIS (AP) — When apolis'Armory for its operation In Hennepin and Ramsey Press
lis,
is
NES manager for Minnethe polls close in Minnesota next election night.
counties the League of Women sota, with John Lundquist as his
Tuesday, NES will take over.
deputy.
There, dozens of phones and Voters will handle this.
NES stands for News Election phonereporterswill link up with In St. Louis County, the MinService, formed two years ago electronic tabulating equipment nesota Education Association
by five agencies — Associated to count the vote from Minne- will handle the precinct count. Cat Comes Home
Press, United Press Internation- sota's 87 counties on the three A teacher has been assigned to
After 20-Mfle Trip
al, Columbia Broadcasting Sys- top- races
Senate, Governor each precinct in the county to
—
tem, National Broadcasting Co. and Congress.
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Gary
report directly to NES.
and American Broadcasting Co.
10, reluctantly put his
Jewett,
A;L. Gallop, St Paul, execu'
Each member of NES is as- Each of the five agencies will tive secretary of the MEA, is tomcat named Thomas up for
signed certain states to cover for have its own staff in the Armory coordinating the work, and An- adoption six months ago at Sunall in a national election, with to get pooled figures quickly. drew Lang, Virginia, president nyslope, Ariz., nearly 20 miles
results pooled among the five. In addition, returns will be phon- of the association's northeast away.
Minnesota this year was as- ed to NES headquarters in New division, is ic charge of the vote- The 2-year-old cat returned
signed The Associated Press, York for national use and anal- counting in that area.
recently and Gary's mother has
agreed to keep it.
after being assigned to NBC in ysis. AAA :
1964. As NES agent, the AP will Newspapers, radio stations,
As they did In all races in the "I hate to throw him out a
take over a portion of the Minne- county auditors, weekly editors . primary, AP and UPI will pool second time," she said.

Agencies Combine
For Election Night
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"MS" AND "HERS" MATCHING BATHTUBS , . .
Neiman-Marcus, the Dallas Department store with Texas• sized ideas for Christmas, offera these 'W' and"hers"

Grandparents
Fight fo Keep
Child in Iowa

' • : " -^ -j - v
. . :^ -; v r ^ - -

bathtubs as the ideal Christmas gift this year. Marble-topped
with gold faucets, they cost only $4,000 a pair, Fashion model
Rusty Grimes admiresthe bathtube set (AP Photofax)

Taft Pu^iCam
¦
For'&ty &$:ff i@hf o.W^

legislation, and will have trou- English language and the huBy ARTHUR EDSON
ble financing programs he al- manities at Notre Dame, he got
WASHINGTON (AP) - Mark aNdNNATT (AP) - Swiftly ready has.
his master's at the University of
convertible
Plymouth
Painter's grandparents, fighting the
Cincinnati and wound up as an
At a recent rally attended by instructor in literature at Xavito hold on to the 8-year-old boy, swerved—to tho right, of course
have told the Supreme Court the —and Bob Taft took the ex- Gilligan, Jimmy Simpkins of the er University.
Teamsters' Union put it on the Although he served five and a
"rights" of natural parents
should not be allowed to out- pressway exit so hurriedly that line: . ¦ • '.
terms on the Cincinnati
his sound truck behind missed "If we lost 10 or 12 seats, the half
weigh a child's welfare.
City Council Gilligan, at 45,
going
the
turn.
!
control
of
the
House
is
Mark is the central figure In
retains some^ mannerisms of a
an historic child-custody case. No one could say Taft was right back into the hands of the modern prose and drama teachAt the moment under an Iowa driving recklessly. He was just Republicans and the Southern er, with the gesture that can
Supreme Court ruling, he is another harassed candidate Democrats. It would be a shame end in a slight flutter, the anand a disgrace to the people of swer that can be both amused
being cared for by his grand- without a minute to spare.
parents, Dwight and Margaret For Robert Taft Jr., is racing Ohio not to send this man back and a bit pedantic.
Bannister of Ames, Iowa, but forjus poUtical life:agalast:Rep. to Congress."
his father, Harold W. Painter of John Joyce Gilligan, a first- Sending this manrback'tonCorF —Rough-hewn he is hot. But get
him before the Teamsters
Brookdale, Calif., has asked the term Democrat, in what looks gress won't be easy.
Supreme Court to clear the way like the nations' No. 1 congres- This district is the eastern proud of speaking guttily on gut
love him.
part of Hamilton County — Cin- issues, and' ¦ 'they
for the boy's return.
sional contest
: - . - m -.
cinnati. It was strongly RepubliMark's mother and younger Thisrace has everything: The can when Gilligan shocked eva
national
political
Taft
name,
BOYLE'S COLUMN
sister were killed in an auto
eryone, himself included, by
crash in 1962. Painter left the force for four generations, gran- whining by 5,411 votes in 1964.
boy with the Bannisters tbe next dad was president and chief jus- To make sure this wouldn't hapsummer. After remarrying in tice, dad was Mr. Republican; pen again, the Ohio Legislature
November 1964 he began a court lively, young, articulate con- gave' the district a little more
tenders, money to spend,vociffight to get Mark back.
real estate and 7,000 more ReLast February the Iowa Su- erous supporters who feel that publican votes.
preme Court blocked the way, if their herb is drubbed then all Democrats, -especially those
partly on the grounds Painter mankind is doomed, the pros- who are very poor, need a lot of
leads a "Bohemian life" and pect of a finish that could be in arousing before they will go to
that be is "either an agnostic or doubt to the last ballot
the polls, and this is hard to do
By HAL BOYLE
atheist and has no concern for Each side has special reasons when there's no presidential
for
trying
harder.
NEW
YORK (AP) - Reformalreligious training."
race. ':. . '
marks that bosses get tired of
It is not unusual for an Ameri- After serving his apprentice.
can court to rule against par- ship in the Ohio Legislature,
Gilligan Isn't only fighting hearing:
ents in custody disputes. But in Taft was elected congressman- Taft; he's also battling a com- "Yeah, chief, we've all heard
that one. You told it to us yestsuch instances the court usually at-large in 1962 and seemed on puter.. ' ; .
has found that the parent is un- his way up, maybe even to the Painstakingly, the name of erday—and the day before yest"''
fit or has abandoned the child. White House.
every voter — and his pref- erday.": . .
talk that way to
"You
can't
?
Snch Is not the case here. The Then, from Taft s viewpoint a erences — was collected and fed me. After alii I'm your wife, rot
"You've
got
to
Iowa Supreme Court:said in its terrible thing happened, name- to the machine.
your secretary."
unanimous decision "there is no ly, Sen. Barry Goldwater, who go where the ducks are," Gold- "He catft talk that way to
water
used
to
say.
In
these
critilost
Ohio
so
one-sidedly
to
Pressuggestion in the record that
ident Johnson in 1964 that Taft cal days before Nov. 8, Taft can me. After all, I'm his secretary,
Mr. Painter is morally unfit"
sank,
too, in his bid for the Sen- go where the undecided ducks not his wife."
Moreover, the court said
¦
"Chief, would you mind iniare.
"there is no merit in the Ban- ate.
tialing this requisition for 40
redhots
see
It,
as
Taft
Now,
in
theory,
On
election
day,
the
nister claim that Mr. Painter
more gallons of red Ink? We
permanently relinquished custo- another defeat not only would Republicans can round up every sure seem to be using a lot
but
it
be
a
disaster
for
him,
solid
vote
they
have
—
can
and
dy. It was intended to be a temwould also be a major setback studiously ignore those they more of it this year than last
porary arrangement."
year."
But it went on to say the home in their attempt to steer the Re- know will go against them.
"Thank yon, sir, for my shiny
publican
party
along
what
they
he and his new wife would offer
Good organization wins the
40-year pin. Remember
new
think
is
a
moderate
path.
Mark would be "romantic, imclose ones; that's why Taft is
When you gave me my 25-year
practical, and unstable." The "There's only despair and rated a slight favorite.
grandparents' home, tbe court confusion on the right," Taft's Tall, husky men like Taft usu- pin? That was the year I got my
said, was more desirable ba- campaign manager, Paul Ru- ally rate adjectives like "bluff" last merit raise."
cause it offered a "stable, con- bin, says. "The salvation of the and "hearty." Despite that im- "Some smart aleck has been
ventional, middle-class, Middle Republican party — if there is a peccable family tree, despite drawing caricatures of you
West background" with a "se- salvation — is a man like Bob Yale and Harvard, Taft at 49 is again on the factory washroom
Taft"
cure atmosphere.''
still shy and slow to warm tip. wall, chief. Shall I try and see if
For the Democrats; Lyndon Suave he is not. But take him we can get his fingerprints?"
The U.S. Supreme Court will B. Johnson's success in pushing to the large , elegantly turned "A delegation from the union
say sometime later this term if his "Great Society" programs out home of Mrs. Joseph Glas- is waiting in the anteroom, sir.
it wil] hear Painter's appeal to through Congress has been due gow Jr., before a large, ele- They say they want to wish you
reverse the Iowa court. This to the loyalty of 48 freshmen gantly turned out group of ma- a happy birthday—but I think
past weekend, the Bannisters, Democrats. If Republicans can trons, and they love him.
that's just an excuse to get in,
who are in their 60s, filed win back half or more of these
so they can hit you with a whole
papers asking the court to stay seats — and this is one of them Gilligan Is tall, red-haired, new bunch of grievances."
out of the case.
— Johnson will get little new graceful. Fascinated with the "I wouldn't mind going to
lunch with the old boy—after
all, a free meal's a free meal—
if he wouldn't always start reminiscing about how many years
he had to work in the old days
before he got up to $125 a
month"
"Sir, the new office boy Is
quitting. He says he can't live
on a measly $75 a week."
"Dear, there's a letter from
Junior by your breakfast toast.
He says he made passing grade
in the history of old Roman
band Instruments, but flunked
in English, chemistry and
American history, and lost $285
playing gin rummy with the
house mother at his fraternity."
"There were 37 anonymous
suggestions placed in the office
suggestion box this month, J.P.,
and all 37 suggested that you
resign. I guess that shows morale is getting better—last month
there were 42. "
"About tlie only way I'll ever
get promoted in this organization is to marry one of J.P.'s
four homely daughters—but I
asked my wife, and she won't
let me."

Remarks
Bosses

TVre O/

BEADING BETWEEN THE LIONS . . ,
Actor Marshall Thompson, co-star of television's "Daktari" series, seems to have
chosen an inappropriate spot to study his
script for the next scene, on location near
Hollywood. It really wasn't Thompson's idea.
A televisionpress agent urged him to take
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the seat between two fellow performers,
Cimba (left), a surly male, and Clarence
(right), a docile veteran of many movies. Tho
lions are chained to stakes in the ground,
but Thompson is facing Cimba nevertheless.
(AP Photofax)

"I don't know what you plan
to do with your annual bonus,
but I'm going to spend mine on
a glass of milk. There's not
much point in hoarding it."
"I think your pep message to
the staff went over pretty big,
boss. It has been on the bulletin
board for a week, and so far
only one 'Blah' and two 'Nuts to
you' have been scribbled on it"

WITH FIRST WEEK COUPON
AND-$7.50 PURCHASE
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Collect your 4-plece place setting FREE With tha
coupon offered the first week and a purchase of
17.50 or more. You can get your Free 4-plece place
...
, ..
I. w ,,, .
.ui.
III-J .with
setting couponi n the mall You'll be IU
thrilled
this high quality fine china, so watch for your
valuable coupon mailer.
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Voter Apathy
Across U.S.

Farmer, 90, Takes
A 13-Mile Walk

for Molecular Virology, St
Louis UniversitySchool of Medicine. He gives major credit for messenger RNA, which Is a re.
development of the technique to production or template of the
Dr. Kel Fujinaga, a Japanese DNA code. The messenger RNA
scientist working at the St. travels out from the cell nucleus
i
Louis institute.
to give "orders" for making the
Many scientists have suspect- special proteins each cell has.
open the door to making vac- ed that viruses are at least one
cines against any cancer-caus- cause of human cancers. But The big new step is that mesing virus, or using other means there's been no proof; Viruses, senger RNA can be isolated
cancerous
to halt their cancerous behav- some suspect, may take over from cells—including
¦
'
7
;
. ,, :
o
nes.
.
.
ior.
part of the genetic "code" in a
By
special
new
techniques,
healthy
cell
This
code
is
This new finding is one en•
couraging highlight
among great string of instructions, the strand of messenger RNA
hundreds of research reports known as DNA, that directs all can be compared with a strand
of DNA from any virus, Green
presented this past week to the of a cell's activities.
' ¦ ¦¦ ¦
ninth International Cancer Con- Bat a virus, or part of it, sub- said;
gress;
stituting itself for part oi! the
"For the first time, It offers » DNA code, cannot be detected Ben Hogan, Jerry Barber,
test to see if viruses really in the DNA, .
Johnny Bulla and Chick Herbert
cause human cancer," said Dr. DNA gives its orders through were the "over 50" golfers in
Maurice Green of the Institute another chemical, known as the 1966 U.S. Open.

Do Vhuses
Cause Cancer?

UTICA, S.D. (AP)-Parmer
Bert DeJong celebrated his 90th
birthday Monday by going for a
18-mile walk
He left home at 8:30 a.m. and
By ALTON BLAKESLEE
WASHINGTON 1*>-Sen. War- can Senatorial Campaign Com- at 12:30 p.m. was lunching in
ren G. Magnuson said Tuesday mittee.
Yankton, S.D., with a daughter, Associat.d Press Science Writer
candidates across the country Morton told a news
Mrs. Evelyn Steivers.
TOKYO (AP) _ "It is tod exare encountering voter apathy ence Monday he was confer. ..- . . ¦
citing
not to try to do it, despite
claiming
that may indicate little change "only a modest (net)
the
immense
work involved,"
gain
of
Thieves
Satisfy
in the political complexion of three seats" in the Senate.
He
the
scientist
said.
Congress.
Expensive Tastes
said he thinks the
"It" is the discovery of a test
"There are some hot spots, of will reclaim the 38 Republicans
House
seats
check whether viruses really
to
CLEVELAND, Ohio, (AP) course — states in which there they lost in 1964 and
add four or Thieves with expensive tastes
cause
human cancers. The
some
real,
live
races
—
but
are
five governors to their list.
guilty
virus
or viruses—out of
grabbed
66 cases of scotch from
generally there seems to be a
great deal of apathy among the The Kentucky senator, a a state store but left less expen- about 340 viruses known to infect humans — could be accuformer GOP national chairman , sive whiskey on the rocks.
voters," he said. .
and identiMagnuson, Washington Demo- predicted Republican Charles . Police said 105 cases of cheap- rately fingerprinted
¦
• v ¦.
crat who heads the Democratic H. Percy will defeat Democratic er liquor were found outside the fied.' ;.. . " .
That ability, in turn , could
Senatorial Campaign Commit- Sen. Paul H. Douglas ih Illinois store.
tee, indicated in a telephone and that GOP Sen. Robert P.
interview he thinks this failure Griffin will turn back the chalSUPER.R.GHT BEEF
I
of the average citizen to re- lenge of former Gov. G. Mennen
>,«r~^^
spond to Viet Nam, inflation and Williams in Michigan.
other issues will result in very He said he is confident that
little net turnover, particularly Massachusetts Atty. Gen. Ed¦
in Senate races.
ward W. Brooke, a Negro, will
*" ,m™**
_____ _\_L ' _ ^\y \
^* ™
defeat
former
Gov. Endicott
"I don't think the Senate lineup will change more than one or Peabody to hold the seat being
two votes, either way/' he said. vacated by GOP Sen. Leverett
"We could gain a seat or two or Saltonstall.
we could lose one or two."
The Harris Survey , a copyMagnuson's view that the cur- right private poll printed in
rent Senate lineup of 67 Demo- Monday's Washington Post, i*
crats and 33 Republicans will ported; Democrats on a nationnot be altered materially was wide basis have increased their
shared to an extent by Sen. margin in House contests in the
Thruston B. Morton of Ken- past month but have slipped in
'
tucky, chairman of the Republi- the governorship races.
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Honesty of
Games Studied

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - Next to
the chance of winning, the question that most often concerns
entrants in games, contests and
sweepstakes is whether or not
the promotion is honestly conducted.
The possibilities of fraud and
deception do exist, but the peo-

¦

55 Age for
Retirement
In Japan

By ALTON BLAKESLEE
TOKYO (AP) -~ At 55 - the
customary age for retirement in
Japan — Hisao Watanabe formally stepped out of his job in a
textile firm and received his
lump-sum retirement pay.
T.hat same day he was rehired
into his same job, but at lower
salary. ;¦ . '•
It was one consequence of Japan's highly successful efforts,
begun 18 years ago , to control
its growth, and a consequence
also of a booming economy.
Watanabe Was needed in his
Job, because new starting workers are harder to find. He welcomed the continuing salary
partly because, having married
late, he has a boy in college to
educate.
Younger men in the same
firm were no-, so happy, because
job advancement still goes by
seniority. While a man's pay
gradually increases, there Is
room at the top only by virtue of
retirements , deaths or resignations.
Mrs. Shizue Kato of the House
of Councillors of the Diet, long a
leader in family planning, gestures in graceful dismay at
what would have happened If
Japan had not acted strongly In
1948 to halt its postwar baby
boom.
"Ma'ny, many people would
have died. Economic recovery
would have been longer delayed ," she said in an interview.
Japan had 72 million people at
war's end. By 1950, it had 83
million- - five million infants In
addition to the millions of repatriated Japanese.
In 1948, there was little food,
little housing. Many couples
turned to illegal abortions until
the government legalized abortions for economic or other reasons besides health.
Induced, legal abortions rose
lo a peak of 1,170,000 In 1955 ,
and about 850,000 per year are
still performed.
Mrs. Kato and others decry
this means of hmiting family
size , and stronger emphasis is
being placed on birth-control
clinics and family planning education.
Abortions "are Immoral, and
they often cause emotional or
physical harm to women," she
says .
Japan 's population was 98,275 ,000 last year. It is still Increasing, nearly a million per year ,
but is expected to level off at
128 millions by the year 2010.
This year and next the peak ifl
expected In the number of
young workers coming out of
school into jobs. And a labor
shortage is beginning to bo felt,
More young people are going
°n to higher education, rather
than taking jebs ln their teens.
There Is a shortage particularly
of cheap labor and this Is a good
thing, says Mrs. Kato.

ple who produce the games that
now flood the mails and greet
shoppers at supermarkets and
gasoline stations say they do
everything possible to assure
honesty.
"Our existence depends upon
this," said one game producer
who devised many of the consumer contests for manufacturers and retail , outlets.

The Post Office Department
has statutory authority to investigate complaints. But, said a
spokesman, "there are few violations. The people who sponsor
these contests are responsible."
Another concern of the Post
Office is the possibility of lottery, which exists if a PAYMENT is given for a CHANCE
to win a PRIZE. If payment is
not required, a lottery doesn't
exist. . ' '
This explains why some companies must -state on their
sweepstakes that purchasepayment—is not required to enter or win If the company required that you buy the product
to enter, then a lottery would
exist. National lotteries are illegal under U.S. law.
Contest promoters attempt to
assure honesty by restricting to
only a few persons any
knowledge ot prepicked whining
entries. The reasoning is that
wherever the human factor exists so does the chance of error
or deceit.
In a number of sweepstakes,
for example, the company that
devises the game knows the
winning numerals. But the
client, a toothpaste manufacturer for example, isn't supposed
to know . Neither is the company
that does the mailing.
Nevertheless, for proof of honest, promoters usually must ask
that you accept their integrity,
their reputation , their own selfinterest In honesty. "We can't
always show you proof, " one
said.
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Strictly

ST. PAUL (AP) - Secretary
of Stat* Joseph L. Donovan has
named the four judges who will
serve with him on the State Canvassing Board followingthe general election.
The board will meet Nov. 22
to certify winners in the Nov. 8
*"
voting.
Members will be Supreme
Court Judges William P. Murphy
and Walter F. Rogosheske, and
District Court Judges Edward D.
Mulally of St. Paul and Stanley
D. Kane of Minneapolis.
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Another explains his method
this way. The game is a numbers sweepstakes in which the
winning numerals are prepicked
and then mailed. The entry is to GOLDEN YELLOW
be returned to the sponsoring
company or store.
"Assume," he said, "that one
million numbers are to be
mailed. We receive one million
preprinted coupons from the
printer. We then superimpose WASHINGTON DELICIOUS
the contest numerals in sequence by a numbering device.
"Then we toss the numbers
into an electronic fishbowl We
don't really use a bowl. We use
an electric computer which
~~
picks the winners by random CA LIFORNI A PASCAL
choice, Wo now have matched
the number to the prize.
"The winning numbers then
go into a vault. We don't tell the
sponsoring company. Nor do we
tell the mailer. We pick tbe
numbers, but since we don't do
ANN PAGE
the mailing we 're not able to
choose who'll get these numbers.
"Up to this lime, nobody outside our company knows the
lucky numerals . We may, however, send a key or code to the
sponsor to aid him In sorting
returns. The code would help
identify possible winners from
nohwinners."
"Once in • while," he said, "a
contest has only one winning
VICTORY BRAND
number. There might be 1,000
copies of this number and 1,000
prizes. In this case the 1,000
winning numbers, all identical,
are slipped at random among
nonwlnners.
"What prevents the inserter
from pocketing a winner? The
io-Os.
inserting is made by an execuO TlIc
Jar
tive. He's bonded /or $250,000.
__A
__ A
And he's paid enough so he isn't
Inclined to steal."
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By Rey Cr»h«

By Chester fiould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young
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By-Saiinders and Overgard

STEVE ROPER

THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna Barbera
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By Milton Canniff
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By Alex Kohky
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You can throw away your
umbrella and still be ready
for rain!

By Dal Curtis

LET HADDAD S PROFESSIONAL
intrin
9
SHOWERPROOFING fitr*"'
NANCY

By Erni* Bushmiller

If

• Every garment you own con be rain-proofed ec-
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onomically and efficiently at HaddacPs . Think how
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nice that would be when a sudden shower catches
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By Saunders and Ernst
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arounc'- With Haddad' s professional water -

proofing, you're always "right as rain".
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• Fly a claan, bright flag
at your homo . . . We'll
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you at a football game or just during everyday get-
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Froa Parking in Roar of Plant

Phone 2301

